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Playing with fire
Jon Robin Baitz's "Substance of Fire"
chronicles a father and son struggle to
control the family publishing house.
It's Portland Stage Co.'s final play
of the season - and the last time
Artistic Director Richard Hamburger
will light up a production at PSC.
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Will The Movies
take over Temple
Street theatre?

Rent break
Nicked In
the bud
When Morris Englander,
president of Hoyts Cinemas
in Boston, asked the city of
Portland for a $100,000
break on the Nickelodeon
Cinema's rent last year
because it w~s lOSing
money, the city said yes.
Half a Nick was better than
none at all.
When Englander
switched formats and
slashed the Nick's ticket
prices last month, he asked
for another huge rent
break. The answer this
time: maybe.
"(Englander) said they
were doing more than
breaking even. If that keeps
up, the break might be less
.than $25,000. It might be
nothing," said Economic
Development Director
Virginia Hildreth.
Meanwhile, a competing
Portland movie house is
preparing its own plan to
fill up seats in the Temple
Street theatre.
Who will get nickel-anddimed - the city, mOViegoers or local business?
Continued on PIlge 2
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Kathryn Mcinnis struggles to climb a steep curb cut III Congress and Temple streets In Portland.

CBW{fonee Harbert

Hampering the handicapped
A powerful new federal law is on their side, but public awareness is not
• By John Lovell

The teller at the end of the counter inside Casco Northern's
main bank offices on Monument Square looked around for her
next customer. "Next," she called out.
Kathryn Mcinnis, who might be five feet tall if she could
stand up, was directly in front of the counter, but because she
was in her wheelchair, the faux marble counter was above her
head.
"Next," the teller said again, looking around.
McInnis leaned forward. "I'm right here," she yelled.
McInnis - who is 33 years old and has been crippled by

rheumatoid arthritis since she was 12 - has grown used to
things like bank counters built without regard for people in
wheelchairs. Still, they annoy her.
Now, she doesn't have to put up with such annoyances: A
powerful new law is on her side. The Americans with Disabilities
Act promises an end to discrimination for the nation's 43 million
disabled citizens.
But most people, like the bank teller Kathy was up against on
this recent afternoon, continue to overlook the day·to-day
struggles that Maine's estimated 210,000 handicapped residents
can never forget.
Continued on PIlge 12
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septic system laws and
underground storage tanks.

TO WEAR?!
SUIT SALE
quality & value

Only $299 C:jg
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A.H. BENOIT & CO.
188 Middle St.. In the Old Port

Get your Spring
Wardrobe at
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A review of the top news stories .tfectlng
Gre.ter Porthmd: March 11 through 17,1992.

O~JfCTS

Continued from front page

484 Congress Street

Portland. Maine 041 01
774-12410 Sunday 12-4

Portland reels back Nick rent break

10:30-5:30

,

COOKIN

We recently received a letter from a prominent Portland
psychiatrist and would like to s~are it with you.
Dear Dan and Gretchen,
For the past year or so I have been inundated with a flood
of patients who have developed an obsession with your
Good Cookin'. I'd like to share two particularly disturbing
examples of what is becoming known among mental health
care professionals as the Katahdin Good Cookin' Syndrome.
Patient A is a successful middle-aged profeSSional who
resides in Cape Elizabeth. He is a good husband, a loving
father, and a pillar of the community - the last person one
would expect to develop an irrational obsession. When he
first walked into my office, it was obvious that he was a man
in a crisis. It didn't take me long to get to the root of his
problem. After a few probing questions, he began wringing
his hands and blurted out, "It's those damn crab cakes. I
went to Katahdin with friends and unwittingly ordered the
Crab Cake Dinner. I didn't think much of it, to tell you the
truth. There were so many delicious and intriguing things
on the menu that I picked something at random. And so
began my descent into madness."
"I couldn't believe how good they were. I thought they
had to be the best crab cakes on the face of the earth, but
couldn't accept the fact and just let it go. No, I had to go
everywhere else and try their crab cakes. And I do mean
everywhere. I flew to Maryland, San Francisco - you name
it, I went there. I assumed I could put this thing to rest, but
no. I spent thousands of dollars and have gained thirty
pounds. Help me! I'm at the end of my rope! I'm scared,
doctor. What do I do next summer when all the seafood
places open up on Route l? It goes all the way to Florida."
I sympathized with the broken man, because I have
experienced your Crab Cakes. My task is to make him
realize that Katahdin's Crab Cakes are indeed the best.
Patient B is a bright and energetic young woman. A
nursing student at USM, she shares an apartment on Grant
Street with her sister. This is a partial transcription from our
first session:
"Doctor, it started out so innocently. I did well on an
exam and my boyfriend took me out to Katahdin to
celebrate. The next morning I painted clouds on my living
room ceiling, even though it is prohibited on my lease.
Within a month I spent half of my second semester tuition
on tacky knick-knacks. Now I am fighting an overwhelming
urge to dress like a mermaid. I'm so afraid of what I'll do
next."
I have to make her recognize her own good taste, but it
will take some time. ·In closi'ng,I'd like to thank you for the
tremendous boost you've given to my practice. Thanks to
you, I'll be spending an extra two weeks on vacation this
spring. Keep up the Good Cookin'!
Sincerely,
Dr. X

774·1740
SPRING AND HIGH STREET

MON-THURS 5PM - lOPM • FRI AND SAT 5PM - llPM

last summer, amid mounting losses and the expense of a
new cinema complex in South Portland, Englander had to make
a decision about the Nickelodeon's future. He chose to close it.
Portland city officials and councilors, staring more lost business
in the face, blinked ..They gave Hoyts a $100,000 rent break to
keep the Nick in town.
Now Englander wants a second break worth $50,000.
Meanwhile, the Nick was also switching back to pop films and
slashing its ticket prices. Portland city officials countered by
offering the Nick a $25,000 rent break - then postponed their
decision after records showed the Nick has made a profit in
recent months.
"We will wait a little longer to get a true picture of how
things are going," said Hildreth. "We had to play this one
tough."
Meanwhile, Stephen and Jud y Halpert, owners of The
Movies on Exchange Street, will offer their own proposal for a
theatre in an April 8 Economic Development Committee
meeting.
"Of course, it's academic unless Hoyts decides they're not
going to stay, since they have a contract," said Stephen Halpert.
"But they have failed in the art venture at $6.75, and they must
feel they are failing in this venture to ask for another break."
Halpert said he and the city had "mutual intere.st" in a
Movies contingency plan, though he wouldn't say what kinds
of films he would screen in the Nick facility. "They've proven
you can't screen six art films at once," he said.
"We're trying to help Hoyts break even and stay," Hildreth
said. "But we're not going to help them make money while we
hold the bag." Hildreth expects a final decision on what rent to
charge - and which (if either) movie house gets the building by the end of April.
If Hoyts stays, the city will attach strict conditions to any rent
break this time around. Those conditions include demands that
Hoyts honor the two remaining years on its lease, promise to
market the Nick aggressively and pay the full $100,000 rent if it
turns a profit. The Nick's books would be verified by an
independent auditor twice a year. Englander has reportedly
agreed to all but one of the conditions.
Portland shares the movie theatre's rent, and rent breaks,
with Pizzagalli Properties, the rental company that owns the
building housing the Nick.
Paul Karr

Local voters dump Incumbents
Gorham
On March 11, Gorham voters kicked out incumbent Town
Councilor Carol P. Day in a hard -fought race, re-electing dairy
farmer Albert Mosher Jr. instead and voting in Norman
Justice Jr. and William Wise, both new faces in town government.
One School Committee race was even tighter. Michael
Wing won a two-year term in his first try for office, edging out
incumbent Albert Curran. Jane Golding easily defeated
teenage bible school student Ami Derlen:zo for the other twoyear term.
Elmer Dodge and Jeffrey Sanborn were uncontested in
bids for three-year School Committee seats. Dodge, 85, is one of
the oldest people ever elected to public office in Maine.
North Yarmouth
Auto mechanic James B. Moulton used an anti-tax platform March 13 to oust veteran councilor Kenneth C. Allen.
Vernon Goff Jr. and incumbents William Holden and
Robert Wood won three-year seats on the town's budget
committee. William PrIest was unopposed in his bid for a 3year seat as North Yarmouth trustee to the SAD 51 Board of
Directors.
At the March 14 town meeting, citizens voted to designate
the town a "water resource protection area." The measure will
strengthen toWn ordinances that protect water quality, such as

Standish
Standish residents overwhelmingly voted March 14
to replace a town councilor.
Other incumbents won easily;
most seats were uncontested.
In the only Town Council
race, Eva Tompson, a
former clerk for the town
assessor, soundly trounced
Councilor Gerald Spencer.
Tompson quit her job last
year after ex-Town Manager
Suzanne Kennedy fired
Tompson's husband, Richard
"Baldy" Tompson, from his
job (CBW 10.3.91).
In School Board races,
voters re-elected incumbent
Ronald Morton and former
member Willard Moulton
- who served 16 years on
the board during the 1960s
and '70s - to three-year
seats.
Charles Brown III was
unopposed in his race for an
Area 3 School Board seat, as
were two planning board and
four budget committee
members. Incumbent Harold
Mitchell and newcomer
Patrick Somma won fiveyear planning board seats.
Donal Drew, Mary
Eckstein, Howard Mosley
and write-in candidate
Phyllis Keniston won threeyear budget committee seats.

Council approves
downtown plan ...
Portland City Councilors
approved the Downtown
Improvement District (DID)
in a March 16 vote.
"It's a big step for Portland," said Mayor Tom Allen
after the 8-1 council vote.
"This will bring together
retailers and large property
owners in one organization
dedicated to improving the
downtown. I don't believe
the downtown as a whole can
do it without some cohesion."
The district will add a 4.5
percent cha~ge to member
businesses' tax bills. Starting
July 1, the district's first jobs
will be to remove trash and
snow from the downtown
area while adding marketing
and security muscle. Still
undecided, however, is the
fate of the Intown Portland
Exchange, the volunteer
downtown group that had
performed most of those
functions.
"IPE's contribution base
was declining because of
bank mergers and the loss of
businesses," Allen said.
"There's also a real freeloader
problem with a voluntary
organization like that. People
get benefits without paying.
Now, everyone who benefits
will be contributing."
Local merchan ts will elect
two seats to the IS-member
DID board; the rest will go to
property owners, with larger
taxpayers getting more votes.

... barely saves
nude dancing
Portland city councilors
also endorsed strict new laws
regulating nude dancing

I

March 16, but decided not. to
ban the entertainment from
the city altogether.
In a 7-2 vote, councilors
required establishments that
offer nude dancing to be at
least 1,000 feet apart and
1,000 feet from any school,
church or home, and also to
pay a $1,200 annual fee.
'1t's a question of how far
do you go? We decided to
place immediate restrictions,
but we'll probably consider a
ban at a later time," said
Mayor Tom Allen.
The ordinance also caps
the number of nude dancing
venues in the city at four.
There are presently two, one
in Riverside and one in the
Old Port.
Earlier in the afternoon
session, councilors narrowly
voted against a full ban on
nude dancing in the city.
Councilor Cheryl Leeman,
who voted against the new
rules, vowed to keep trying
to ban the entertainment.
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Mainers protest
South Africa
Protesters from the Maine
Project on Southern Africa
held a noontime vigil in
Monument Square March 17
to protest South Africa's
whites-only vote and applaud Maine legislators who
kept investment sanctions
intact.
Against the background of
a lone drummer's somber
tattoo, Neville Knowles, vice
president of the National
Association for the Advancement of colored People
(NAACP) of New England,
said a prayer in solidarity
with South Africa's
28,000,000 black majority. In
South Africa on March 17, a
whites-only referendum was
held asking whether apartheid should give way to
shared power with blacks.
In Maine, the House of
Representatives overwhelmingly rejected a proposal
March 11 to loosen state
curbs on investment in South
Africa, by a vote of 92-44.
The measure had won
preliminary Senate approval.
But the lopsided House
margin suggested that the
House would be unlikely to
acquiesce with the Senate on
a second round of voting. A
failure to reach agreement
between the two chambers
would effectively scuttle the
bill.
Opponents of easing
investment curbs said South
Africa still falls far short of
one-man, one-vote standards
of equality for its citizens,
and that sanctions keep up
the pressure for reform.
'1t will only be enough
when every person in South
Africa has a vote," said Rep.
Ruth Joseph, a Waterville
Democrat.
Maine lawmakers directed.
state money managers five
years ago to begin shedding
investment connections to
South Africa. President Bush
lifted most U.S. sanctions last
summer.
Continued on ptlge 4

"A richly detailed fantasy world... fans will not be
disappointed with this wonderful fairy tale."
-Library Journal $5.99
41 Exchange St. Portland . ME 0410 I
772 - 4439
parking sta mps available
o p en daily 10-6 • sunday 12-5:30

boo!{land
ojMaine

Portu.nd: Downtown ",nd Northg",ce, S. Portl"'nd: M",11 pu.ZlJ ",,,d
MJtl Cree1i, Biddeford, S",co, North Windh",m, Brunswick ",,,d lJJJth.

INFORMAL WINE TASTING
WIT H

WALK·AROUND DINNER SELECI10NS
INCLUDING
Terrlne of Maine crab and sweet com
Ragout of fresh wild mushrooms
Roast filet of beef
Grilled fresh Maine fish and shellfish
Potatoes roasted with fresh truffles
Country breads with soft butter and virgin olive oil
Cassoulet of fresh game and flageolets
Fresh berries
Assorted desserts and sweets
... and more!

WINE SELECTIONS
INCLUDING
Three vertical vintages in magnums
of Trefethen Ubrary Selection, Chardonnay '83,'84,'85
Two Trefethen Ubrary Selection Cabernets
from the early '80's
French/American sparklers: Domaine Cameros,
Scarffenberger, Roederer Anderson Valley
Trefethen White Riesling 1988
3 MORE TO BE SELECTED!

MARCH 21
9:30AM
BANGOR CAMPUS
Dispiays,Demonstrations, Tours, and more!
Call the:
Admissions Office Today!

1-800-432-7335, Ext.218
947-1121

ALL MENUS AND WINE SELECTIONS ARE SUBJECT TO
REVISION BASED UPON AVAILAB1UTY. WEATHER.
AND MARKET CONDITIONS

Friday, March 27 at 6:30
In the Drawing Room
$59. per person, +tax & grato Reservations required.
VISA. MC. AMEX accepted.

also - join us for Wine Tasting Dinners on Saturdays

162 Main St., Freeport, ME

(207) 865-9377
2 blocks north of L.L. Bean

Maine's College of Business,
Health, and Professional Studies.
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East End rapists
strike again?

0zsaI Bay l'ltdly

100/0 OFF
Our New
Spring Dresses

Continued from page 3

Suspect: BIDE
pocketed cash

one week only expires 3/26/92

Carla's Corner
Ocean Avenue, Kennebunkport
967-22iX>
Open Every Day 10-5, Sun_ 12-5

••••••••••••••••••
19 Shore Road, Ogunquit

646-3900
Fri.,Sat- & Sun. 10-5

It's
Time
loran
AAOMATIIERAPY
FACIAL

Relax with an

hour long
accupressure facial
massage and let
the flower & plant
essences awaken
and calm your
senses.

~

773-4457
We're Maine's

DICTURf

~

only AVEDA concept salon.

57 EXCHANGE sr • PORTLAND

ENfER ON MIDDLE ST

Sturdy
Workcompute:~g;;inr;:::::::::~fr1~
Station
Only

$1~4~9~.~~~~~~~

Rugged
Bunk Beds
Only $199.
Plus Oak Chairs,

Tables, Bookcases,
& WaH Units at
Low, Low Prices!

582 U.S. Route 1
Dunston Comer
Scarborough • 883~2145
Dining Table
&4 Chain
Only $299.

Mon •• Sat. 9:30 • 5:30,

Thurs. 'ta8pm, Sun
Credit Cards

12.....

Grampa's
5 Drawer Chest

Only $119.

A suspected marijuana
dealer who allegedly sped
out of a Westbrook parking
lot with $15,000 given him by
an undercover drug agent
told reporters March 13 he
buried the cash in the woods
that same day and hasn't
seen it since .
In an unusual news
conference in his lawyer's
office, Arthur "Skip" Black
suggested that the Bureau of
Intergovernmental Drug
Enforcement (BIDE) may
have the money and that the
embattled agency put out
false information that
prejudiced his case. '
Black said he stashed the
money in two trees about a
quarter of a mile from the
Prides Comer section of
Westbrook, but when he
returned with police the
following afternoon it was
gone. His pursuers from
BIDE were the only ones who
knew where he had left the
cash, Black said_
"He's being used as a
political football because of
BIDE's difficulties," said
Daniel Lilley, Black's attorney. "As far as we can
determine, it's either somewhere in the woods where
Black left it-.. or BIDE still
has it."
David Kurz, BIDE's
deputy director, said, "We do
not have it." He also rejected
Black's claims that police
pursued him out of the
Bradlee's parking lot.

Pro-fetus Judge
approved
Associate Justice Daniel E.
Wathen was unanimously
endorsed for the post of chief
justice of the Maine Supreme
Court by the legislature'S
Judiciary Committee.
The March 14 committee
vote followed a daylong
public hearing, during which
Wathen drew criticism for his
dissent in a 1988 medical
malpractice case involving
the death of a fetus. In that
opinion, Wathen wrote that
the status of a fetus as a
"person" was "consistent
with current human experience and knowledge."
The Maine Choice Coalition, which supports continued access to abortion, called
the dissent troubling_ The
Maine Women's Lobby also
registered opposition.
But Wathen told the
committee, '1 do not have an
ideological bias on the issue
of abortion."
The nomination next goes
before the Senate, where a
two-thirds majority would be
needed to override the
committee recommendation.

Two men wanted for an
alleged East End rape may
have tried to abduct another
woman in the Parkside
neighborhood, Portland
police said,
The men, traveling in a red
van, approached a woman on
Grant Street March 15 and
asked directions to a local
hospital, said Portland Police
Detective James Daniels.
They then drove around the
block and tried to grab the
woman from behind.
"The description of the
men generally matched the
other case. We're operating as
though it's possibly the same
two people," Daniels said_
Daniels said neither the
license plates nor the make of
either vehicle could be
determined by the alleged
victims. He also said no other
witnesses had come forward
in either case.

Scarborough
police report: no
racial prejudice
An internal investigation
by Scarborough police has
turned up no evidence that a
black meter reader was
harassed or detained because
of his race (Newsbriefs,
3.5.92).
The report, released by
Police Chief Hollis Dixon on
March 6, concludes that
"(Garrett Stewart's) perception ___ that he was stopped
because of his race can not be
substantiated because the
officer had a valid reason to
stop the vehicle and to
question whether or not Mr.
Stewart was at the complainant's home and, if so, why."
The report also said
Stewart's memory of the
incident didn't match police
records of the length of his
detainment and the number
of cars involved_ The case has
been closed by the department.

Teacher, state
pension fund race
to death
A teacher with terminal
lung cancer fears he may die
before a new state law takes
effect that would allow his
wife to collect his pension
benefits.
Richard Clonan taught in
the Scarborough school
system for 18 years before
leaving on disability two
years ago_ Under current
Maine State Retirement
System rules, only retirees
with at least 25 years of
service can pass on pension
benefits to surviving spouses.
Last year, the Legislature
passed a law that protects
state retirement benefits for
survivors even if the employees serve less than 25 years.
But to postpone the bill's
impact on the state budget,
lawmakers decided the
change would not take effect
until July I, 1993.
Two-and-a-half years ago,
Clonan, 54, was told he had

18 months to live.
H he dies before the law
becomes effective, his wife
Helen will only receive a
monthly death benefit
payment of $312, instead of
the $1,000 partial pension
payment.
'1f you do the work," said
Clonan, "you ought to get
what's coming to you."
Rep. Stephen P. Simonds
of Cape Elizabeth has
sponsored a bill that would
make the change effecti ve
this spring.

Sterling Sllver Beasts
by
Devta Doolan

·Westbrook chases
S.D. Warren tax SS
The city of Westbrook may
appeal a state ruling that will
cost it property taxes from
S.D. Warren's owner_ "My reading of the board's
ruling is that there's an order
for the city to pay an abatement," said city attorney
Michael Cooper. 'The City
Council hasn't met to decide ·
on an appeal yet."
Philadelphia-based paper
giant Scott Paper Co. challenged Westbrook's 1988
assessment of S.D. Warren's
property value, and last year
the State Board of Property
Tax Review agreed that the
city had overcharged. The
board hasn't yet ruled on
Scott's 1989 and 1990 challenges_
Assistant TilX Assessor
Jean MacDougal said S.D.
Warren's tax bill was about
$6 million in 1991 and about
$7 million in 1990_ That is
about one-third the city's
total tax revenue, she said.
City officials have guessed
the city could lose several
million dollars if Scott wins
abatements for all three
years. '1t's not much for
Scott, but it's a huge amount
of money to Westbrook," said
attorney Cooper.
Scott has not yet filed a
request to reduce its 1991
property revaluation.

Long Island to
vote on secession
The Maine Legislature has
approved a bill allowing
residents of Long Island to
hold a referendum on
whether to secede from
Portland.
The proposal stems from
Long Island taxpayers'
disgruntlement over having
to pay property taxes that
rose sharply after Portland's
property revaluation last
year.
'This is the beginning of a
tragedy in the form of the
emasculation of the city of
Portland," warned Rep. Fred
Richardson, a Portland
Democrat.
But Rep. Herbert Adams,
another Portland Democrat,
noted that Long Island is
already physically separated
from the city by 4 1/2 miles
of Casco Bay_ "Were not
talking about suburbs here,"
said Adams. 'This is an
island."

american crafts
44 Exchange Street, Portland, Maine 04101 (207) 772-4880
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Start your calendar ANY time of ·the year
beginning with your birthday, your son's graduation or
that memorable event you don't want to forget. Design
with your own special photos or slides and let us c
a truly unique calendar for giving or keeping!
Full Color $35.00 for one
$30.00 ea. two or more

Bring in this ad for an additional 15% OFF

Q€t.:!.€.B.~I€QJM~§Ff.fQ~Qft9Qf.J€§
Monday - Friday 8-6. Saturday 10 - 4 207 77A4455
..----;~
Market St.
the
Old PoIt. Portland
• It" 55

LA-MERE

Hours:
Mon-Thurs 1O;rn-8pm
Fr 9-4pm. Sal day closed
Sal. nile 7:00-9pm
Sunday 11Hpm

_

. Your Camera, Audio-Video, TV and Computer Super
tl(§fiJ Personal Service •
Selection. Consistent Low Prices

JVC

Double Cassette Deck

TDW103
• high speed dubbing

• Dolby NR • tape counter
• continuous play of two tapes

Panasoni c
Palmcorder

$88 00
•

"Tape Filln Your VCR"

$549.95
PV10
·6XZOOM
• time & date stamp
• flying erasehead
• fade control

PREMIER
INNOVATIONS

$749

Celebrity 386SX

wi 40 MB Hard Drive

and 14" VGA Color Monitor
• 80386SX Processor 1618 MHZ (0 walt stam)
·40 MB Hard Drive
'1 MB RAM (IXPMdabie to 4 MB)
• 3 1I'F High Ilenslty Floppy Drive
• 3 Button Se~aI Mouse (microsoft compatible)
• VGA Graphics Card (2S6K Video RAM)
• Inmgramd software J,akage Includes DR DOS 5.0.
Geoworlls ensemble Life"

•

LA MERE
-

ISS "lAI~ ST. BIDDEFORD

Continued on page 6
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OLYMPUS
Super Zoom 330
Super Zoom 330
• 38-105mm
zoom lens
• spot mete ring
• macro up to 2.6'
• wireless remote
control
• redeye reduction flash

$199.95

PACKARD BELL

$999wi

386-SX
40 MB Hard Drive
and 14' VGA Color Monitor
• 80386 SX Processor 1618 MHZ
" 40 MB Hard Drive
" 1 MB RAMJexpandable to 5 MB)
.800 x 600 GA Controller
• Mouse Included
• 31I'F High Density Floppy Drive
• 51/4' High Density Floppy Drive
'1 Serial. 1 Parallel Port
·Inmgramd Software Package Includes MS
DOS + lotusll'l Worlls

"Your"
Camera, Audio, Video TV
and Computer Super Store
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The Choral Art Society is pleased to present

~_

QDIEM

Continued from page 5

BY GABRIEL FAURE, EDITED BY JOliN RUITER

MAGNIFICAT

CT

IIY

1M'' ' RAMIN'"

Sunday, March 29 at 3 p.m.
St. Luke's Cathedral, State St., Portland
Tickets: Amadeus Music, Gallery Music
and Choral Art Society members

Maine Yankee
reported unsafe ..•
As the aging Maine
Yankee nuclear power plant
in Wiscasset underwent
repairs, a Maine group
released a report listing five
potential safety hazards at
the plant.
The Safe El\ergy Communication Council (SECC) in
Washington, D.C., said in its
report that Maine Yankee is
susceptible to power failures,
might not shut down auto-"
matically in an emergency
and could crack when
overloaded on cold days,
among other possible
dangers.
"The reactor vessel could
crack if the plant had to shut
down quickly," said Maine
Nuclear Referendum Committee (MNRC) spokesperson
Tom Coffin. "It also has not
corrected other problems."
The report came as plant
workers replaced a faulty
cooling water valve and five
fuel roads that were leaking
radioactivity into the reactor
core during a maintenance
shutdown.

... as citizens
eliminated from
waste site search

Sponsored by WPKM

cARPET SPECIA£,
$8.95 per sq. yard
24 COLORS!
Compare at $13.95 sq. yd.
10 Year Warranty
5 Year Stain Warranty
Installed price with pad $14.95
Similar saving on in stock
vinyl &. ceramic tile.
All work guaranteed.

MERRIMAN'SINC.FLOORING
33 Brackett St. • Westbrook
854-3833 • t-800-439-ot09

The state agency searching
for a site to store Maine's
low-level nuclear waste has
abolished its Citizens'
Advisory Group.
Nuclear foes - who have
long complained that the
citizen group was dominated
by government and industry
representatives - are now
criticizing the authority for
abolishing the panel.
"Frankly the authority
doesn't like the way it's going
so they killed it," said Tom
Coffin, a spokesman for the
Maine Nuclear Referendum
Committee. "The bottom line
is they don't like what they're
hearing."
The Maine Low-Level
Radioactive Waste Authority
voted 5-1 to terminate its
contract with Massachusettsbased Endispute Corp.,
which established the citizen
panel in 1989_
The authority is facing a
federal deadline of Jan. 1,
1993, to find a site for a
facility to store Maine's lowlevel radioactive waste. If the
state Ja.i1s to find its own site,
it could lose access to out-ofstate dumps that now accept
the material.

Ads OK'd for tlmeand-temp sign
The huge time and
temperature sign that towers
above Portland's skyline will
be able to accept the advertisements its supporters said
are needed to keep it blinking
- but ads for vices such as

tobacco, alcohol and politics
will not be allowed.
The Maine Legislature has
granted the sign an exception
to Maine's billboard law,
which bars businesses from
advertising with big signs on
their own properties.
The bill authorizes brief,
flashing ads on the sign as a
means to raise money for its
annual $10,ooo-plus operating costs.
The Portland Community
Chamber of Commerce will
handle the advertisements,
which may appear as early as
next month.

Checks are music
to ACT UP ears
ACT UP /Maine's mission
of getting an AIDS resource
center built in Maine got a
shot in the arm when the
group received a $4,611 check
in the mail.
The check comes from
proceeds of the all-star
benefit album "Red Hot &
Blue," released to raise
money for AIDS activism.
ACT UP/Maine member Jim
Wise said 51 AIDS activists
around the country split a
$465,759 pot. ACT UP/Maine
recently mailed AIDS
information packets to 400
hospital administrators in
Bangor, Lewiston, Auburn
and Portland. He said the
group would use the windfall
to produce and mail more
packets to other parts of the
state.
ACT UP/Portland also
recently found an anonymous $5,000 donation in its
mailbox. "Somebody thinks
we're doing good work," said
group member Mark nvonen.

No license, no Job
A well-known reporter for
WCSH-TV has resigned, five
days after his arrest for
allegedly operating a motor
vehicle after his license was
suspended.
John Impemba, a former
newspaper reporter who
frequently covered stories
regarding law enforcement,
submitted his resignation
March 11, according to Jeff
Marks, station manager.
Impemba was arrested
after police stopped his car
on March 6. His license was
suspended last Mayas a
result of incidents earlier in
the year involving an expired
inspection sticker and an
expired registration, said
Steven Roberts, deputy chief
of the Portland police.

Cumberland Farms
wants to skim
milk tax
A Massachusetts-based
convenience store chain has
gone to federal court to
challenge a Maine law that
imposes a vendor tax on milk
sold to consumers in the
state.
Cumberland Farms asked
the U.S. District Court to
overturn the Maine Dairy
Farm Stabilization Tax, which
was levied last August to

Continued on page 8
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"When I get a little money,
I buy books, and if there is any
left, I buy food and clothes."
-Desiderius Erasmus (1465-1536)
Ranles Cafe
Bookstore
555 Congress St.

Portland, ME 04101
761-3930
Hours: M-F 9:30-5,
W-Th 9:30-8, Sat 9:30-5, Sun 12-5

Centep Fop New
8De Sbldies
Bookstope
Thompson's Pt. Bldg. 1A, Portland

775-7135
Mon. - Fri. 10AM - 5:30 PM Sat. 10 -4
Credit cards accepted

Our bookstore offers a large variety
of metaphysical and
sen-empowering literature, magical
crystals, crystal jewelry, flower
essences, essential oils, runes,
angel chimes, rain sticks,
inspiralional new age cards, tapes,
incense, pottery, and Native
American crafts. We also offer a
Networking Center available 10 all.

h0f(
~g;;~~ ~
) "I\~
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Maybe
SlIIIeday
195 Congress St., Munioy Hill

Portland, ME 04101
207-773-3275
Daily 1-6

"...the finest eclectic collection
found anywhere" -New York City
Visitor. Children's (for all ages),
holislic health & healing, esoteric &
ancient teachings, glObal &
environmental consciousness.
Chinese temple bells, Russian
baskets, prints & cards, hand
crafted journals, Stockmar beeswax
crayons, massage & meditation
supplies. Special orders, mail
orders, Quick turn around.
Recommended: Pimsleur TapesLearn a language in car. All proceed
support our non-profit program.

Classic and contemporary
literature. Small, University and
Alternative press tilles. Hard to find
periodicals. Discounts for reading
groups and frequent buyers.
Special orders and shipping with a
smile. Recommended: Chalice and
the Blade, Declarations of
Independence, Hidden tram
History, Your Child's Self-Esteem.

IIII
Visit the
Independent
Booksellersthey're

C.lson Turnep
Books
241 Congress St., Portland
773-4200
Winler Hours til May 1:
Thurs-Sat 10-S
Sunday 12-5

Since 1975, Ihis landmark
bookstore has supplied books for
Ihe serious reader and collector. Not
for everyone, bul for anyone looking
for books of substance at moderale
cost. No best sellers, self help, diet,
science fiction or popular fiction.
Books bought and sold. Antiquarian
and scholarly. Hardcover and
paperback.

the ones

761-4474
Mon. - Fri. 9- 6, Sat. 9- 5, Sun. 12 -5

824 RooseveltTrail, Windham
892-9366
Mon. - Fri. 9:30 - 6, Sat. 9:30 - 5, Sun.
12 -5
Recycle your genlly-read
paperbacks at Ann ie's. We have
thousands of preread paperbacks
from current bestsellers 10 the
classics for readers of all ages.
Come in March 21 and meet Anne
Brahms. Sh8!ll be at our Portland
store signing her latest book, Cloak
of Darkness.

... '.

who know

'

,

.

•
.

and
love books.

Annie's
Book Stop
Freeport Outlet
US Rt One
Freeport, 865-3406

Bring in your pre-read paperbacks
for credit. We fealure a large
selection of new books as well- all
discounted! Also offered is prompt
service on special orders (also
discounted). Come visU us soon.

Books
Etc.
38 Exchange St. Old Port

Allen
ScoU Books
89 Exchange St., Portland

Southern Maine's Literary Mecca.
Extensive collection of:
Fiction - classical &contemporary,
poelry, art & architecture,
psychology & self-help, philosophy
& religion, mythology & folklore,
native american, nature, history &
politics, business, cooking,
nautical, travel & maps, children's
books, etc. We special order any
book in print. Gift wrap and
shipping world wide. Corporate
inquiries welcome.

The ambience in this small intimale
bookstore encourages browsing and
meditation in your own privale
world of 17,000 interesting and
uncommon used and out-of-print
books in various categories,
including history, art, architecture,
literature, music, travel, hunling,
fishing, a large collection of
children's books, and a miscellany
of scarce and unusual books. For
the books we don't have, we provide
asearch service.

774-0626
Mon. - Sat.10AM - 6PM Sun.12 -5

Annie's
Book Stop The Book Review
295 Forest Ave., Portland
Falmouth Shopping Center
US RT One, Falmouth
781-4808
Mon-Fri 9-8, Sat 9-5, Sun 12-5

Ageneral bookshop that makes an
extra effort to bring exciting books
including women's studies, local
authors and hard to find small press
titles. Of special interest is aunique
magazine selection and an excellent
children's department. Fast special
orders at no additional charge.

Gun 01 Maine
Books
61 Main St.
Brunswick, ME 04011
729-5083
Mon.-Sat. 9:30-5:00

Since 1979, Maine's independent
alternalive. SpeCilaties include
literary remainders, women's litles,
regional and small press titles,
green and bioregional, Native
American poelry and children's
litles, mixed with hot sauce,
magazines and cards.

IfsAca_lc

134 Maine St., Brunswick
207-725-8516
Mon.-Sat. 9-6, Sun. 12-5
"Booksellers for adventurous readers."
On April 141h, meet Franklin
Burroughs, who will sign copies of
his new book "Horryand the
Waccamaw" from 1 to 3 pm. We
also recommend Robert Stone's
'Outerbridoe Reach· and Susan
Faludi's "lJack/ash."

207-774-2190
Mon. - sat. 11AM - 6PM

H.bour
Books
40A lafayette St. (Rt. 88)
Yarmouth, ME 04096
207-846-6306

A lovely setting, a very complete
selection and specialties in marine,
children's and fiction books. Special ·
orders. Water side restaurant next
door. Just arrived: "The Blue Crab"
by Yarmouth author Ray Waite. NY
Times hardcover bestsellers always 20% Off!

Toys
and Tales
48 Main St, Kennebunk
985-8555

Mon-Fri 9:30-5:30
Saturday 9:30-5
The best in children's literature,
audio and video. Excellent parenting
resource materials and creative
playthings. Knowledgeable staff.

.\
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tasty you'll
to lick your plate.

................... SO

afe

NEXT DOOR TO HOYTS
CLARKS POND CINEMA

ervlllg SUNdays 9-3

- Tony's Comedbeef Hash - OmIettes - EAAs Benedict
-Fruit Filled Crepes -Salmon & Egg. -C&eese Blintzes
-Usa'. Baked Bean. -Greek Soul Food -Almond Crusted
- Serving Bloodies & Ceasats
AND

A GREAT PLACE TO MEET BEFORE AND AFTER THE SHOW
Pizza • '.friLs • Cof[u • Ice Cruun • Cnusuaq

Bring this coupon for one small coffee FREE
:.. OPEN 8-8 MON THRU THURS • 8- 10 FRI & SAT • 11-7 SUN ..t

SAlrURDA:YS TOO

: The Good Table Restaurant :
•

l{t .... .,.

(a.,<.' rlilahc.·th

799-(,()()J)

M<ln - lhurs: l. f()r $9.95

•

•• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• • • • • • • • • •

Thank you for Voting Us
Portland's Best

BARTON'S
' \ '

d

.

Very Special Flowers
584 Congress Street
Portland
774-5946

Continued from page 6

117 Brown Street
Westbrook
854-2518

Free parking at both locations ,
All major credit cards accepted on phone orders.
Open Sundays 10-2, Portland only

help bolster the state's
sagging dairy industry.
Retailers pay up to 5 cents
on every quart of milk when
the federal wholesale price of
packaged milk falls too low,
The money is distributed
back to Maine dairy farmers,
Attorneys for Cumberland
Farms, which has 25 outlets
in Maine, contend the tax
violates federal interstate
commerce laws, Besides an
injunction, the company is
seeking a refund,
Supporters of the tax
contend it's needed to protect
Maine's dairy farms, which
dropped in number from
1,900 in 1970 to 672 in 1990.

Local groups tum
on grant faucet
The Casco Bay Estuary
Project (CBEP) and the
Portland Water District
(PWD) will pay Greater
Portlanders to help clean up
local drinking water,
CBEP's mini-grant
program rewards ideas that
protect water quality in
Casco Bay, PWD will match
CBEP grants with up to $200
of its own cash for certain
projects that target non-point
source pollution in the
Sebago Lake watershed.
"We'll grant projects that
promote education, workshops, training sessions and
environmental education,"
said Dana Perkins, water
quality director for PWD,
"It's the people who use the
lake who are going to save

worth $1.8 million over four
years,
U.S, Rep, Tom Andrews
announced the award at the
Maine Youth Center along
with Richard Wyse, superintendent of the center, and
David Faulkner, executive
director of the Day One
program.
The grant will double the
amount of substance abuse
counseling available through
the Day One program, which
has been selected as a model
for the region.
Officials say reducing the
number of youths who return
to the Maine Youth Center
for substance abuse treatment
will save the state more than
$37,000 each year.

Sabre Yachts
thrown life raft
A world-renowned South
Casco yacht builder has been
revived by investors and
yacht enthusiasts. Maineincorporated TPB, Inc., led by
a venture capitalist (and
Sabre yacht owner) from
Florida, has bought the
business back from Casco
Northern Bank and changed
its named to Sabre Corporation,
Roger Hewson, the former
owner of Sabre, will now
work as the business' chief
consultant.
Sabre padlocked its doors
and laid off more than SO
workers in January after
Casco Northern abruptly
called in the company's entire
operating loan, New president Edward Miller said he
hoped to rehire 40 workers
by summer, •

Reported by Paul Kmr, Monte
Paulsen and The Associated Press

ill l
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March 27, 28, & 29

i
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•••

South Portland ArlTlory
Fri 5 - 9pm • Sat 11am - 9pm • Sun noon - 6pm
Admission just $1 !

•
•

Win a Samoset Vacation & Other
Valuable Prizes!

Featuring the region's finest professionals and
products in the home-building and remodeling
field, You'll find great ideas for every part of
your home:

•

Delicious food and drinks

• Windows & Doors

:

•

Meet the Maine Mariners &
New England Patriots!

:

.. Million Dollar

•

lridp

•

Mobil Gas

•

'

st.Jtion!?
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fir.
Station

Portland..

=~~ Plaza
U Haul

Market Sl

~
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Broadway
Piua
Joint

The Original Greater Portland Home Show is the
only one in the area dedicated exclusively to
home-building products. So bring the family for a
day of fun and inspiration. There's so ml,lch to
see, you may want come every day!
Spa"sorod by tho

l

i'Pi\':
""'.... '"

Home ~u!'ders . '4'0.1L~~
ASSOCiation of Mame ~~",'

:
•

:

•
:
•
•

•
•

•
•
:

••
••

• Kitchens & Baths •
• Energy-Saving Heating, • Roofing & Siding :
Insulation and Cooling .. ,and much more! •

:
•
•

:•
;

For more information, call:
(207) 324-9294

Clip and Save!

•
:
•
•
:

•
•

:

•

:
•

:

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

The deadline for grant proposals is March 25. For
more information, call Bob
Moore at 879-6300 or Dana
Perkins at 774-5961.

PACTS tackles Rte.
302 congestion
The Portland Area Comprehensive Transportation
Committee (PACTS) will
study traffic flow along a
section of Route 302 stretching from Westbrook to
Foster's Corner in Windham,
A statement from PACTS
said the study would address
"alternatives to adding
capacity to roads." Windham,
which has grappled with
congestion of the state
highway in recent years, and
Westbrook - which is
considering paving the road's
shoulders to make turning
safer - will assist PACTS in
the work.
Those interested in the
study can contact John
Duncan, PACTS executive
director, at 774-9891.

Day One gets
federal bucks
Day One, a Portland-based
substance abuse treatment
program for Maine youths,
was awarded a federal grant

weird news
Equal opportunity
thieves hit P'land
Portland burglars will go
to any lengths - or any end
of the political spectrum - to
pull off a heist.
On the morning of March
10, workers at the People
With AIDS Coali tion on
Cumberland Avenue reported several small appliances stolen from the
organization's meeting space
and food pantry.
The same day, across
town, Bishop Joseph Gerry's
$470,000 home on the
Western Promenade was also
burglarized of appliances,
jewelry - including the
bishop's gold cross, gold ring
and gold chain - and clothes
such as a cashmere coat and
leather gloves. Portland
police later arrested a
suspect, Frank Simonelli of
Portland, who had stashed
the gold jewelry in his
apartment.
No word on whether
crooks plan to hit a middleof-the-road organization next.

alitics
& other mistakes
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BOOKS ETC
ByAJ Diamon

Where's Linda?
linda Bean is running for Congress in Maine's 1st District
and running away whenever the news media comes calling,
Bean is seeking the Republican nomination to oppose incumbent Democrat Tom Andrews - and seeking to avoid any
tough questions by being unavailable to all but the GOP
faithful,
On March 9, Bean backed out of an interview on a talk show
I host on WGAN radio. Campaign Director Jeff LaCourse
phoned me to say Bean had been warned by John Purcell, one
of her opponents in the Republican primary, that my March 4
interview with him was "directed to get a predetermined result
that he (Purcell) felt was designed to be divisive among his
fellow Republicans,"
LaCourse followed up his phone call with a faxed statement
accusing me of wanting to "dwell on issues from her (Bean's)
1988 campaign, and engage in activist journalistic practices to
achieve an end of your own."
Instead of talking to me live on-the-air and on the record,
Bean wanted a "background interview" limited to discussing
her plans to cut taxes and eliminate wasteful spending.
When I asked laCourse which questions in the Purcell
interview he considered "activist," he cited two: "Do you think
President Bush is doing a good job spurring the economy and
creating jobs?" and "Do you think Republican Governor John
McKernan is doing a good job handling the state economy?"
Eat your heart out, Sam Donaldson,
The Purcell campaign denies it criticized me to Bean, Campaign Manager Andrew Morton said Purcell told Bean the
interview was "aggressive" but "fair,"
"Candidates have got to expect tough questions," said
Morton, '1£ they can't handle the press, how will they handle
debate on the House floor?"
laCourse is correct in his charge that I wanted to question
Bean about a couple of leftover issues from her previous
unsuccessful campaign for Congress,
First: In at least two 1988 interviews, Bean told reporters she
favored abolishing the federal minimum wage. But after those
stories appeared, Bean's advisors apparently took her aside and
explained that while the minimum wage was not a major
consideration in the lives of heiresses to the fortune of sporting
goods magnate L. L. Bean, it was pretty popular among the
unwashed masses of voters,
Bean then did the only thing an honest politician could do:
She claimed she'd misunderstood the question,
The second leftover issue from '88 concerned Bean's stand on
obscenity laws, In 1986 the Christian Civic League of Maine was
backing a referendum to create a statewide anti-porn law. To
finance the campaign the league got an anonymous friend to
back a $100,000 loan, The anti-porn law was defeated overwhelmingly at the polls, and the league'S nameless benefactor
paid off a large portion of the loan, (State law has since been
changed to prevent this sort of secret campaign financing.)
When Bean announced for Congress in 1988 she told reporters she opposed the porno referendum, When asked if she were
the anonymous financial backer of the obscenity crusade Bean
replied, "No, that was not me,"
Whoops. A couple of weeks after the convention the Christian Civic League revealed that Bean was their secret
moneybag.
I suppose if you've got millions, a few crummy thousands
can easily slip your mind' - particularly if you spent your
money on the lOSing side of a volatile political issue.
Bean does not want to discuss these apparent inconsistencies
with me, but I don't feel singled out. She's also hung up on a
reporter who inquired about her stand on abortion, and her
staff balked at another journalist's request for campaign
financial information that was clearly public. It's probably too
early to determine if this is some sort of political strategy, but
it's not too early to discourage the idea,
Or as Purcell Campaign Manager Morton put it, "If you can't
stand the heat, don't try to buy the kitchen,"

Plumbing the Democratic field
Second District Democrat Patrick McGowan plans on March
28 to officially announce his second attempt to unseat Republican Rep, Olympia Snowe, McGowan and assorted Democratic
celebs will host a bean supper in his hometown of Canaan. But
those planning to attend should come prepared: The Canaan
Grange Hall has no indoor plumbing
First District Congressman Tom Andrews has tentatively
scheduled his re-election announcement for March 27. Location:
TBA. Indoor bathrooms: definitely.

Just beCllUU Lind;z Btrln won't talk UJ me is no TeQSOn Y"" shouldn't,
Shiue Y,,"T 17iews on the loCIII political scene by writing to this column,
CIITe of Casco Bay Weekly, 551A Congress st" Portlllnd, ME 04101 .
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March is

Wotnen's History Month
15% OFF
on any Women's Studies Book, w/coupon, expo 3/31/92
38 Exchang~ SL • In the Old Port • 774-0626 • Moo, • Sat. 10.6, Sun. 12-5

TONIGHT ON MPBN
OVER

NEW ENGLAND,
A breathtaking view
of New England!
8:00 pm
NEIL SEDAKA
IN CONCERT
A showcase of
Sedaka's greatest
hits.
9:50 pm

Channel 26 & Cable Ch. 11 - Portland
MAINE PUBLIC BROADCASTING NETWORK

".s.~t.p..r..d..~y. ..Q.D.,..MP.JIN.

•

JOHN BRADSHAW
ON HOMECOMING

Discover a new
personal freedom as you
meet your" inner child."
12:40 p.m.

•

CARRERAS,
DOMINGO AND
PAVAROTII IN
CONCERT

The glorious
sound of the world's
greatest tenors.
7:00 p.m.

•

WEST SIDE STORY

The passion of
young love as the great
American musical comes
to life with Natalie Wood
and Richard Beymer.
9:05 p.m.

Channel 26 & Cable Ch. 11 - Portland
MAINE PUBLIC BROADCASTING NETWORK

",
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GO
SAILING

~

!/// .

Yacht
Charters

~

•

1/

~-:

A..

j

j
j

1

~ Private lessons available using our boats or yours.

~

1/1

.Charter Pacific Seacraft 24,27, by the week,
or Ericson 26 by the day.

~

i

~

~
~

·10% Discount on lodging
For more Inrormation eall.

I
j
j

(207) 644-8181 or (107) 644.8780

Canoe & Kayak Flotation
Waterproof! Dry Bags
Neoprene Boots
Dagger Crossfire

j

Business
Insurance

C. M .

===============

aOWKERco

Property, Uability,
Auto, Worker's
Comp., Bonds and
Ufe Insurance

=====INSURA NCE=======

rn~~~~~e

Home, Auto, and Personal Umbrella

(
Christmas Cove' HC 64 Box 150 • S. Bristol, ME. 04568
~Jv.v.v.v.v.v.v.v.v.v.v.v .v .v.v .v.Y.v.v.v.v.v.v.v.v.v.v .v.v .v.v.v.~

..

774-5653
835 FOREST AVENUE. PORTLAND

- . -- - - - - ; ; - : ....

;;~-ry;~

.".~~
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j

j

i
I
I

-
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~

Pleasure and Commercial Craft Yacht """~U;:1..CII

~
1j
j

schodl

hands-on learning

I

.

(_il.

SaAli

• Five day beginners course emphasizing

/
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MARINE INSURANCE

~

Coves ide
Christmas Cove

I

"'" ~n

.

J

j

I

CREDIT CORP.

~}.
·

~

TillS
SUMMER!

tJ~~·'

I
I

ESSEX

..

11

~BOAT LOANS

WILDERNESS

~

&

llewlref1na.Dce

MARINE MEDICAL
TRAINING

·BEST RATES '" TERlIIB
·PERSONAL SERVICE

SINCE 1976
Call Ed or Pam (207) 883-4337
7 Oak Hill Terrace, Scarborough

MEDICINE FOR MARINERSTM

A comprehensive 16-hour first aid training program for
both recreational hoaten and professional sailors.
Topics include:
• Assessment and stabilization of life-threatening injuries
• Management of environmental emergencies
• Care of fractures, dislocations, wOUllds, and burns
AND MOREl
April 17. 18. 19
July 30.31
with CPR

127 MARGINAL WAY, PORTLAND • 773~910' OPEN 7 DAYS

(ED'S MARINE BATTERIES)

Jllay 2. 3

snorkel & scuba equipment
comfortable clothing for in or out of the water
protective footwear for surf, sand or tar
tropical jewelry & key chains

"Scuba - the vehicle to another world"

334 Spring Street. Weatbrook, ME 04092 • 854-9418

Marine Starting Batteries
1ST Mate
440 CCA
75 RC

For more info caD
Maine Island
Trail Assoc.
594-9201

for Info call
Dick McGoldrick eMT
772--11 :52

•
•
•
•

CaptaJn

510 CCA

80 RC

SCUBAPRO SKILL CENTER
227 Commercial Street • Portland • 772-4200

Deep Cycle Marine Batteries
240CM
500 CCA
135 RC

CASUAL DINING
OVERLOOKING RIGGS COVE
CULINARY CALENDAR
THEME NIGHTS
COOKING CLASSES
WINE TASTING DINNERS
and LUNCHEONS

OWN A PIECE
OF THE DOCK.

Please call for spring
schedule oJ events.

The

Them.

10 Sal.

5:3Q.9:OO

osprey

10 miJwtes from Bath at Robinhood
Marini! Center. Just offRIe 127 So.,
Robmhood. Maine oi!s30
(207) 371-25J()
Rese1WtWm Appreciated

270CM

575 CCA

165 RC

310CM

800 CCA

200 RC

Seal Rechargable Deep Cycle Gell Cells
GP 24

12- 60

60A/H

CapaCity

20 HOllr Rate

GP 27

12- 72

70A/H

Capacity

20 Hour Rate

GP31

12- 85

85A/H

Capacity

20 Hour Rate

GP 4-D
GP g - O

12-160
12-200

160 A/H
200 A/H

Capacity

20 Hour Rate

Capaclly

20 Hour Rate

Mighty Marine Bilge & Boat Cleaner
Safe for All Woods and Fiberglass Boats
Will Not Streak - Leaves No Film
Biodegradable and Envtronmentally Safe
Fresh Lemon & Lime Scent

Marine Starters / Alternators / Power Trims
We also offer the following conveniences:
Immediate access to the Maine coast
• Fresh water
is assured when yot own a slip at
• Individually-metered electricity
.----,r---;;-- --.
Breakwater Marina.
• Tel ephone
Casco Bay is one of the most
beautiful cruising destinations on
• Laundry
the Atlantic Seaboard. Now you
• Showers and rest rooms
can call it home by acquiring
• Ice and vending machines
deeded ownership of your own
• Ample parking
boat slip in fee simple at BreakA convenient and affordable homewater Marina. Any boat up to 42'
port on beautiful Casco Bay.
can be accommodated.
Located a short distance from
Services at Breakwater
LL._~'---_ _ _~....J Portland, Breakwater Marina is a
include:
superb site to keep your boat~
~".
~'!P
the gateway to the islands, har- -..
bors and coves of the alluring
•
- region called Down East.

I

__

Breakwater
MARINA

Prices start from just $17,900,
with an attractive 3O-year
financing package available.

Soutll Portland

Maine 04106
(2071 799·2817

For more information about
owning a slip at Breakwater
Marina call (207) 799-2817.
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= TOMMY'S

150 HP COBRA, POWER
ST.EERING, FULL CANVAS,
GALVANIZED TRAILER

BOAT SHO"" SPECIALS
MODEL

POWER

SALE PRICE

SEACORE 173

70 HP JOHNSON

'91

PROWLER :~~~

50 HP JOHNSON

'92

CORSAIR 185

175 HP COBRA

'92

CORSAIR 205

185 HP COBRA

'92

CORSAIR 198

175 HP COBRA

'92

ODYSSEY 210

90 HP JOHNSON

$8,999
$7,999
$12,699
$14,399
$14,499
$14,299

YEAR
'91

OOKS
General and Nautical
Everything about designing, building, rigging, equipping,
cruising, sailing, racing, navigating, piloting, being safe in,
and venturing forth in BOATS.

YOUR BOATING SUPPLY HEADQUARTERS
• Pettit & Interlux Boat paint • Fiberglass Resin
Cloth • Cleaners & Wax • NOAA Charts & Kits •
Taylor Bpat Fenders • Kayaks and Accessories.
marine hardware and much more!

,

We also have books about the other important things in life.

tomm~s

40A Lafayeue Street /Yarmouth, ME 04096 (at Lower Falls Landing) /846-6306

MARINE'CENTER

273 Con ess St., Portland 772-5357 •

n Mon-Sa!. 8 - 5, Thun. 'tilS

~SUNBIRD
=:_-,_.. BOATS

3!W (Q Test Olive
\V And Compare

~

,

R.UNSWICIC

Vo.ksw.gen, .... Pl Eagle. Sun bird 80a.s

1-800-287-4323 AT. 1 - JUST OFF COOKS CORNER - BATH RD. BRUNSWICK 725-4323

"
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it is accessible. And I want the next available table: She said,
. .
.
'Wen, all right.'"
Another example: McGinnis said that when she VlSlts a patient
at the New England Rehabilitation Hospital of Portland on
Charles Street, "It always happens: Somebody asks me, am I
where I'm supposed to be? Shouldn't I go back to my room?"
Although Mdnnis wears street clothes on these occasions,
including a coat and hat, she said, "The assumption of the
majority of the people working there, is: Am I lost? Do I need
help? The assumption, the image, is that we're incapable. I'm not
incapable."
.
. .. .
As Congress noted in the Americans Wlth Disablhhe~ Act,
'1ndividuals with disabilities continually encounter vanous
forms of discrimination, including outright intentional exclusion,
the discriminatory effects of architectural, transportation, and
communication barriers, overprotective rules and policies, failure
to make modifications to existing facilities and practices, exclusionary qualification standards and criteri~, ~gregatio~, a~d
relegation to lesser services, programs, actiVities, benefits, jobs, or
other opportunities."
As the years have gone by, Mdnnis acknowledges, she.h~s less
and less patience with discrimination, and less and less Wllhngness to compromise the rights for which she has fought hard.

Taste Adventure
Black Bean, Curry,
Lentil & Split Pea
Soups
$1.39/5 oz. carton

Muir Glen
Organic
Sliced Tomatoes
160z.l.89¢

GCIDDDAY
MARKET
155 Brackett Street, Portland
Open 7 days aweek • 772-4937

On top

of it all·at·
Sugarloaf/USA

Sugarloaf
Mountain
Hotel
Midweek lifts ide
lodging & lift
packages from

$79
ppdo per night,
cwo night minimum

WeekendNacation
packages from

$89
ppdo per night

Call Now
1~800~527~9879
or write

Sugarloaf
Mountain Hotel,
Carrabassett Valley,
Maine 04947
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Coping with attitudes

Stonyfield
no fat frozen yogurt
mocha fudge swirl
$2.19 / 16 oz.

"PORTLAND'S BEST BREAKFAST"
- CBW 1991 READER'S POLL

Kathryn Mcinnis sits at the entranc:e to a Congress Street restaurant, where she Is effec:tlvely
barred from entrance because the building Is not wheelchair accessible,

HAMPERING THE HANDICAPPED
Continued from front page
Entering the downtown bank, Kathy Mdnnis had struggled
with one hand to keep her wheelchair from rolling down the
in~lined walkway outside while tugging the dO<?r open with the
other hand and then keeping it open with a foot while using both
hands to wheel inside.
To get that far, she first had to somehow get around a parked
Pontiac Grand Am. which blocked the handicapped-access curb
cut across the street. Because she is a small woman, she has a
small chair, narrower than most, and it looked for a moment as
though she were going to make it as she tilted against the Grand
Am's rear fender.
Then her left main wheel jammed against the curb. She pushed
until her knuckles turned white, but could go no farther. As she
struggled to extricate herself, a man jogged across the plaza of
One City Center, opened the car door beside her, leaped in, slid
behind the wheel and sped away.
As Mcinnis watched the Grand Am race off, she wished she'd
had a chance to tell the man driving it that the disabled are the
one minority group in which everyone has a potential membership.
It's a point Mcinnis likes to stress when she talks to people
who find handicapped people an annoying inconvenience. Some
people - those who have broken a foot or otherwise spent some
time on crutches - can relate to being in that minority. At least
13 percent of the population, she says, already belong.
Mdnnis has spent nearly aU of her adult life fighting to make
the world more accessible to handicapped people. She led the
successful battle to force the Greater Portland Transit District and
later the city of South Portland to install wheelchair lifts on their
buses. She once won election to the Saco City Council in order to
force it to hold its meetings in a place accessible to her wheelchair. She has filed complaints against airlines that have attempted to impose unIa wful restrictions on her as a passenger.
She campaigned for, and helped to write the landmark Americans
with Disabilities Act. She accepted the president's invitation to
the White House on the day he signed the act into law.
And it is compliance with the Americans with Disabilities Act,
which became effective on Jan. 26, that Mcinnis was exploring on
a recent cold afternoon. She was pushing her wheelchair with
optimistic determination, the way she pushes human rights for
Maine's estimated 210,(XX) other handicapped residents.
But first, Mdnnis had to struggle with thoughtless, ablebodied motorists and towering, wheelchair-hiding bank counters.

CBWrronee Harbert

says there are "about 121,(XX)" handicapped people in Maine,
"around 10 or 12 percent of the population," because, he says, the
frequently cited national estimate of 43 million disabled people is
10 or 12 percent of the nation's total population.
But the governor's committee (like the governor's budget
office) appears to be in need of a remedial math class: 43 miJlion is
about 17 percent of America's 254 million people. Seventeen
percent of Maine's 1.235 million residents equals 209,950 disabled
people, not 121,(XX).
Seventeen percent of Cumberland County's 243,135 residents
would be more than 41,000 disabled people.
Their new law, the Americans with Disabilities Act, requires
access to "public accommodations" - including hotels, motels,
restaurants, theaters, stadiums, stores, shopping centers,
laundromats, banks, barber shops, lawyers' offices, hospitals, bus
stations, museums, libraries, schools, day-care centers, gymnasiums, bowling alleys and golf courses.
The law requires these and similar places to be accessible in a
way that doesn't discriminate against handicapped people.
Violators can be prosecuted by the U . S. attorney general and may
face fines of as much as $5O,(XX) for a first violation and $lOO,(XX)
for a second, in addition to possible punitive damages. Federal
prosecutors are obligated under the law to investigate complaints.
Individuals can also initiate their own lawsuits to force businesses
to become accessible.
But it's hard to legislate against attitudes. And it is attitudes,
said Mdnnis, that must be overcome before many owners of
public-accommodation buildings will make acceSSibility renovations willingly.
The kind of attitude that must be changed, she added, is the
kind reflected by store clerks and others who see her wheelchair
and treat her as though she is mentally incompetent or an inconvenience.
Example: Entering a Maine Mall restaurant with her sister for
lunch, Mdnnis was confronted by a hostess who turned to her
sister and said, "'Can she be carried up those stairs? Does she
need that wheelchair all the time?' My sister (she's much more
diplomatically than me) said, 'Why are you asking me? Why don't
you speak to her?' And the woman got all red in the face, and she
said, 'Well we can do that, we can carry you up, since you're
incapable' - and I said, 'No, I'm not incapable. We will sit where

Discrimination: hard to outlaw
No public or private agency existing to help the handicapped
seems to know how many handicapped people live in Maine, or
even in Portland.
The state Bureau of Rehabilitation doesn't know. The Alpha
One Center for Independent Living in South Portland doesn't
know. The Pine Tree Society for Crippled Children and Adults
doesn't know. The Maine Human Rights Commission doesn't
know.
Even the Governor's Committee on Employment of People
with Disabilities doesn't really know. The committee's executive
secretary, Ron Hanson, thinks he knows, but he doesn't. Hanson

Mcinnis was trapped by this IlIeg.lly
parked c_ In Monument Square,

CBW(fonee Harbert

After finishing her business at the bank, Kathy McInnis
trundled over the bricks of Monument Square to the Portland
Public Ubrary, which has a ramp for a front entrance. But
.
despite the handicapped-access symbol paint~d o~ the d<:><,r, .thiS
is not a handicapped-accessible ramp, McInms said. The mclme
is too steep to meet minimum accessibility requirements.
So the library has a longer ramp, inside a locked side door, for
people who can't walk up the front door ramp. ~c~nis carefully .
backed her wheelchair against the door to get Within reach of the
buzzer button to alert a library employee to her presence.
Sometimes, she said, she has waited half an hour for someone to
walk down the ramp and let her in. This time, though, someone
unlocked the door within minutes.
A few minutes later, coasting down the library's steep front
ramp and out the door, McInnis wheeled across Monument
Square to the front door of the nearby Bookland store, just to see
whether she could get in. She leaned forward, got the door open
and wheeled inside, where she was !=Qnfronted by a single step,
about 8 inches high. She backed out, turned around and backed
in. Pushing hard and keeping her balance, she was able to rock
her wheelchair backwards up over the step as several watching
passersby applauded.
One of them was a tall man in a trench coat who introduced
himself as the architect who had designed the new Cumberland
County courthouse. He said architects today constantly give
consideration to handicapped access: ''We're extremely conscious of the whole issue."
Mcinnis, a recent grand jury forewoman, recited a quick list
of the new courthouse's shortcomings: The mirrors in the
bathrooms are tqo high, the doors are too heavy, the elevator
doesn't stop level with the floors, the carpeting is so thick that it
nearly immobilizes a wheelchair. Most tellingly, though, "The
jury boxes are not designed for people with disabilities. So the
judge moved the grand jury to the old courthou.se, whic.h was
more accessible for me." The witness boxes are InacceSSible to
witnesses in wheelchairs, she added, and a handicapped judge
would be barred from the bench.
"Since you guys signed off, as I'm sure you know, you're
responsible for the violations at the courthouse, as well as
Cumberland County or the state, or whoever has jurisdiction
over that public building."
He nodded.
"It was nice meeting you," she said, roJling up the sidewalk.
Inside the lobby of the building that houses the Victory Deli,
McInnis spotted an unmarked side entrance to the Bookland
store, more accessible than the front door.
Next to it was an elevator. Pushing down hard on her hand
wheels, McInnis lunged up, briefly gaining enough height to hit
one of the elevator buttons. By backing her chair in after the door
opened, she was able to overcome the elevator's inadequate
turnaround space and lunge up to hit the button for the basement floor.
The elevator opened onto a somewhat dingy hallway that
leads to a ground floor lobby on the Free Street side of the
building. Mcinnis looked at the lobby's tiled floor, potted pla~ts
and shiny brass trim, and she looked back at the haJl she had Just
roned out of. She has grown accustomed to seeing the·sectioJ;l.s of
buildings intended for able-bodied people made attractive, sh~
said, and she has grown accustomed to seeing the parts to which
handicapped people are restricted made un~viting. .
On the brick Free Street sidewalk, McInniS peered mto the
windows of Sapporo, a restaurant that was not yet open, but that
didn't matter: She could see that the narrow tile walkway inside,
surrounded by gravel, was i~ccessible to her.
So McInnis pushed on to Friday's, a restaurant on Pearl Street.
Inside the lobby door she stopped. In front of her were three big,
tile steps that patrons .must walk down to reach the bar and
dining tables. She stared at the steps. She turned to a man in the
lobby.

Continued on page 14

WE'RE MOVING:
To The Brick House,
15 Oak Street,
Boothbay Harbor
_ across the street from
the Memorial Library.
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Vintage and Contemporury Art;

Specializing in the Eslates of Maine Artists.
15 Oak St, Boothbay Harbor, ME 04538
(201) 633-6849 or 633-2336
Gallery Hours: Tues-Sun 10-5
Estate appraisals. Open Year-Round
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ALWAYS BUYING, ALL SEASONS, INFANT - SIZE 10,
DROP-OFF OR CALL FOR AN APPOINTMENT.
Mall Plaza, S, Portland (by Ames and Bookland)
Mon. - Sat. 9:30 AM - 8:30 PM' 772-7333 or 1-800-564-7333
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Spring Clearance

Pat s !Meat ~t Introtfuas (j"IJory Gregory is the newest

....:=-~=-_---,.,..,-,.._--.~~.." CKtlition to the Pat's Meat

2 FOR 1 SALE
(or 50% off!1

Market crew. He has OOen
cooking professionally
since the tender age of 14.
He has worked and
traveled in Europe and the
Carribean. Much of his
influence came from his
days cooking on sailboats
in the trop ics. He has
worked in Portland in such
places as the Baker's
Table, Alberta's, Back Bay
Grill and the Seaman's
Cilb. I'd like to invite you
in to try some of Gregory's
Iresh creations.
484 Stevens Avenue,
772-3961
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You Moose See It
To Believe It.
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ESSVERGNUGEN
"The PlelUure of Dining Out"

YOU'RE INVITED To HELP Us WELCOME
GINA LAGUARDIA
manicurist & hairstylist
To OUR STAFF

;17~I ;ti'Ee ~ All Manicures
Saturday, March 21 and 28
-by apJXlintrnent only.

NELY
Cd for o"r 'PBCiGU!
TIwr" Fri I/: Sal, DinAtJr 5 10 9
RB.""",,io... Apprecioled

729-9673
RT 123, NO. HARPSWELL, ME

HAIR
A

§uIt !/iu,,rp· .chd~lI.'
13 ROYAL AVENUE. FREEPORT

865-9214

Mon - Fri 9-7

Sat 8-4
Appointments Taken
Walk-Ins Welcome

Mercedes-Benz
Service
STRETCH

MOTORS

HANDICAPPED
Continued from page 13

$30/hour

865-4897

WATERBED
Sale!

Your Choice:
King
Queen
S.S.

SUMMER
CAMP
GUIDE
in the
March 26
issue of

HEBEDWORKS
WATER BED & MATTRESS CO.

299 FOREST AVENUE

773-5762
next to Portland Lighting

for YOUR SUPPORT

"Have you ever bumped a wheelchair?" she asked. He hadn't.
She told him how to do it. He took hold of Mcinnis' wheelchair,
tilted it back and bounced it gently down the steps, and then held
one of the swinging doors open so that she could wheel inside.
She was seated at a table near the narrow handicapped ramp,
which led to a side door that bore a sign requesting that patrons
"Please use the main entrance during the winter season."

in CBW's Best of Portland!

join Us
for
Brealifast
Anytime!"

Wheelchair with a view
Most of the shops and restaurants along Exchange Street and
elsewhere in the Old Port are not in compliance with the new
Americans with Disabilities Act, Mcinnis said, and there are too
many publicly owned or publicly financed buildings that are in
marginal compliance, such as Portland City Halt.
A disabled person who wants to attend a concert in the
auditorium there, she said, must telephone three days ahead to
arrange for someone to unlock the building's handicappedaccessible side entrance - and can't use the auditorium rest
rooms.
As a University of Southern Maine student, Mcinnis has
learned that much of the university's two campuses are also offlimits to her. To attend a recent play at USM' s Russell Hall in
Gorham, she was forced to negotiate "the side garbage ramp,
which can only be opened from the inside. And the bathrooms
were down two flights of stairs plus three steps. I made a maintenance man bump me down the stairs."
On USM's Portland campus, a partial second floor and a cellar
dining room in the Student Center are both accessible only to
people who can climb steps. Mcinnis is especially irked by the
Portland gymnasium, where "you're confronted with stairs
everywhere. You can't use the showers, you can't use anything."
USM's director of facilities management, David Early, says
that Mcinnis' criticisms "are concerns to myself and to the
university, but we believe the university is in compliance. There
are things that need modification, and we have retained an
architectural-engineering firm to work with that, coming up with
priorities and improving the accessibility of the university. There
is obviously room for improvement."
Mcinnis would like some improvement in USM transportation, too. Being enrolled in courses on both of USM's campuses
creates special challenges, since the university's shuttle buses are
not handicapped accessible. The university's small, sp.ecially
designed bus for handicapped people is available when her
schedule doesn't conflict with that of any other handicapped
student. When this happens, whicl:l is frequent, she said, a
handicapped student is late for class, or misses it.
"After all these years," McInnis said, "I'm doing what 1 said
I'd never do - ride on a segregated bus. For me it's one of the
most blatant examples of not understanding the rights of the
disabled."
Some of USM's bathroom stalls are too small, she continued.
"You're stuck half in, half out, because the chair won't fit inside.
You can't close the door. It's undignified, but I live with indignities all the time."

Waiting, but not forever
25 years ,
factory-trained .

THANKS

William Haney, executive d irector of the Bath-based Pine Tree
Society for Handicapped Children and Adults, tells handicapped
people not to expect qUick, dramatic changes as a result of the
new law.
He warns that handicapped people who push too hard may
generate a backlash of ill will from the proprietors of businesses
affected by the law, who are likely to complain about being
saddled with renovation costs they cannot afford . "There's a need
for reasonableness on both sides," Haney says.
Haney predicts that widespread compliance will depend
heavily on whether "a handicapped person is relatively militant,
and complains. If nobody squawks, there's not going to be any
ADA cops coming around to enforce the law."
But Kathy Mcinnis is squawking today.
She is tired of the old arguments, she said, such as "'We don't
have the funds to do it: when it's the city or a taxpayer-funded
agency that's been in violation for 20 years and is accustomed to
doing long-range planning.
"1 don't like it when people put a price tag on my civil rights. l
find it offensive, and it makes me nervous," she said. '1£ I was a
person of color and someone said, 'We can't allow you into this
program or this building, because people are afraid of the
insurance liability of having a nigger in this building, so our
insurance will go up and it will cost too much: people would be
freaking out.
"But that is the same argument that we handicapped people
hear. Segregated facilities are an everyday reality for us, such as
dingy side entrances to public buildings, theaters with 'crip
corrals' set aside for people in wheelchairs instead of integra ted
wheelchair spaces, a handicapped minibus in place of an accessible transit company." •

John Lovell is a freelance writer and regular contributor to
Casco Bay Weekly.

"Feed the whole family"
BREAKFAST VS. UNGI

~n

Sam to 2pm • 7 days a wee"!
Frtday & Saturday Nights 11 pm-Sam

'"
5 DANA STREET.
THE OLD PORT • 761.9567

Kathryn Mcinnis sits In TGI friday's lobby, where she was "bumped" CBW{fonee Hubert
down the st"" before dlscoYering the wheelchair ramp at a side entrance.

with our great garlic bread!
It's just a beginning to a
long list of Creative
Chef's Specials that
rival the finest anywhere from Italian to seafood and
steaks, and lobster always!

Complying with the Disabilities Act
Perhaps the best place for
property owners to get solid
information on the law, the
regulations and their new
responsibilities to the handicapped is the newly created '
and federally funded New
England Disability and
Business Technical Assistance
Center at 145 Newbury St. in
Portland.
It is one of 10 such centers
established around the country
with federal funds. Jennifer
Eckel, who heads it, said the
center is now fully staffed and
about to launch an information
campaign on the new law. It
provides brochures, pamphlets
and other materials explaining
the law and the regulations
that implement it, to anyone
who asks. Eckel said inquiries
are just now beginning to
mount, as more and more
business and property owners
become aware of their new
obligations.
"The intent is for everyone
to look at their current situation and say, 'What should we
be doing, how can we look at
this creatively to live within the
intent of the law?' We've been
getting a lot of calls from
architects inquiring about the
scoping codes that tell exactly
how to design a ramp, for
example, for an accessible
bathroom."
"The Department of Justice .
has set down four priorities:'
said Eckel, "The first is getting
somebody into the door to
where you offer your goods
and services. The second is
making the goods and services
available; the third is making
your bathrooms accessible; and
the fourth is any other part of
your business that generally
would be available should be
available in an accessible
manner. That's where we start
in helping companies look at
what they should do."
Eckel predicted that
enforcement will be "a
complaint-driven process. The
intent of the law is voluntary
compliance, trying to urge
people through an education
effort to try"to start working
towards compliance. There is
not an enforcement agency to
go around and see that

everyone complies with the
ADA.
"However, if an organization
repeatedly denies service to an
individual with a disability, my
guess is that that organization is
going to start drawing complaints, and that will begin the
remedy process."

Old building blues
Compliance with the
Americans with Disabilities
Act won't be cheap, and may
present special hardships for
Portland businesses and
property owners. Downtown
Portland, for example, is filled
with older buildings that may
prove especially costly to
renovate.
Lola and Nicholas Kampf,
who own several downtown
Portland buildings, had hoped
to tum the upper floors of one
of them, at 548 Congress St.,
into apartments. But they
abandoned the plan - in part
because their architects warned
them that there is no way to
also install an elevator necessary to make the upper floors
handicapped accessible.
The Kampfs recently had a
new elevator cabin and motor \
installed in the Congress
Building on Congress Square.
lbat cost "upwards of $l00,o:xJ,"
said Lola Kampf. "U there
weren't already an elevator
shaft, I rouldn't imagine what
the cost would be."
The law has some flexibility
built into it, however. It says a
failure to remove structural
barriers to access is illegally
discriminatory - unless the
removal of the barrier is not
"readily achievable," which the
law defines as "easily
accomplishable and able to be
carried out without much
difficulty or expense."
Whether removing a barrier
is easily accomplishable
depends on such factors as the
cost of renovations and the
owner's financial resources. If
renovations cost too much,
alternative accesses must be
provided.

Disability whose responsibilities include providing guid - .
ance in complying with the
new law. Maine Gov. John
McKernan has no comParable
agency, said a spokeswoman in
his community services office.
The Maine Human Rights
Commission will not help to
enforce the ADA, said the
commission's compliance
officer, Francia Davis, but it
does attempt to answer
questions from frequent callers
- business owners, property
owners, employers and others
- who are seeking help in
complying with either the
Maine Human Rights Act or
the ADA.
. The Chamber of Commerce
of the Greater Portland Area is
providing no help, but that's
because no one is asking for it.
The chamber's director of
governmental affairs, Leslie
Merrill, said she has received
just "one or two inquiries"
since last October.
The Alpha One Center for
Independent Living in South
Portland occasionally files
formal complaints with the
Maine Human Rights Commission against recalcitrant
business owners it believes are
violating the Maine Human
Rights Act, which addresses
inaccessibility problems in
buildings under construction
or undergoing major renovation.
"We're trying to work with
business owners and design
architects to see that ADA
requirements are met," said
Alpha One's access specialist,
Denis Pratt, an architect. The
agency is conducting what
Pratt calls "ADA building
audits" at the request of
building owners to determine
the steps they need to take to
comply. But any individuals
who believeS he or she is being
disaiminated against by a noncomplying business, Pratt said,
ean get help from Alpha One
"in drawing up a complaint
and filing it."

=al dress, cxmifortable price, quality dining
769 Congress Street. Intown Portland 773-9873
Est. 1924 (in the historiC Rines Mansion)
M-F 11:30 am-9 pm . Saturday 5-9:30 pm

Carole

Fortin
Everyone can have
beautiful nails.
Consult today with
Carole Fortin at her
new location and
decide what nail

technique works
best for you.

TOP
COATS

FULL SERVICE H1.IL Sf.l.ON

1 Pleasant St. Portland, Me 874-0929

BEFORE YOU BUY NEW,
DECORATE OR THROW IT AWAY
CALLUS

S~fUJ4
"Our
workmanship
speaks for
itself... "

"Over 25 years Experience
Estimates Pick Up & Delivery"

Access assistance
In neighboring New
Hampshire, there is a
Governor's Commission on
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Roy Banks, proprietorl 883-38801 S17A US Rt1, Scarborough
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Free speech in an imperfect world
A recent edition of 0Isc0 &y Weekly was variouslyaccused of being racist, bashing the environment, harboring anti-Jewish bigotry and projecting a
sexist, "boys club" mentality.
And as the facing page attests, CBWs March 5
issue stands accused of Catholic-bashing. We have
been fairly challenged to act "courageously."
CBW usually avoids responding to opposing
opinions (to do so is a bit too much like trying to get
the last word in an argument), but this seems like
the right time to review the mission of this newspaper, a mission of which we are proud.

would never approve. "Objectivity is fine if it's
real," wrote the late I.F. Stone, a father of investigative journalism. "But most of the time objectivity is
just the rationale for regurgitating the conventional
wisdom of the day."
Political correctness is a newcomer to the arsenal
of the thought police. like objectivity, PC springs
from the best of intents but Winds up limiting
discussion to selected topics, albeit ones selected by
an outside-the-mainstream crowd. In practice, PC
muddies thought by watering down language. For
example, "African-American" is more politically
correct than "black" as a label for people who were
once called Negroes; but has the new label changed
any of our old habits?
Writing around these myths can be tricky. After
dutifully instructing its copy editors to change incorrect terms to PC ones, one newspaper recently
explained how a business worked its way out of the
red and into the African-American.

CRSco &y Weekly never has been and never will
be balanced, objective or politically correct.
These hallowed myths of modem journalism are,
in fact, little more than rhetorical devices designed
to limit public debate to a narrow field of topics
discussed by an even more narrow panel of debaters.
Balance is nothing more than a rhetorical teetertotter. It is perhaps best typified by television news
producers who dutifully "balance" each inane
talking head with a marginally different but equally
inane talking head. Just because a thing is said twice
doesn't make it so. And worse still, the technique
guarantees that the public airwaves will be filled (in
duplicate) with faces and ideas acceptable to the
lowest common denominator of public opinion. At
the same time, by oversimplifying complex questions, the technique denies access to any person who
cannot be balanced (which is to say anyone who
might challenge the status quo).
Objectivity is more complex. In itself, it is a
worthy ideal. But corporate journalists have coopted objectivity into a convenient ruse. For example: Why does our daily newspaper report often
on global warming but never on the tailpipe emissions that cause it? Because the former, faraway
event can be covered "objectively," while the latter
would require subjective consideration that automobile advertisers (and therefore corporate publishers)

CRSco Bay Weekly was founded by myself and a
handful of other daily newspaper refugees who
wanted to create a newspaper that would simply
serve its community, withoufall that baggage.
We called our
new paper "An
instrument of
community understanding." On its news pages, we promised to report
local events in a fair and accurate fashion. And on
these opinion pages, we pledged that we would give
voice to people and ideas that were not heard in the
mainstream media.
The mission of CB W s opinion pages was - and
still is - to talk about the things we all know we're
not supposed to talk about in public.
There's plenty of 'em. Here in the last nick of the
20th century, the things we don't talk about are
smothering those we do. like the national debt, our
collective denial threatens to bury us. Someday we
may not even be able to afford the psychic interest.

One day it may not be politically correct to talk
about anything except the weather.
But there is an inherent problem in the mission of
CBWs opinion pages: No one knows what the
unsaid is supposed to sound like.
Tom Hanrahan's March 5 column illustrated this
problem. His keen instinct for trouble led him
straight for the silent cacophony surrounding three
of the most talked-about-yet-not-talked-about topics
of our age: politics, religion and abortion.
The phone started ringing right away. The mail
took a few days. We at CB W are always flattered
when readers take the time to call or write, because
we know you wouldn't take the time for a paper
you didn't care about. We take to heart what you
have to say, and we learn from it.
Was Hanrahan a flawed messenger? Yes, and he
disclosed as much in his column. Did he hit more
than he was aiming for? Clearly, as the letters state.
Would CBW publish the same column again?
Absolutely. Because however clumsily, Hanrahan
hit on something that wasn't being talked about.
Now it is.
Are we at CBWanti-Catholic, anti-Jew and antiBaptist, as we've been accused? Do we bash business, government and the environment? Are we
radst and sexist bigots?
Of course we are.
After all, we not only write about this imperfect
world - we also live in it.
But we know what we are trying to do. And to
whatever degree we fail this week, we'll try again
next week. We will do so by offering another strong
voice and another troublemaking opinion. But we
will never jeopardize our mission by attempting to
sanitize the opinions we present or the people who
write them.
Because the world we live in is nei ther balanced
nor politically correct; it is wildly and wonderfully
chaotic. We see no reason why CBW should be any
different.
(MP)

A Catholic rebuttal: IIcheap fruits" and sleepy editors
Editcw's note: In the MllTch 5 issue of CB w, guest
columnist Tom HIUlrrUran penlUd a criticism of Bishop
Joseph Gerry. Hanrahan's opinion, entitled MSaving souls,
born and unborn, appeaml in this space.
CBW promptly received a phone alii from Pauly
Fongemie of the Catholic UagtU, who requested to write a
response.
Before gitring Fongemie the go-ahead, CBW checked with
Bishop Gerry to see if he would prefrr to write his own
response. Spokesman Marc Mutty replied that Gerry would
not, but requested that CBW print a rebuttal penlUd tTy
Gregory Foltz rather than the one by Fongemie.
Highlights from Fongemie'5 scuttled response llTe
presented at right. And here, with newfound appreciation for
the politics of Rome, CBW presents Foltz' response to
Hanrtdran's column:
N

• By Gregory C. Foltz

industry. In place of thoughtful analysis of the issues
at hand, Hanrahan seems to write chiefly to call
attention to himself. His most favored method is to
fix upon a "politically incorrect victim," in this case
the Roman Catholic Bishop of Maine, and outrage the
sensibilities of the reading public throug!t the
publication of innuendo and personal attack. When
he is successful, the reading public properly angered
will rise to the bait, and call Hanrahan names. When
the brouhaha settles, and the topic of outrage recedes,
Hanrahan is left standing alone as a controversial
public media figure.
That Hanrahan is driven to call attention to
himself is not new news in Maine. Part of Maine's
modem media folklore deals with the stories generated by the many
reputable editorial
publications and
electronic media that
have kindly requested that Hanrahan take his style of
journalism elsewhere. While frequently funny when
he pokes his thumb in another person's eyeball,
Hanrahan Seemingly gets confused from time to time
and pokes himself in the eye, causing embarrassment
to his editors and damage to his own journalistic
reputation.
_
Bishop Joseph Gerry's distinguished contributions
to the New England region can certainly withstand
Hanrahan's thumb test. The man who formerly
presided over one of the most distinguished colleges
in New England, who currently supports the largest
private network of charitable care giving to the poor
in Maine, and who is an internationally acclaimed
leader in the interfaith dialogue between Christians,

,

Tom Hanrahan's recent attack on the Roman
Catholic Bishop of Portland demonstrates that Maine
is not the safe haven for clear thinking, honest public
discourse and fair play that many readers of CRSco
Bay Weekly believe it to be.
In our informational brave new world, created by
the postmodern media, the lines between entertainment and journalism have been badly blurred. The
former value placed upon editorial and journalistic
integrity is at risk as a result of this unsettling trend.
In his pursuit of an honorable career in journalism,
Hanrahan, at times, chooses to sacrifice journalistic
fairness and decency, favoring in its place the cheap
fruits offered through the less rigorous demands
placed on his profession by the info-tainment

citizen

Muslims and Jews, certainly can find a compassionate
acceptance of Hanrahan.
What is at issue here is much more deeply troubling than the self possessed ravings of one iconoclastic writer. When the boundaries of generally accepted
public decency and trust are violated through a
deeply personalized attack on the clerical leader of
Maine's largest organized church, the editorial
motivation of the publishing body must come under
scrutiny.
At best the editors and publishers of CRSco Bay
Weeldy were asleep at their desks when Hanrahan
turned in his weekly copy. If not, then the editors and
publishers of the Casco Bay Weeldy have been derelict in
fulfilling the responsibility incumbent upon a free
press. They allowed the bounds of responsible journalism to be violated by condoning and publishing a form
of anti-Catholic bigotry. It would not be surprising to
find this type of journalism in more disreputable
publications sponsored by certain well-defined hate
groups. However, it is surprising to find this style
journalism on the pages of one of Maine's most
respected publications. These tactics are not harmless,
and not acceptable to the people in Maine who believe
'that fairness, integrity and truth are part and parcel of
the responsible underpinnings of a free press.
Casco Bay Weekly should act courageously! In
fairness and honesty admit this gross error and offer
a public apology to its readers, the Catholic community of Maine and the bishop of Portland.

Gregory Foltz lives with his wife and three children in the
woods of York County. He is a member of the Public Policy
Committee of the Roman Catholic Diocese of Portland.
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Readers write in bishop's defen"'s'e
Freedom & license
aren't synonymous
Tom Hanrahan's condescension toward Bishop
Joseph Gerry ("Saving souls,
born and unborn," Citizen
3.5.92) is misplaced. In fact,
the Maine Catholic community can be thankful that he is
.a loving, caring shepherd and
not, like too many recent
bishop appointees, rigid and
intolerant....
Hanrahan's arrogance in
judgement is equally misplaced. OppoSition to killing
unborn babies does not a
sexist make; Dorothy Day,
Mother Teresa and Dan
Berrigan see abortion as
violative of the dignity of life
and none is accused of
sexism. I've not heard heard
of Bishop Gerry opposing
gay rights; the U.S. Bishops
Conference has long since
encouraged respect for
homosexuals. Bishop Gerry
has a woman co-chancellor,
the highest appointment in
his power. And why sneer as
his celibacy and familiarity
with Scripture? Many saints
are as guilty....
"The Catholic Church is so
out of it in Maine," Hanrahan
declares. The church in Maine
and elsewhere is open to
much criticism, but Hanrahan
makes no case. What is his
standard - approval of
abortion? How does he
dismiss Diocesan Human
Relations Services, the largest
sodal welfare operation in
the state, serving pregnant
girls, refugees, the elderly,
etc.? And what daily paper,
TV station, politidan or
pundit in Maine speaks out
as strongly and regularly for
the needy, the victims of
sodal injustice and the
victims of U.s. violence
against the peoples of
Nicaragua, El Salvador,
Panama and Iraq as does the
nationally celebrated dioc·esan paper Church World?
An an ex-Catholic,
Hanrahan should know
better than the despoilers of
liberalism: Freedom and
license are not synonymous,
and license is no absolute. H
all he wanted to do was
indulge his anti-Catholic bias,
he should not have gone to
see Bishop Gerry under false
pretenses.

A!~,--c//k..~~
William H. Slavick
Portland

Look to the end
I have a few questions to
ask (Tom Hanrahan):
1. What is a "recovering
Catholic"?
2. What is meant by, "I am
capable of flaunting convention as an ex-storm trooper"?
Were you in the Army?
3. How do you know that
"Gerry'5 hands are soft and
fleshy?" Did you pat them?
4. Just how did you dedde
that '1 like Gerry"?

5. What are the "institutional barriers of the Roman
Catholic Church"?
6. '1 am not angry. I'm
sad." What made you angry?
Why are you angry? Why
sad?
7. Why are you critical of
the leader of the Catholic
Church for living up to and
doing God's work?
8. Do you want the Roman
Catholic bishop of Portland
to teach falsehoods to the
people under his care?
9. Isn't the Roman Catholic
bishop responsible to instruct
you and me on our moral
responsibilities?
10. Why did CRSco Bay
Weekly publish (Tom
Hanrahan's) diatribe against
the Roman Catholic bishop of
Portland?
Think about it. In all
things look to the end.
.L:" .-Pi"";,,,~. f'h.J~
Catherine G. Martin
Portland

Hanrahan's guilty
We Catholics love our
bishop. It is obvious that
Hanrahan must have a guilty
conscience. What other
reason would there be for his
Catholic-bashing?

/%tt-JU/ (! , C ..d.-t~
Maryc. Carr
Portland

letters
Casco Bay Weekly
wekomes your letters.
Pleue keep your thoughts
as brief as you can (300
words, malL), Include a
daytime phone number,
and address to: Letten,
Casco Bay Weekly, 551A
Congress St., Portland,
ME 04101.

Fair game for
liberal press
Mr. Tom Hanrahan's
report of his visit with' Bishop
Joseph insulted all Catholics.
It seems strange that a widely
circulated newspaper would
accept this for publication. It
is raw Catholic-bashing.
H this were a report of an
interview with a Jewish rabbi,
written as this was, I wonder
if it would be published. I
doubt it. What about a black
preacher?
The only groups fashionable to discriminate against
and put up to ridicule are
Catholics and Evangelicals.
Seems both these religious
groups are fair game for the
remarks of the flaming liberal

press.
The Catholic bishop of
Portland and the Catholic
people are owed an apology
for this published insult.

~£.'e- -~
Peggy Lee Ragan
Falmouth

Merely another
angry apostate
I have just finished
reading the 3.5.92 Citizen
column by Tom Hanrahan. In
it he announces he is a
"recovering Catholic." He
sounds like merely another
angry apostate eager to attack
the church for her (political)
shortcomings.
Readers should be aware
this is a typical response of
apostates. When apostates
leave the church, they
invariably spend years, if not
lifetimes, charging the church
wi th all sorts of evil practices
- it's a lot easier to accuse
Holy Mother church of
"sexist and authoritaHan"
behavior than it is to accuse
yourself of sin ....
Mr. Hanrahan apostatized
from a church this Catholic is
unfamiliar with. Jesus
decided upon male priests,
homosexual acts have always
been sinful, abortion has
always been sinful and there
is guilt (rightfully so) over
misuse of our sexual gifts it's called sin and if you are
not guilty when you misuse
the gifts your Creator has
given you, then something is
dreadfully wrong. But, in
upholding the teaching of
Jesus that marriage is a
sacrament, the church
celebrates sexuality. There is
no "guilt over sexuality."
Finally, it is a teaching of the
church, empowered by Jesus,
that the Pope is infallible, not
an idea.
'They are hands that have
never caressed a woman's
breasts ... " Did he actually
ask Bishop Gerry if he had
felt a woman's breast? This
guy has the mind of a 16year-old.
Far more important than
holding what occupies the
dirty mind of Mr. Hanrahan
is what Bishop Gerry does
hold in his hands each time
he celebrates Mass. He holds
in his hand the Body and
Blood, Soul and Divinity of
our Lord Jesus Christ. And I
have no doubt that Bishop
Gerry will be praying Mr.
Hanrahan returns to the
church that gives the world's
most predous gift to her
members ....

k!o:~,~

Larry 'pencer
Cape Elizabeth

Serious case
of Infantilism
I feel that a substantial
portion of your editorial page
was wasted March 5 by Tom
Hanrahan's shallow interview with Bishop Gerry. I
cannot figure out what the
introduction of the irrelevant
and irreverent phrases
concerning "fleshy hands"
and "women's breasts" has to
do with the portrayal of one
of our well-known and wellloved church leaders.

I was in the military for
many years. I recall that
whenever a chaplain joined
our group, or rode out with
us on a mission, there was,
inevitably, one "naughty
boy" type who felt that he
had to "prove" himself by
telling a dirty joke, or by
using profanity, in the
presence of the clergyman.
The only thing that this type
of action ever "proved" was
that the naughty boy had
never really grown up.
Hanrahan describes
himself as a "recovering
Catholic," whatever that is.
Instead of recovering from
Catholicism, the erstwhile
Daily News reporter should be
taking steps to recover from
• his serious case of infantilism.

~;~a~;yr·

flank to the reader: What
really propels the man is the
unholy trinity of "gay rights,"
abortion-on-demand and
women in the priesthood.
Hanrahan seems the shill for
the rabid feminists who
haven't a clue about truth
and appear to care less. That
is the real source of
Hanrahan's hostility, for it
surely could not be Bishop
Gerry.
• Hanrahan says he will
pray for our bishop. There is
an old proverb that says
"God writes straight with
crooked lines." May
Hanrahan's prayers be heard
70 times seven.

4Z«ty ;Y-07 'Jj!-JlI.-<-~
Pauly Fongemie
Catholic League for
Religious and Civil Rights

John A. Knight
Old Orchard Beach

May Hanrahan's
prayers be heard
... It's hard to beat unadulterated pornography, but
even Hanrahan outdid his
usual worst. Decency and
respect for a family paper
prevent me from elaborating
on the context. Points that
must be addressed and
should be apologized for:
• Jesus Christ, if He
looked down on Hanrahan
"forlornly," it must surely
have been for his cavalier
disregard for the act of
blasphemy. Christ was
crucified for all mankind's
sins, not the least of which
was sacrilege.
• In modem lingo, at least
in Maine, "a recovering
Catholic" is one who wants
the church to shed the cross
and go for the gold, accommodation with tbe world. I
fear Hanrahan is neither a
recovered (repentant) sinner
nor a well journalist. Those of
us Catholics who have read
this column are certain he is
on the critical list suffering
with terminal egomania.
• Hanrahan poses, name
dropping with a twist, that
"he has never met a bishop
who wasn't a politidan
first ... " One wonders exactly
how many he has met over
his ersatz-career. Apparently
he is ignorant that one
addresses a bishop as "your
Excellency," not "Eminence,"
which is the proper address
to a cardinal.
' • Telling indeed is
Hanrahan's not so subtle
insertion of the pro-life stance
of our bishop, calling it
conspicuous. We are proud of
our bishop's commitment to
reverence for life. By definition Catholidsm is conspicuous, because it stands in
sharp contrast against the
"anything goes" secular
culture.
• To top the untoppable of
yellow journalism, Hanrahan
exposes his rear and only

Hanrahan's In
good company
In his 3.5.92 CBW column
"Saving souls, born and
unborn," Tom Hanrahan
once again spews his hatred
of the Catholic Church and its
teachings. He was almost
fired from hosting a W ABK
talk radio show and made to
apologize for his bigoted
'remarks about Pope John
Paul II hating women. It
didn't seem to matter to him
when it was pointed out that
as a teenager, Pope John Paul
II hid Jewish women from the
Nazis in safe houses or that if
he had been caught, he
would have been shot on the
spot.. ..
Another time, he blasted
away against Christians for
hating homosexuals. Again, it
did not stop Hanrahan when
it was pointed out that
Mother Teresa and her nuns
devote so much time and
en~rgy taking care of AIDS
patients, while hating the sin
of homosexuality. That is the
same pOSition of any real
Christian. He admits abortion
is murder, but is for it
because it is legal. Slavery
and Killing Jews were also
legal, but that did not make
those atrodties right either.
Hanrahan claims to be a
"recovering Catholic as
capable of flaunting convention as an ex-storm trooper."
He is in good company with
"recovered" Christian exstorm troopers, Stalin and
Hitler. Stalin studied for the
orthodox priesthood and
Hitler studied Lutheran
theology before each of them
apostatized, stoking red-hot
fires of bitterness and rage
against the church.
Isn't it about time you took
your crusading, anti-bigot
show to another state, Tom?
We've caught on to you here
in Maine.

r#J"J?t-~4

Ron J. Stauble Sr.
Unity
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Entertainment

century events such as the
Holocaust." For more, see W.D.
Cutlip's review on page 22. To
make your reservations for a
fiery night of theatre, call the
box office at 77~465.

Bay Weekly
Calendar:
10 days and
more ways

to be
Informed,
Submissions for Entertainment Weekly
sections must be received In writing on the
Thunday prior to publication. Send your
Calendar and Listings Information to Ellen
Llburt, CIISCO Bay Weekly, 551A Congress St.,
Portland, ME 04101. '-

get Involved
and stay
amused.

• Playing with fire: 'The
Substance of Fire" is Portland
Stage Co:s last production of
the season. It's also Artistic
Director Richard Hamburger's
last effort at PSC before he
moves on to Dallas Theater
Center. Jon Robin Baitz's play
pits Isaac Geldhart, a Holocaust survivor and self-made
publishing magnate, against
his adult children in a struggle
over his near-bankrupt
publishing house. "Baitz
manages to link our personal
and familial concerns with
larger social concerns," says
Hamburger. "'The Substance of
Fire' .. . sets one family's
explosive situation in a wider
historical context of 2Oth-

• Printmaking primer: Eleven
Portland School of Art
printmakers (and one sculptor)
- Holly Kidder, Lori
Tremblay, Mike Binnion, Anne
Garland, Stuart Lane, David
Eaton, Lauren Bakoian, Peter
Suchecki, Jeremy Greene, Kim
McGowan, Carl Desimone and
George Libbey - will hold an
artists' potluck reception
tonight from 5-9 at 3 Views
Gallery, 112 High St. The show
includes drawing and sculpture, but focuses on fine
printmaking with a display of
prints and printing plates, as
well as explanations of the
various processes. Gallery
hours are 9-5 Friday, Saturday
& Sunday, or by appointment
by calling 772-1961.
• When people ask drummer
Bobby Ward about the origin
of the name of his·band, The
Billy Skinner Double Jazz
Quart~, he says, "Yeah, those
four guys are one quartet, and
I'm the other ... " The quartet comprised of trumpeter /
composer Skinner, drummer
Bobby Ward, saxophonists
Salim Washington and Henry
Cook, and bassist Ichi Takata
- won Outstanding Jazz
Album for "Kosen Rufu"
(Japanese for universal peace
through widespread enlightenment) at the 1990 Boston Music
Awards. They'll perform at
cafe no tonight (and tomorrow)
at 9 & 11. Call 772-8114 for
more information.

• Book sale: Maine Writers
and Publishers Alliance holds
its used book sale - including
hardcovers and paperbacks of
all genres and for all ages today from 10-4, at the Maine

PUBLISHING PARlY

& READING
126 North Boyd St,
Ponland, ME 04101
- UPCOMING EVENTS -

• TONIGHT!!

DEVONSOUARE
$8door

• FRI MARCH 20

~
~ •

BROKEN MEN
$4 door
• SAT MARCH 21

ARLO WEST BAND
$3 door
• TUES MAR 24
.IiN ·0. NIiW INGLAND
$5 door

Vot.d HST H.ppy Hour
caw R••d ..... Poll
$250 happy hour giveaway
every FRIDAY.
NATIONAL HEADLINER
COMEDY EVERY SUNDAY

Writers Center, 12 Pleasant St.,
Brunswick. Call 729-6333 for
more book learning.
• Catch them if you can: The
ltals, Jamaica's premier reggae
trio, will be rocking Zootz
tonight with their powerful
poetry and subtle harmonies.
Lead singer Keith Porter,
Ronnie Davis and David Isaacs
have toured over 15 countries,
and performed at such
hotspots as New York's Apollo
Theatre and the Montreal Jazz
Festival. Their latest LP, "Easy
to Catch," entered the music
charts trailing fire, ranking #1
on the CMJ charts and #12 on
Billboard. Catch these reggae
superstars at 7:30; admission's
$9 at the door of 31 Forest Ave.
Call 773-8187 for cool and
dreadful details.
• Collegiate chaos: The Bates
Modem Dance Co., under the
direction of Marcy Plavin,
presents its annual spring
show, "Effective Chaos,"
tonight at 8. Admission is $4 at
Schaeffer Theatre, Bates
College, Lewiston. Avoid
confusion at the door; reserve
your seats by calling 786-6161.

OF DEPARTURE
by ALFRED dePBW

SUNDAYS
1 to4pm

NOW PAYING
to

RAFFLES
C·A'F·E
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OPEN UNTIL 8 PM Wl:D 4< THURS
MO/'Hill 8-6 . SAT 9:30-5 . SUN 12-5

555 CONGRESS STREET
PORTLAND • 761-3930

tim ferrell
joanne chessie
kevin shone
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$
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for

CASH

Used CD's
Right on the corner
of Lower Exchange Street

In the Old Port • 774-6010

• Home, sweet home: It's time
for another Brunswick blockbuster as three galleries
celebrate spring's arrival with
new artwork:
Icon Contemporary Art .
holds an opening reception
tonight from 5-7 for "Home,"
paimings, drawings,
mono types, sculpture and
mixed media works by Susan
Amons, Patt Franklin, Pat
Hardy, DeWitt Hardy,
Marjorie Moore, Sue Palfrey,
Alice Steinhart, Mark Wethli,
Diane Zaitland, Susan
Hambleton, Katherine
Bradford, Mathew Blackwell,
Sarah McEneaney and Anne
Minich. The show is a housewarming for Icon's new horne
at 19 Mason St. For more info,
call Duane Paluska at 725-8157.
Elements Gallery, located in
the same-building, will join in

• A feast for lovers: Pupi
A vati' s "The Story of Boys and
Girls" - set in 1936, Fascist
Italy - tells the story of two
families coming together for a
feast to celebrate the union of
their children: Silvia, country
girl from Emilia-Romana, and
Angelo, son of a wealthy,
aristocratic Bolognese family.
Director Pupi Avati presents
his sprawling family farce-

THE MELANCHOLY

7:30p ...

Firm

nocuver
charge

Mystery
Musician(s)

the festivities with a reception
for "Wildlife"; call 729-11 08 for
details.
And half a block away on
Maine Street, O'Farrell Gallery
(729-8228) will host an opening
for a new show of Greg
Shattenberg's work.
• Leaving home: Portlander
Alfred DePew - PSA teacher
of lit & comp and the winner of
the 1990 Flannery O'Connor
Award for Short Fiction - will
read from his newly published
collection of short stories, "The
Melancholy of Departure"
(University of Georgia Press).
DePew in person is a real treat:
The openness and accessibility
of his writing translate into a
personable, charming and .
perspicacious presence. So if
you're running away from
home tonight, say oh, at about
7:30, run to Raffles Cafe
Bookstore, 555 Congress St. Or
call 761-3930.

• Scout scam: When Terry
took her 9-year-old son to sign
up for Cub Scouts and came out
as a lesbian mother to the Scout
leader, she learned that the
"family-oriented" organization
was only too ready to exclude
her from her son's life as a
Scout. (Read more about
Terry's story in CBWs cover
story of 3.12.92, "Cub Scouts
can't bear gay mom.") Hear her
talk about her responses moral, legal and financial tonight at 7:30 in Rines
Auditorium,.Portland Public
Library, 5 Monument Square.
It's free. Call the Matlovich
Society at 773-4444 for details.

-. Good woodwork: Come see
Ed Reichert direct Portland
Players in "Into the Woods,"
Stephen Sondheim's musical
that follows characters you'll
remember from childhood Jack (of beanstalk fame), Little
Red Riding Hood, Cinderella,
Rapunzel, a whole host of

..

Abraham's

I HAVE NO CONTROL
PRODUCTIONS
presents:.

W,d_Nl4y, M ..rt:h 25

• Take the parkway: James
Phinney Baxter, Portland's
mayor about a hundred years
ago, was instrumental in
creating the city's park system.
Tonight at 7, Professor Joel
Eastman of USM's history
department will explain how
he and the Olmsted
did it.
james Phinney Baxter: A
Creen Legacy in Portland" is
free, and will take place at

Portland Public Library, 5
Monument Square. Call Theo
Holtwijk at 772-6595 for more
on the greening of Portland.

• Closer to home on the dance
front, Professor Nancy Salmon
will direct USM students and
faculty in a collection of newly
choreographed dances tonight
at 5. The pieces illustrate a
variety of themes, ranging
from joy and vitality to social
commentary. Tix are $4. Call
780-5483 for further comments.

Bagels &
Jazz Buffet

from

complete with adulteries,
arguments and joyous general
mayhem only the Italian could
dignify - without apologies.
"The Story of Boys and Girls:"
said 1M Village Voice, "has a
clever method of suggesting
life's yeasty contradictions and
the infinite mysteries of
personality.. .. Instead of
working to clarify relationships
and explicate the various
histories, (Avati) explOits
confusion to flavor a rich,
complex stew." See the story at
The Movies at Exchange; call
772-9600 for times.

.. .

.. THE
BEST
BARTENDER
INPORTIAND

********
********
YOU CAN

ERIN GALLANT
HER AT ONLY ONE
PLACE

Spring Point Cafe
I ntl'rl.lIlH\lCnt h i\'1~hh
"-'u.' Li . . tlllg" or l.11l f~lr into.

chea thrill
Spring here, boats yare
Never mind the crocuses or the birds sweetly singing in the
trees; in Portland, the real harbinger of spring is the Fifth
Annual Boatbuilders Show.
Portland Yacht Services, Inc. will host
the nautical inauguration March 20-22,
at the Portland Company Marine
Complex, 58 Fore St., Portland.
More than a hundred of the
finest wooden and fiberglass
custom boat builders in the
Northeast will be displaying
all types of boats: sailboats,
powerboats, canoes, kayaks
and rowing boats. A variety
related businesses, such as
yacht brokers, sailmakers and
several boat building schools will
also exhibit. And builders and
customers will have the opportunity
to converse, as well as attend a lecture
series covering topics'of interest to both.
Show times are Friday and Saturday, 10 a.m.-6 p.m., and
Sunday, 10 a.m.-4 p .m. Admission is $4 per day; three-day
passes are·$7. Children under 12 accompanied by adults will be
admitted free.
So if sailing's your true
celebrating spring's
down to Fore Street

charming princes, a wicked
witch and a nasty giant - as
they live out their stories
simultaneously in the same
forest, crossing paths and
narratives in a blistering burst
of music and wit. Thaxter
Theatre's located at 420
Cottage Road in S. Portland.
Call 799-7337 to make your
reservations for 8 tonight.

• Not a fairy tale: The Young
People's Theater of Brunswick
presents 'The Red Sneaks,"
Elizabeth Swados' musical
drama based on Hans Chris-

tian Andersen's fairy tale, 'The
Red Shoes." Swados' play
centers on a group of teenagers
in a bumed-out NYC tenement
building who contend with a
devil who appears proffering a
pair of red sneakers that will
bring their wearer fame, riches
and glory. Before the sneaks
from hell trip up their unsuspecting wearer, the characters
traipse through a Top 10 list of
teen travails: drugs, sexuality,
depression, peer pressure,
pregnancy, the American
dream and more. (Seems like a
pretty exhaustive list, but kids
today are very inventive.) The
theatre's located on School
Street in Brunswick. For more
info on dates and times,
including tonight'S performance, call 729-8584.•

. .. .. .. .. .
MOVIES ..

.

MARl~24
I'ORTLAND
PIlEMIEKE

I9

. ..

WE()'lUES 7, 9
SAT SUN MAT 1, 3

THE STORY OF
BOYS AND GIRLS

fft'..

• greal music
• greal beer & wine

• THURS3/19
From Boston LEILO MOUNARI
QUINTET featuring from
The Frinp percuaaionul
Bob Gullotti &
Saxopbo .... t Goorgo Gano no

.3/20 & 3/21 From Boston
TIoe laeredlLle Bru>, SldDner
DOUBLE JAZZ QUARTET
• 3/25 Oue to Popula Oemcrd
Vim.... Repertory Co. i.
""leading V.c1... Und'.

AlJDlENCE
OpeD jus jam ouDd_r 4.3Q..8pm
.......rv.lion. welcome
cloaed monday.
20 d.nforth .t.• 772-8

For
Ordinary
People

"Doesn't
hurt to
eall!"
Center For
Performance
Studies
774-2776
Beginning Week of April 6

ERIC ANDERSON

Back from tour with Rick Danko,
one showo~
Tix $8 • 8P

21

PAPA LOVES MAMBO
Benefit friends 01 A~ernotive
Education .. $5 at door

23

TUCK & PAnl
Folk Tix $12.50 • 8PM

2S

CLIFF EBERHARDT

Tix $7 • 8PM • No Smoke Show
Co-sponSOlOO by well

20
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MI_IMlppl M_I.
A sentimental, humorous but pungent
account of a croea-cultural love affair
between a Uganda-bom Indian woman
and a black man from Mississippi.
My Cousin Vlnn,
Ralph Macchio and Mitchel Whitfield
star as college students wrongly accused
of murder in a rural Alabama town. The
inept Brooklyn lawyer who comes to their
rescue is played by Joe Pesci.
Once Upon It, Cri_
ll. comic murder mystery set in Europa,
featuring James Belushi, Cybill Shepherd, Sean Young, Richard Lewis and
John Candy. Giancarfo Giannini plays
the cop from Monte Carfo out to find the
culprit. About what you'd expect.

Entertainment
Con/mud frrmr 1(H£ry CALENDAR

We're Glad to be here and to show our
appreciation for your patronage,
come on in for a

SILVER
SCREEN

~
~

FREE 1/2 DOZEN BAGELS

with the purchase of 80z. cream cheese, with this coupon, expo3/31/92

15 Temple St, Portland 878-2425
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Tho AdcIa_ Family
Uncle Fester reappear!lafter 25 yeers as
part of a plot to loot the Addams' family
fortune. Is he an impostor? As an the
chlr8Ctens play as close to the TV originaiaasposeible, the initiate will savor this
long sitcom episode.
AmorIcen Me
A Loa Angeles man witih a long histexy of
clashes witih the law is finally taken to a
high-aecuri!y prison. But once behind
bani, thecieverprisoner(playedbyJames
OImoa)mlWlgestoorganizetheinmates
and take control of _ t LA.'s underworld.
An American Tal: FIo...1a- Woo!
Fievel, an inmigrant mouse, leaves the
Big Apple to find newfriendsand adventure in the Wild West. Animated.
ArtIclo.
A vetemns' hospital is the setting for this
satire about the red tapa encountered by
discharged soldiers trying to collect benefits.
"'Ie Inatlnct
It's been awhile but "Streets of Sen
Francisco'." Michael Douglas finally returns asa detective in this erotic murder
thriller directed by Paul Verhoeven ("ToIaI Raca.,,).

Final Analyala
A forensic psychiatrist who routinely testifies at criminal trials gets involved with
a schizophrenic female patient, whose
sistar aeduces the unsuspecting shrink.
The relatlon.tlip lriangle uncovers an otherwiseperfectmurder. Wrth RichardGere
and Kim Basinger.
F....jack
In a futuristic world, a race car driver is
killed in an accident. Some yeers lat...,
when people have taken to hijacking
dead bodies, his is stolen and brought
back tolne.
Frt.cI CIrMn To_t_
An overweight and neglected housewWe
befriends a lonely older woman living at a
rest home. They develop a close relationship based on the elder's memories - a
I
tale of two women friends in the '309 Prlnco of TIel"
which helps to restore the housewife's
A New York psychiatrist (Barbara
joie de vivre. Flawed but interesting parStreisand) and a South Caro~na teacher
aRel tale starTing Kathy Bates, Jessica
(Nick Nolte) are brought together by lIle
Tandy, Mary Louiae Pari<er and Mary
attempted suicide of his sister, whohapStuart Masterson.
pans to be her patient. Directed by
GIIton
Streiaand, baaed on Pat Conroy's novel.
In this sequel to "The Gate," a 15-yearold adjusting to his moth .... s deeth and
his fathEM"s drinking is joined by his teenaged friends as he retums to the Ouburban houae setVing as a gateway to the
neth_orid.
Tho Groat Mo ... DotoctIvo
Yet another Disney classic in which renowned mouse dete¢tive Basil matches
wits with his evil namesis Professor
Ratigan.

WHAT'S
WHERE

DirDdby

Thursday, April 9,7:30 pm
Portland City Hall Auditorium

1:30,4:15,6:50, 9:15

Of

Master of what is said to be
the most extraordinlll)l piano
technique to be heard today.
Vogue urges, "do anything that
isn't illegal, fattening or bad
for the skin in order to

!Fire

attend Halim's recital. "

General Cinemas
714-1022

·Enthralll~. A

PIANO - - - - - -

to scheduling changes after
CBW goes to press, moviegoers
at8 advised to confirm times
with theatres.

Dates effective March 20-26
HMid Thllt Rocb the Cradle CA)

ftImj 19l11lJl~

EDUARDUS HALIM

Due

Maine Mall
Maine Mall Road, S. Portland

ANEW PlAY BY

JON ROBIN BAlTZ

Tickets: $10, $14, $18, $22
Student and group rate. available

J

;. Portland Concert Association

IIiiffiJI (207)':~':.L~N~-2707(M'.NH).
262 Cumberland Ave · Portland, ME 04101

=

searing a levarnent.
The most exdtIng
ayoung
w erbythIS
season,'
TIll NB;r yat rmllS

March1DMarch 29
CalI774-D465

lor tickets.

PORTlAND
**SfAGE**
COMPANY
25A Fcfes! AWlnlll

,

a::r~1
Management, Inc.

Flul Analyal. CR)

1:45, 4:30, 7, 9:35
My Coualn VInny CR)

1:35,4:20, 7, 9:35
Fried Or.... Tomato. . (R)

1:20,4:10,7:15,10
Shining Through (R)

7:20,10:05
The Oreet Mou.e Detective (0)

1:15, 3:15,5:15
Wayne'. Wortd (PO-13)

1, 3:10, 5:30, 7:35, 9:45
Stopl Or My Mom Will Shoot
CPO-13)

1, 3, 5, 7:30, 9:25

Hoyts Clark's Pond
333 Clark's Rd., S. Portland
879-1511
Dates effective March 19-26
No March 20, 7:30 showing of
Once Upon A Crime
'The CUtting Edge shows
March20on/y
Beauty and the a.ut (0)
1:40, 4:30, 7:40
Prtnce of TIde.

Get the Home Furnishings Guide that
Comes with it's Own Newspaper

PORTLAND

HOME

CA)

12:30,3:20,6:30,9:10

HIoncl That Rocko
Cradle
A gynecologist is accused of harassing
his patient and opts for suicide. His wile
suffers 8 miscaniage, goes mad and
blames8V8fything on the patient and her
family. She becomes the nanny of the
patient's daughter and executes her vicious plans.

Shining Through
Romantic spy thriller in which a secretary
working in the OSS during WN II parsuades her boss to send her on a on&time mission to the Nazi heartland, where
she i. to infitrate the house of a highranking officer by posing as a housekeeper. Melanie Griffith and Michael Douglas co-star.
Slopl Or My Mom Will Shoot
Comedy starring Sylvester Stallone as a
Loa Angeles cop who teams up witih the
witnass of a murder - his own mothe~
Tho Slorr of ...,. and GIrt.
Pupi Avati 's sprawling family farce, set in
1936 Fascist Italy, centers around a banquet et which two very different Italian
families - one urban, wealthy and aristocratic, one country working-class heve gathered to celebrate the engag&ment of their 90n and daughter.

Medicine Men CPO-13)

1:10, 4:10,7:10, 9:30
The Cutting Edge (PO)

7:30
Once Upon A CrIme (PO)

1 :30, 4:20. 7:30, 9:40

The L _ _ M ...

On Thursday, April 2 you're invited to
explore Casco Bay Weekly's exciting issue

CA)

I, 3:50, 7, 9:20
Amertc. Me (R)
12:50, 3:30, 6:40, 9:15
ArtIcIe.(R)
1:20, 4, 7:20, 9:35
Qat• • (R)
9:45
Bale InetInct CA)
12:40, 3:40.6:50, 9:25
Whne Men can't Jump (PO-13)
7:30

The Movies

that spotlights home furnishings and
literally, everything else around the home.

Portland at Home features a different editorial theme: helpful

advice on home furnishings, gardening; and outdoors. Everything
in and around your home.

10 Exchange st., Portland
772-9600
MatinMs Sat & SUn
The StOfJ of Bop and 01....
March 18-24
Wad-TUBS 7, 9; Sat-Sun 3, 9
Let Him . . . . It (R)
March 25-29

....uty ancl tho .....

Disney'. new animated extravaganza
baaed on the fairy tale.

8uge,
Baaed on the life of the flamboyant gaIQ81er Bugay Siegel. Driven by his love for
a woman, he created a gambling macca
in the mid-'40s known
Las Vegas.
WBITflIn Beatty and Annette Bening star.

Wad-Fit 7, 9:15

SaI-$un 3, 9

a.

Copo"'r
An ex-con terrorizes the family of a law~who failed to keep him out of jail years
ear1ier. Stara Robert De Niro, Jeuica
Lange, Nick Nolte and Robert Mitchum.
1110 CuttI,. Edge
AclaaiclCl\lasrClfY~ a rough hockey
player and an ice skater. As ho is unabla to
pursue his pro league dreams, ho turns
grudgingly 10 figure skating, finds. nrfined
pertner and falla for her. Togother they go
on to .na;n fame in pair _ling.

21

Nickelodeon
Tho Last aoy.cout
Bruce Willis plays an ax-CIA agent who Wa",o'.
teams up with a former football pIa~
A lat&-night cable show broadcast from a
(Damon Wayans) to solve a murder inbasement, featuring Metal Heads Wayne
volving the athlete's giltfriend. Ultimately
and Garth (of -Seturday Night Uve'" who
tho pair uncovers a _b of intrigue surmake pronouncements on teen life and
rounding crooked politicians and various
share fantasies about the lovely babes
criminal elements attempting to legalize
from Babylonia.
pro fooIbaN gambling.
White Mon Can't Jump
1110 Lawn"-r Men
Acomedy-drama in which Wesley Snipes
Science fiction thriller, baaed on a short
("Jungle Fever") and Woody Harrelson
stexy by Stephen King, about a mad
(TV's · Cheers', team up to make money
scientist and • gardener.
from playground basketball.
IAt tim HIoYO It
A brain-damaged and shy young man is
befriended by aglamorouahoodlum who,
in the procese of committing a burglary,
is eurpriaed by the poice. When the h0odlum (who's a mi~ IIloots and kills a
policeman, the epileptic chap (who'. of
ega) becomes a ecapegoaI in the infamous trial which ensues.
MedIc... Men
Scientist Sean ConIl8fY 8Ml'Chea in the
Brazi.... jungle for a medicinal cure for
cancer. With lou. . Bracco.

Oh, and a few more things: *52% of CBW readers own their own
home, have a median income of $43,380 and 42% of those
home owners have remodeled within the past two years! That
translates into Sales for home services and home furnishing
retailers! Don't miss this one! Advertising deadline is Thursday,
March 26,

Temple and Middle streets,
Portland

772-9751
Dates effective March 20-26
Second showing Sat & Sun

cape Fe_(R)
12:50, 3:30, 6:40, 9:35
The Adela... Family (PO-13)

1:15,4:15, 7:10,9:20
Bugay (R)

12:50,3:45.6:30,9:30
The Lalit Bapcout (R)

1:10,4:10, 7, 9:45
An AmerIcan Tall:
Fievel 00_ Weet (0)

1:30,4:30
Fr. . . . . (R)

7,9:25
MI.....lppl . . . . . (PO-13)
1, 4, 6:50, 9:40

Om/mud on pGgt 22

WE MAKE NEWS MAnER
"Wimbush & Associates, 1991 Reader Survey.

..
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FOR CHILDREN'S SERVICES
Get Your HAIR CUT
Saturday, March 28, 1992
between 8AM and 5PM

Continued from page 21

A CUT-A-THON FOR MEN AND BOYS TO BENEFIT THE

Cumberland County Child Abuse and Neglect Council
$16.00 FOR MEN includes
shampoo. cut and style. with
scalp and shoulder massage.
BIG/LITTLE SPECIAL: Bring
along a child and we'lI cut his
hair for $8.00
NO APPOINTMENT
NECESSARY

a unique

G_"

hair experience

395 Fore St.
in the Old Port

Special guest

-AudienceVintage Repertory Co. ~\s a satirical
piece by dissident playwright and current

1{.icfCMUftfCeton
Bruins Hockey Great!
and children's
activities all day
For more information please call:
Gail Desmarais. For Men Only. 871-1
The Child Abuse Council. 874-1120

Thurs, March 19
THE NAVIGATOBS
Fri, March 20
DABTEN' BBAHMS
Sat, March 21
from Boston
PUBLIC HOUSE

TIDS
WEEK AT

FATHER

THE STOllM DOGS
Wed, March 25
LASER KABOKE
Thurs, March 26
81"EV1E&

O'B.AB.A.'S

THE BLACKOUTS

45 Danforth Street

e

Portland

,

e

ME

An Open

Invitation

the
Community

March 22
2-5pm
"Apples", 241/2" x IS" 011 on canr.w tV s1Jverleaj,

Barbara Sullivan

FOODWORKS

an exbibttlon oftbe works ofart of 20 artists
Sunday March 22- Saturday AprlllS

Artists Include:
Steve Sechak
Chris Neilsen
Barbara Sullivan
Grace Porta
Claudia Whitman
Lois Leonard Stock

STAGE
"Alice Throuoll TIle Loold", GIe. ."
Windham Center Stage Tt-tre Is slagIng lis own idiosyncratic vwsion of Lewis
Carroll's popular book, March 27lhrough
April 12 - Fri, 7 pm; Sat & Sun, 2 pm
(axcapiAprilll,7pmonly)":atWindham
Center Stage Theatre, Windham. Tix: $8
adults. $5 .tudents & seniors, $1
preschoolers. R.-vationscan892-3315.
"Anythl",
Annual variety show produced and parformed by students and staffofWoodfOlds
Educational Center. March 24 at 6:30 pm
at Portland High School, 284 Cumberiand
Ave, Portland. Admission Is gratis, \hotJgh
donations are accepted. Cal 774-0314 .

Marika Kuzma
Milton Christiansen
Mamie Souza '
David Cedrone
Paul Plante
Frances Hodson
Duane McLeod

Tina Ambrose
Joe Ferigno
Wendy Newcomb
Alice Wickson
William Herron
Susan Pratt
Evelyn Winter

~-----------------------------r-----------------------------r----------------------------.
At{'( ONE
I
with this coupon. expires march 31 , 1992
I

29%
FF

The fire burns high (and
low) at Portland Stage Co.

This is Richard Hamburger's final effort at Portland Stage, and he
has
saved the best for last. ·Substance" is cut from glass. The set is
presidentofCzachosIovakiaVaclavHavel
impeccable, the cast is exceptional, the direction is invisible. You Are
about his experience as a "banned parson" in his own country. March 25, April 1
There!
.
& 8, at 8 pm. cafe no, 20 Danforth St,
As for the play itself, it ain't all that simple.
Portland. TIX: $5. Call 772-8114 for Info.
At first glance, "Substance" seems to be a paraliterary soap opera
"TIle Belli 8opnIno"
- "Knot's Landing'" as conceived by Saul Bellow. The children of
USM student Aroya Zulawnik directs
absurdist Rumanian playwright E~ Isaac Geldhart, a New York publishing baron, have gathered in the
lonesco's first play, which prarriered il
boardroom of the family business to witness a power struggle
1949 to rave reviews when the author was
between Isaac and son Aaron.
34. March 25-27 at 7:30 pm. il the Lab
In the best of soap operatic traditions, Isaac's children are "beautiTheatre. Russel Hell, USM Gorham. TIX:
$4. Cal 780-5483 for details.
ful" people: Sarah (played by Nancy Hume) is a successful actress;
"CMtewIIya at Pllmoth Pl8ntatlon"
Martin (played by Stephen
Mount Holyoke students drarratize how
Kalstrup) is a professor of
castaways were aheItenId by Pilgrims
landscape
architecture at Vassar;
March 27, at7:30 pm. at St. BarthoIomaw's
Church, Gilman Road. yarmouth. Free.
Aaron (played by Alexander
Cal 846-5066 for Info.
Draper) is a yer-basic blue suit/
"The Substance of Fire" by
RIck CllaNtte & Bubble Gum Band
red tie MBA out of Wharton
Jon Robin Baltz. dlreded
wli perform March 21 at 2:30 pm il a
College
- hmm. Well, you can't
MdraisingconcertforGorhamArtsCounby RIchard Hamburger at
cit, • nor.-proflt organization wlich supwin
'email.
Portland Stage Company,
ports arts programslntheGomamschools
Isaac (played by George
25A Forest Ave. Playing
and for the oomrTU1ity. Charette&co. wli
Morfogen) is a Holocaust
perform children's songs, COITtinlng pop
through March 29.
survivor and a supercilious, dour
music with IlT18glnative activities, at
Gorham High School, 41 Morrill Ave,
old bastard - an unfortunate combination of qualities, to be sure.
Gorham. Cal ~2203 for more Info.
Isaac is guilty of many things, not the least of which is that he
"Chicken Soup·
undervalues his children. He refers to Martin as a gardener; he
iufamity variety showflledwllh laughter,
identifies Sarah as a clown who entertains at children's parties; he
music. storytelling and drama. RUII8ian
puppet_ Valeria Konstantlnovska from calls Aaron a bookkeeper. There is some truth in Isaac's conception of
Puppets for Peace wil be f.tured; Devld
his children, we learn, but mostly injustice.
NeufekI, Justil Hoy, Karin Payne, Jenny
lsaac's other great sin is that he has been publishing nothing but
Yall, the Hooee FarTily SIngen and Many
"dead literature" for decades - obscure dictionaries, the collected
RI\ws School ensemble
also perform.
Showunderscoledby Leo Loglnov.March
works of William Hazlitt, innumerable books about the Holocaust.
28 at 4 pm in Luther Bonney Auditorium,
But the Holocaust/Hazlitt market has largely moved to the cemetery
USM Portland. Cost: $3 acUb, $2 kids.
in recent years. Aaron, ostensibly concerned for the future of the
Cal 773-6733 for info.
family business, calls a family stockholder's meeting and takes over.
ComecI. . . nrnFernlI, Joanne CheRIe
end Kevin ~ . .
Under his direction, the company begins to publish sensational,
the age-old question: Do)lOU faIIr mimes,
commercial pulp.
sad cIowneand puppetry?Yes?Thenyou'l
~and-a-half years (and one intennission) later, Aaron has run
love the improvisational comedy of Trn,
the family business into the ground. He sends a social worker (played
Joanne and Kem. The demented bio lovIngly take audence Ideas and transform
by Beverly May) to evaluate his f$ther's competency in an attempt to
them ilto two hours of comic mayhem.
acquire his f$ther's stock, which he needs to lever his new business
EvefY Thtnday, armed wllh big sticks,
partners out of the boardroom. The family that plays together, etc.
they take pokes at washed-up aclonI, bed
TV, por!IIlOW poIltIcIans, mood swings,
Soap opera, right?
lesser-known nurMry rhymes, aiminaHy
Soap opera, wrong. There are a few genuinely new twists in
Insane behavior. Jim NabeR, Indoor-out"Substance,"
and much good language. If "Substance" has any major
door carpeting, and other sacred cows
flaw, it resides in the fact that it has only one (fully developed) characyou auggeet. For three bucks)lOU can't go
'MOng. L1<enngetprlnts, no two shows are
ter. As a result, there are many moments during the first act when there
lika. EvefY ThInday at 8 pm at the eave, seem to be too many actors onstage. (Also, the induction sequence is a
29 Forest Ave. Cal 879-0070.
bit forced. There's something ungainly about characters who walk
"Etr.ctlve ~"
Batae Modem Dance Con-..ny, _ _ onstage and announce, "Hi! I'm your sister, a successful actress! Hi! I'm
the direction of Marcy Plevin, pr_18 its
your brother, a professor of landscape architecture! Don't you think our
anrua/ Ipring .oow ttvough March 22 father is obscure, aloof and superior?" (The audience needs this
Fri & Sat. 8 pm; Sun, 2 pm - at Bates
information, I suppose. However. It's been done better.)
College, Schaeffer Thaatra, Lewiston. Till:
This unholy emphasis on the Old Man and His Attributes gives
$4. $2. For _tlons cal 78&-6161.
An _ _ inti of IIID8 Related ,......,.
"Substance" an unwieldy aesthetic tension. Given the theme, howfaaturee "The Inner Circle,· In which •
ever, this may not be accidental. The modem McUterature tradition
group 01 high echoolenl fIndI out one of
has brought to the stage and screen an endless train of unidimenthem has become Infected wilh HIV and
sional,
youthful goodbodies, whose speeches are castor oil to the ear
·Survlwl TactIca,· .n emotional monoclralT180n theexpertenceofAiDS. Hosted
and emphysema to the soul. One real character onstage is one more
by 0Ict Orchard BeedI High School. /ioJ
than I've seen all season.
pt0c:eed8, . . ~, will go to The
In any event, there's nothing wrong with building a play around a
AIds Project March 11181 7:30 pm. .t 40 Tcharacter - provided that you can get George Morfogen to play him.
for Tim Road, Old Orchard Beech. Mmillion: $10~, $6111udenl;l. Call 676Morfogen'tl portrayal of Isaac is murder, a bat in the head, a tour de
9801 lor deIdII.
force. It's almost not worth commenting on. How can a mere mortal
"TIle PortIw In RnIew"
pass
judgment on work like this?
Cn.ude Capn. the IongeIt nmIng anrul
The rest of the cast did well, especially Beverly May. Ka1strup
TalentNaMIy Show d ItlI kind. ~
"The FortIea In RIvIew·lorthe ~ 01 the gargled a line or two in the early going, but finished strong. All in all,
~lntoftheAmertclnCn:er
it was a fine performance. When it was over, the audience responded
SociIty. March 18-21 at • pm, at PIc:IIard
BowdoIn College. AdmIaeioI~ $8 with a standing ovation. There were even a few shouts of "'bravo,"
believe it or not. How often does that happen in staid, old New
Thura, $10 othar dayI. Cal &1&-464.

sta e

wi.

l.oo~
ART GALLERY e FINE GIFTS
Nancy K. Davidson, curator

Tues-Sun
9:30-5:30

........r

Arta Center prwna
the 701 nuIcaI tIwough March 22- F~
Sat. 8 pm; Sun, 2 pm- at ~
Arta cater. AoutII114, SebIIgo Lake. Till:

The

SChoo~

$10&$8. RIlIMotioll.842-3743.
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one
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IsaK (George Morfogen) .nd Auon
Photo/David A. Rodgers
(Alumtder DI'II...,.) have • f.ther .nd JOn ch.t.

n-t....

655-5060
Rte.302
South Casco
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England?
I was not moved to applaud, however.
Why? Because Richard Hamburger is moving to Dallas, and I'm
not oonvlnced that he can be replaced.
That's why.
WD. ClIUip

200A»:8

FOlKCD
OR TAPE

OFF

WITH THIS COUPON

AMADEUS
MUSIC ,"

~
.

:

Tan for:

explres
3/'1.9/9'1.

-

In the Old Port

HAIRCUTwrrh

head, neck & shoulder massage

I

$15 :

$4/eoch visit,
Trim Bangs
$25/ ten visits.
or nape $S
$60/thlrty visits.
$100/0 full year membership

Xanh S 5-fair Center

332 Fore Street

Portland· 772-&416'1.

NEXT TO OSCAR BENOITS (DOWNSTAIRS)
365 Fore Street, Portland· 761 -5811

r ~ '~ .;: :.~ __ ~ .;.:. _____ :. ___ ~ __ ~_ ~ _..: ~ ________ ~-::. .~:-~e~o~d~, ~.:e~ ~~~.,~ _______ ~ _____________________________ :
KNITIING • SPINNING. WEAVING. SUPPLIES. INSTRUCTION
_ CALL FOR CLASS DATES _

20%0FF
All V.arn
I. '"
marked at regular
pnceandinourstock.

••

.

For mformation on how to become part of

P

Ji"
([1J{:/'[

I

I

I

Casco Bay Weekly's Clip & Save Section,
contact your Advertising
Representative:
T., .r I)' ~
Maureen, Marilyn,
-r:tA.)tJj

.AJ~I '12 '/10 1-

fit
'af/z
~.
_'

~a;~;~~:~

.~r.. "
:,{,,"5"ft'~
M:~i~~~ SHOE REPAIR

1""44 "I

51 Oak St. Portland 772-7066

I

r-::--------------------------~-----------------------------~fi5ftmi
.' .
ATELIER FRAMING
et.' ani8
Quality Bicycle Sales
~ ~
and Seroice since 1981

20%

$ ~

Framing

with coupon, offer expires Apr. 1, 19Q2
"F... caalUllatI...... _Uqllllnn ..,IDnIIiDII"

150/0

off

~~::I:III~,llt

_ Specializing in fish, birds & reptiles. _

(/~)

Wing and nail seminar March 21.
10 am & 6 pm, please call to pre-register.

\ cP.;}~/}

,,_~...,.

BIRD

20% OFF f~OJ!ff;:G

_bo=~,,"!,;~~~i.'i,'RT1

L _____________________________

~

........

DANCE
CLUB
COME EARLY AND TAKE ADVATAGE OF US!
427 FORE STREET 772·1983

These new and returning advertisers help
support us in our endeavor to provide you
willi an alternative to the daily news.

. CORNER WALTON & FOREST
79 0
7-7 77

I ..•..

C()UPON

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Essex Credit. Scarborough
Ed's Batteries, Westbrook
Coveslde Marine, So. Bristol
'Toys and Tales, Kennebunk
Winged & Wet Pet Store, Scarborough
Homebuilders Association of Maine
Hannaford Brothers
CM Bowker Insurance, Portland

I

I

RGER,CHIPS,DRINK:

3/31192

,\I:

~ $2 99 i

tt; iI: t€l3 'l}1 t1
FUN, AWESOME
Kids, Ages 9 • High School
Beginning· Advanced
Center For Performance Studies

774-2776
Beginning Week of April 6

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

I

... __________________ :

G

Thank-routo the C8W
readers for voting WMPG
"Best of Portland" radio
station (again!)
WMPG's 1992 fundraisiing
marathon airs Monday, March
16 thru Wednesday March 25.
Tune in, call 874-3000 to
pledge and receive great
premiums donated by area
merchants.

I

I

through April 15, 1992

DIAL 874-3000
AND VOTE FOR US
ALL OVER AGAIN"

:
I

COU PON

FM

o

Welcome to
Casco Bay Weekly.

~

I

___ : ____________ : ____________ L0j!~j!: 0~~G

AKED
THURSDAYS

$1 50 :
I

II

200/0 OFF

'''=-

I

EXP 3/31/92

• .iI. ntique Frame Restoration. Cold Leafing
59 Federal Street
• French Mats. Conservation Framing
Portland. ME 04101
Monday-Fl1day 10-5:30
• Fine Handcrafted Frames
'", by
(207) 774-2933
Saturday 10-5:00
______________________________
253 Congress SI., Portland. 774·2088 • M.f 9·5 oppo;nlmenl' L ____________________________
BEHIND LEVINSKY'S • PLENTY OF FREE PARKING _

FRAMING & MUSEUM MOUNI1NG

I

& LG COFFEE

exp.4/30/92

WINGED & WET PETS

I

-----------------1

@i;J

ANY REPAIR
WITH THIS COUPON

Classic &: Contemporary Framing

we repair 'em

repairs

."~III"III...r"...
1'-"
\'1
~

174 US RT 1. Scarborough· Tues-Sat 10-6. 883-2951

I

20 01
OFF
-10

you wear 'em

VIvian's Drive In, Portland
Solo, Portland
H20 Outfitters, Portland
Aqua Diving, Old Port
Carole Fortin of Top Coats, Portland
Center for Performance Studies, Portland
Mainly Hair, Freeport
The Book Review, Falmouth
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Bay Weekly
High Voltaga (rock) Old Port Tavam, 11
Moulton 51, Portland. 774.0144.
Th. Story (folk) Raoul's Roadside Attraction, 885 Forest Ave, Portland. 773-8886.
Tha Hom), Toan (acoustic) Wharfs End,
52 Wharf St, PorUand. 773-0093.
Lou Moo,. (acoustic) The Wrong Brothers'
Pub at Port B~liards, 39 Foresl Ave, Portland. 775-1944.

Entertainment AUDITIONS
~

tor Summer In the Palb
The City of Portland's recreation division
ia looking for original musical artists to
apply to this program by submitting demo
tapesorinlo byMarch21to:TadMusgraw,
Portland Recreation, Portland City Hall,
389CongrwsSt, Portland. Call 874-8793.

MONDAY 3.23

R_Nd AuclHlona
Studio Theat... needs five

STAGE

....IfWIIy.,......

Periwinkle National Theetre ~ts this
play In which 1M! t~ reYIIIll the
feelings and fanily patterns that led them
to addiction. March 22-Sun, 7:30 pmat the Scarborough Center for the Arts,
Scarborough. Tix: $5. For .-tions
call 767-0991.
·lnto the Woocle'
.
The Portland Players stage this Tony
Award-winning rrusical about fairy-tale
characters..-ling In the woods in_rch
of "happily __ aft.... " Through Apilll Fri & Sat, 8 pm; Sun, 2:30 pm - at the
Portland Players, 420 Cottage Road, S.
Portland. For reservations can 7IKH337.
LA Ana .......
Acadle auebec
Andre Marchand, Normand Miron, Lea
Tymeux da Ia Bale, Ida Roy and Joe
Cornier will come togethll' for a celebration of the best of Franco-American and
Acacian rrusic March 19, at 8 pm, at
Biddeford City Theater, Biddeford and
March 21, at 8 pm, at Lewiston Junior
High School, Lewiston. TIx: $12 & $10.
Cal 782-7228 for additional details.
• " Uttle FMtJvat of the Une-,"'
Portland Stage Con1leny pr.....ts a COilstelatlon of provocative and htmOrOUs
short performances and works-Inprogrws. March 1~22 --openingat6 pm
- at the Portland Performing Arts Cent...,
25A Foreat Ave, Portland. II's ell free! For
r.II'Wtionsand achedules, cal n4.ol65.

m.

• ............nd·
The ChIldren's Theetre of Maine preeents
• story.tlotit a young gil's encount... with
a goblin and their ensuing friendship.
Through March 22 - Sat, 10:30 am & 1
pm; Sun, 1 & 3 pm - at King Middle
School, 92 o-Ing Ave, Portland. Tix: $41
kids, $5I.cjufts. ~tio,.. 874-0071.

.Melody Hour .........

,

,r
I

, I

;I

J I

rI
!

I

1
f
,J,
I

at The Mysta'Y Cafe Dinner Theatre,
Baka"s Table Banquet Room, 434 Fore
St, Portland. Shows IIMJry Saturday at 8.
For Info and I'II!I8IVIItions call 693-3063 or
1-801H134-3063.

...... Red .......•
The Young People's Theatre of Brunswick
praeentElzabethSwadoa'musicaldrama,

based on Hans Christian ~'s fairy
tala "The Red Shoes," about the unfortLtnafe Karen who wears Inappropriate red
shoes Into the village church on two holy
occasions. Swados' version has bean up-

men and five
women, al middle-aged, for Neil Simon's
"Rumors."Techniciansandstagemanagers are also needed. Tryouts are March
~27, at 7:30 pm, in the Curtis Room of
The Chocolate Church, 804 Washington
St, Bath. For more Info call 442-8627.

CLUBS
THURSDAY 3.19
Lello Mollnart Qulntat (jazz) cafe no, 20
. Danforth 51, Portland. 772-8114.
u.. Gallant (folk rock) The College Room
Pub, 98 Falmouth St, PorUand. 874-8598.
Michael and Suzie Fa), (R&B) Geno's, 13
Brown 51, Portland. 772-7891.
Johnn), Savage Jenny Y.I (acoustic)
The Mountain Lion Coffeehouse, 127
Middle St, Portland. 772-5242.
R. .I Nelghbo.. (rock) Old Port Tavern,
11 MouHon St, Portland. n4.o144.
ErIc And....... (folk) Raoul's Roadside AJ.traction, 885ForestAw, Portland. 773'-.
Blue Deeoto (rock) Spring Poinl Cafe, 175
PIckett St, S. Portland. 767-4627 .
Dew.....,. (folk rock) T-Birds, 126 N.
Boyd St, Portland. n3-8040.
Deelay Greg Powara (1aSa' karaoke)
Tipperary Pub, Sheraton Tara Hotel, S.
Portland. 775-8161.
Kan art ......)' (acoustic) Wollie'a, 193
Middle, Portland. 773-3501.
Opan MIc ....lItwllh Bli C.......n (acoustic) Ths Wrong Brothll'S' Pub at Port Billiards, 39 Forest Ave, Ptid. n1>-I944.

a

No

FRIDAY 3.20
Will Turnar (acoustic) Bramha. Pub, 769
Congrws St, Portland. 773-9873.
BI., IIdnnar Double Jazz Quartet Oazz)
cafeno,2ODanforth St, Portland. 772-8114.
..... Cedar M,.et 8Iuta • Apocalyptic
.... (pop rock) Geno's, 13 Brown St,
Portland. 772-7891.
..... U_ Rocket (rock) Moose Allay, 46
Market St, Portland. 774-5246.
AlDIl Project ..... Concart (acoustic)
The Mountain Lion Coffeehouse, 127
Middle St, Portland. 772-5242.
No Real Nelghbora (rock) Old Port Tavam,
11 Moulton St, Portland. n4.o144.
Port CItJ AI 1Ia,. (R&B) Raoul's Roadside
Attraction, 885 ForestAve, Portland. 7r.Hi886.
Blue Deeoto (rock) Spring Point Cafe, 175
Pickett St, S. Portland. 767-4627.
Broken Man (Deadhead rock) T- Birds, 126
N. Boyd St, Portland. 773-8040.
Toft)' Botfll Trio (Top 40) Tipperary Pub,
Sheraton Tara Hotel, S. Portland. ns.6161.
. . . .t aul1"8ftCfar (rock) The Wrong Brothers' Pub at Port Biliards, 39 Forest Ave,
Portland. 775-1944 .

m

dated to a bu~ttenement building
in NYC, whII'e a group of teenagers with
indiWlual means of Sln'lval have banded
togethll' as friends. A devil appears with a
pair of red sneaks that wi. give the wearer
fame, riches and glory. Find out what
happens Thursdays through Sundays,
March 2~29 & April 2-5. The Theat...
Project is located on School Street In
Brunswick. For info on tlx prices or reservations, call 729-8584.
...... Su"-'-nee of FI,.·
Portland Stage Company presents a new
play In which the future of a family publist.ing company pits a father against his adut
children. Through March 29 - Tues-Sat,
7:30 pm; Fri, 8 pm; Sat, 5 & 9 pm; Sun, 2
pm - at Portland Stage Con1leny, 25A Will Turner (acoustic) Bramhall Pub, 769
Congress 51, Portland. 773-9873.
ForestAve, Portland. Tix: $12-$26.50. For
reservations call n4.ol85.
Blll)llIdnnar Double Jazz Quartet Oazz)
cafe no, 20 Danforth St, Portland. 772-8114.
Ram Ioland Danca "SprInt! RItual'
"Conmonplaces," a dance performance, Tha Sunapots, The Taunaml Poet.,
Is the centerpiece of a fund-raising c"
Jo.hua Ru. . .11 (original pop rock)
abration with plenty of rrusic and marllGeno's, 13 Brown St, Portland. 772-7691.
pagne March 21 at 7 pm at Thos. Moser ..... U_ Rocket (rock) Moose Alley, 46
CabinetlT8kers, 415 Curdlertand Ave,
Market St, Portland. 774-5246.
Portland. Tickets/donations start at $15 TBA The Mountain Lion Coffeehouse, 127
but you can contribute more! For tix and
Middle 51, Portland. 772-5242.
furtha' info, call n3-2582.
No Real .Ighbora(rock) Old Port Tavern,
..... on~
11 Moulton St, Portland. n4.o144.
Sea Scott Hamilton, Ekaterina Gordeeva P _ a.-. Mambo (Caribbean) Raoul's
& Sargel Grinkov, Brian ar-, Kitty &
Roadside Attraction, 885 Forest Ave, PortPeter Carruthers, Rosalyn Surmers, Debi
land. 773-8886.
Thomas, Susan Wynne & Joseph Druar, ..... Bonahe. . (R&B) Spring Point Cafe,
LeaAmMiller&BHIFauverperformMarch
175 Pickett St, S. Portland. 767-4827.
26 at 7'30 pm In the Cumberland County
Arlo W... Band {btles} T-Birds, 126 N.
Civic Cant..., One Civic Center Square,
Boyd St, Portland.
Portland. rO!: $3().$13. Call 771>-3825 for
To"" Boffa Band (Top 40) Tipperary Pub,
details.
Sheraton Tara Hotel, S. Portland. n5-6161.
WlllPO 8eneftt Baah
The radio station win cap ~s March Don Doana and Ralph Nont. Oazz)
Verrllo's ConvenlionCant... , Tumpike Exit
fund. . . . wllh.benefitbashonMarch27
8, RIversIde 51, Portland. 846-9741.
at8pmatZoots,31 ForestA..., Portland.
Guests are Darien Brahl1'8, Pluck Theatra . . . .t . .mtndor (rock}The Wrong Brott.ers' Pub at Port Biliards, 39 Forest Ave,
and Green Magnet School. Cal 78().o1598
Portland. 771>-1944.
for more.
..... ltale (reggae) Zoots, 31 Forest Ave,
Wmlnt! to LIve; Brnthlng to 8Int!
Portland. 773-8187.
A program by Edle Doughty-songwriter,
teacher, performer - and Suzanna
Laberge - poet, expressive therapist,
~, They wll prMent a collection
oftheirown8Ollg8and poems highlighting
love, fanilyand time March 22,at4 pm,at
The 88 Siring Guitar, 100 Front St, Bath. Open Jem 8oaoIon (jazz) cafe no, 20
Danforth St, Portland. n2-8114.
$7. For mora Info can 443-9803.

SATURDAY 3.21

n3-8040.

SUNDAY 3.22 .

roc

Crean ....gnot School stands up for
altamatlva media ....rch 27 at Z_tL

Photo/Kathy Chapman

Supporting community radio
WMPG fundraiser shakes down Zootz
It's fundraising time again at WMPG. The station voted Best of
Portland in Casco Bay Weekly's recent reader poll is currently in the
midst of an 11-day marathon bid to supplement its relatively
meager operating budget with donations from listeners.
Sure, money is tight. And OK, all that on-air begging can get
pretty obnoxious. But at least 'MPG only does it once a year, and if
you care at all about keeping alternative community media alive
(and I know that you do), it's worth your support.
This year, the WMPG fund raiser will be capped off by a big
benefit show at Zootz, which seems a good idea; not only is it a
painless way to donate a few more bucks 10 the station (tickets are
just $6), but it's a chance to party with some of the hundred o~ so
volunteers on the WMPG staff, Oh yeah, and hear some great live
music, too, headlined by Boston-based Green Magnet School.
(More on them in a Iiit.)
This column aims to explore the local music environment,
Beyond the clubs and musicians who perform in them, no single
entity breathes more life into Portland's carcass of a music scenefor that matter, the community's
culture-at-large - than noncommercial, non-conformist
WMPG, It's pretty much the
only media outlet in southern
Maine unfettered by powerful advertising and/or political
interests, While its license is held by the University of Maine
system, it operates pretty much autonomously, and broadcasts
with a degree of freedom that can be positively mind-blowing, In a
nutshell, the station airs everything that everyone else won't,
In terms of local music, there are several shows dedicated to it
exclusively. But more than that, WMPG's programming offers
"alternative" music as a way of life - not just the ,independent
rock you hear on most college stations, but gobs of global, jazz,
experimental, traditional, you name it. Yes, classical is conspicuously absent, but then, it's abundantly available elsewhere on the
dial.
So what difference does your money make? "Listener support
can directly affect the quality of our programming," answers
WMPG Program Director Jim Rand, "Donations help us maintain
and upgrade both our on-air and production facilities, as well as
purchase some of the material for our music shows,"
Rand acknowledges - gratefully - that about half the station's
budget is funded by USM student activity fees, "but that barely
takes care of basic needs," he says. 'The support of listeners and
the local business community (through underwriting grants) is
what enables us to expand and gives us the freedom to do more
ambitious radio, to be less tied down to simple programming."
'The community has definitely gotten behind the station on a
larger scale," he adds, and cites the station's power increase to
1,111 watts-in 1988 and the coincidental expansion in its programming variety as the turning point. As for keeping that support
alive, he says, "We've found that the once-a-year pledge drive is an
unobtrusive way to do it,"
Rand is also the person largely responsible for putting on the
benefit show at Zootz. In fact, he says he plans to produce more
live music through WMPG in the future, which can only be good
news,
Next Friday's bash offers two of Portland's sturdiest acts, the
ubiquitous Darien Brahms and up-and<oming power popsters
Pluck Theatre, supporting the above-mentioned Green Magnet
School. The latter, who have just released their first full-length LP,
"Blood Music" (Genius/Sub Pop), offer an adrenaline-soaked
onslaught reminiscent of a little Gang of Four: Here some Killing
Joke, there a bit of Sonic Youth and maybe a measure of Mekons,
all gummed up with a seething hard core rage that's poundingly
convincing, What stays with you most is the feeling of being
witness to a frenzied three-guitar orgy; the best part is when one
invariably clambers on top and squeals in total abandon. Yet for all
the noise (and except for the overprocessed, undermixed vocals),
the production on "Blood Music" is surprisingly bright. Almost
downright infectious.
As representative of the kind of non<ommercial rock heard on
WMPG's afternoon rock &: rap block (Monday through Friday, 3-5
p,m,), Green Magnet School seems an appropriate choice to
headline the Zootz benefit, and a fitting end to this year's
fund raising effort. It's music of unbridled freedom, uncompromiSing integrity, unrelenting energy. In other words, about as far
removed from what's found on the rest of the radio around here as
you can get.

music

Michael Tow~nd

Hlllh Voltaga (rock) Old Port Tavam, 11
Moulton St, Portland. 774-0444.
Tuck .nd PattI ~oIk) Raoul's Roadside AJ.traction, 885 ForestAve, Portland. n3.a186.
Dan Hall and Mark Klelnhaut (jazz) The
Westside Restaurant, 58 Pine St, Portland. 773-~23.
Open Mic Night with K... Om.lay (b.y.o.
jam)Wharf's End, 52 WhatfSL Ptld. 773-«1¥3.

TUESDAY 3.24

RICHARD.PARKse

PORTLAND
288 Fore Street
774·1322

ELLSWORTH
High Street
667·3615

BANGOR
170 Park Street
942.6880

INTERNATIONAL HOME FURNISHINGS
Form and Function

techline

The beauty of techlin~ is more than skin
deep--underneath that handsome exterior is
state-of-the-art engineering. This means
drawers that glide smoothly, doors that fit,
innovative options and easy care finishes.

furniture

Take a close look at techline~ and find out
why function has never been more beautiful.

Open Mlc (acoustic) The Mountain lion Coffeahouse, 127 Middle St, Plid. 772-5242.
Bicycle ThI.YH (rock) Old Port Tavam, 11
Moulton St, Portland. 774.0144.
Open Mlc Nlllht with Pat.r Qlaa.on
(b.y.o. jam) Spring Point Cafe, 175 Pickell
St, S. Portland. 767-4627.
Man
N_ Enlll.nd (all-male revue) TBirds, 126 N. Boyd St, Portland. n3-8040.
Ken Goa. to M.ra (acoustic) Whar1's End,
52 Wharf St, Portland. 773-0093.
Loya Battery(sub-popgrunge band) Zoots,
31 Forest Ave, PorUand. 773-8187.

We've come up with
something old:

0'

a product with integrity, ingenuity, affordability.
If you thought these values were a thing of the
past, techline~ furniture will change your
mind.

WEDNESDAY 3.25

techline~

Vln"ga R_rtory Compan)". ·Audlan.,.' (Vaclav Havel play) cafe no, 20
Danforth St, Portland. 772-8114.
C.,..Au-Wadn••days (folk & poetJy readings)
Gena's, 13 Brown St, Portland. 772-7891.
Bach.lo,.' Night (topless) Moose Aley, 46
Market St, Portland. 774-5246.
0 . _ Worthle), (acoustic) The Mountain
Lion Coffeehouse, 127 Middle St, Portland. 772-5242.
Bicycle Thle_ (rock) Old Port Tavam, 11
Moulton St, Portland. 774.0144.
Clift E....... rdt (folk) Raoul's Roadside AItraction,885ForestAw,Portland. 773.a186.
Vlnnla tha Viper (rock) Spring Point Cafe,
175 Pickall St, S. Portland. 767-4827.
LouMoo. . . ..........,L...... (acoustic}Wharfs
End, 52 Wharf St, Portland. 773-CUI3.
Open MIc Nlllht with The Cool Whlpa
(b.y.o. jam) The Wrong Brolhers' Pub at
Port BWliards, 39 Forest Ave, Portland.

belongs in your American home.

NOW OPEN SUNDAYS 12 - 4 &
THURSDAYS TIL 7.
Richard Par1<s Gallery
Portland Location
ForeSt,

r-

Commercial St.

Gallery
_ f rea
ParkIng

I
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'"I!!
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n5-1944.

DANCING
Inc~ Thompson's Point,
Second Floor Bldg lA, Portland. Smokeand chern-free dances with swing, Latin &
ballroom music Fridays from 9-12 pm &
Sundays from 3-6 pm. $5. n3-3558.
..... Moon, 425 Fore 51, Portland. Open
nightly, 8 pm on ... Fri-Sat until 3 am.
Cover: $2 . Thursday's arecollegeallamative night. No cover with college 10, $1
w~houl. 871-0663.
Safute.. 20 Milk St, Portland. Open nightly
unti 1 am. No cover. 774-4200.
T-Blrd'.. 126 N. Boyd 51, PorUand. Sun:
footbal afternoon, comedy night; Mon,
charll-free; Wed, local bands; Thurs, co~
lege night; Fri&SaI, bands andlor deejay,
all contemporary dance music. 773-8040.
WhersllouuDllnce CIIm, 29 FgrastAve, Portland. Progressive music. Fri, Groove Academy
with deejay duo Spence & AI; Sat women's
night from 9-1 with deejay Deb. 874-9770.
Zootz, 31 Forest Ave, Portland. Wed: chernfrea; Thu: visual vibe; Fri: d,.;ayllive music; Sat: cutting adgedance; Sun: request
night. 773-8187 .

Golla Danca,

CON

CERTS
THURSDAY 3.19
USII Chamber Orc:hMtrs
(classicoV) 8 pm, Corthell Concart Hall, USM
Gorilam. Program conducted by Lawrance
Golan, faaturillli Mozart's Violin Concerto No.
3 in G Major, the Allegre movement from
Mozart's Concerto in A Major; Cari Maria \/On
Weber's Concerti no in E-flat Major, Luigi
Boccherini', Symphony in B-flat Major, Cp.
22, No.1; Gustav HoIsfs Sl Paul Su~e & Bela
Slrtok's Rumanian folk Dances. Tix: $3 gen""" public, $1 studants, seniors, USM faculty

& staff. 71JO.5555.

Continued on page 26

THREE DOLLAR DEWEY'S
446 FORE STREET • OLD PORT • PORTLAND, MAINE

VOTED BEST BAR
Maine Times and Maine Sunday Telegram

207~772~3310
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Entertainment Subversive artists retrench at Greenhut
Wlet 013113/112

EVERYONE'S .cHANNEL:
An Inside Look at Public
Access Television (1 hr)
e POWER &. STEELE
ON THEATER:
Review of Local Theater
Productions (112 hr)
e USM CLOSEUPS:
Teaching, Research
& the Faculty (112 hr)
e EUMINATING
INTOLERANCE
The Human Resources
Dilemma (1 hr)
e

Programs premier. Fri. 7·10pm, and are
repealed Sal· Mon.l·4 & 7·10pm and
Wed., & Thurs. gam·noon.

T~I's..

Cabl. Channel 37 In Portland, So. Port·
land, Cape Elizabeth, Falmouth, & Scarborough. Channel varies In Gorham.

CURT BESSETTE
SInger/songwriter
featuring songs
from his new
release "Live All

Visit the Rib Room fo< fine dining
before the show

lOP
OF THE EAST

Sones1a Hofel Portland
n5-5411
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Maine Chamber EnMmbIe
(chamber) 8 pm, United Baptist Church,
318 Main st, L_iston. Handel's Cor>carto Grosso, Opus 6, No.5; Stravinsky's
Oumbarton Oaks Concerto; Sinfonia
ooncertante for Violn and VtoIa. Tix: $10
adults, $5 students. 777-6945.
Donald Slm.
(sax) 8 pm, CortheI Concert Hall, USM
Gorham. Tix: $8, $4. 7ro.5555.

SATURDAY 3.21

SUNDAY 3.22

Your Dreams"

t '

FRIDAY 3.20

The AtI.ntic CI.rIon at... a.nd
(steeldrums)8 pm, TheChocoIate Church,
Center for the Arts, 804 Washington st,
Bath. Tix : $10. 442-8455.
Ubana
(rrulticukuralrrusic) 7:30 pm, Jewett Aud~orium, UMlAugusta. Tix: $30 for a famIlyof4, $10 adults, $6 children. 621-3209.
UM 8rmphonlc a.nd & F.lmouth High
8choola.nd
(potpoum) 7:30 pm, Falmouth HighSchool
gym, Falmouth. Til(: $5 family, $2 person,.
781 -2077.

Appearing in March
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ConIinW!d from 1"'ge 24

Back by Popular
Demand}!!

FREE
OYSTERS!
Plus Great Menu
Specialties

AncIanzn
(South American folk) 8 pm, Bates College, Olin Arts Center Concert Hall,
L_iston. Tix: $5, $3.786-6135.
OocIcIa. GMpeI
(women's a cappella) 3 pm, Allen Avenue
Unitarian Universalist Church. 524 Allen
Ave, Portland . Donations encouragad.
428-3238.
n.. Portland ...' " Mualc Coneort
(baroque) 4 pm, st. Luke's Cathadral, 143
State St, Portland. Monteverdi's II
Combatlimento di Tancradi e Clorinda,
Bach's The Coffee Cantata & works by S.
Roesi and by Corelli. Tix: $8, $3 students
& seniors. 871-9015.
Pora.nd Iymphon, Cha...... O r _
(charrber) 2 & 6 pm, Eastland Ballroom of
the Sonesta Hotel, 157 High St, Portland.
Mozart', Oon Giovaml, seleCtions from
MOZIrI'sSeranlKleNo. 1D. Tix: $20. 773-8191.
U8M Chonole
(choral) 3 pm, Corthel Concert Hall, USM
Gotham. Selections from musk; of J.S.
Bach; Aaron Copland's "Stomp Your
FOOl,· "Zion's Walls· & "Arrezing Grace·;
"A Jubilant Song" by Norman Delio Joio
with text by Walt Whitman; Choruses for
Ferrele Choir by MkiDs Kocsar set to
poems by ca~ Sendburg; and selections
of folk anangements. Tix: $3 public, $1
studenlll, seniors, USM faculty & staff.
7110-5555.

UPCOMING
The Choral Art Society
3129192 (choir) 3 pm, st. Luka',Cathedral,
143 State St, Portland. Ramin,h',
Magnificat & Faure's Requiem. Tix: $12,
$8 students & seniors, $4 children. 7813567.
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Everyday

in
March

During
Happy
Hour
4to 7pm

Our Full Menu served

from Uam to Midnight
Best Steamers in Town

Mixing Good People,
Good Food and Good

Drlnksfor 13 Years.

5 Portland Pier
772-4828

ART
OPENING
The llutar GIIltery
PorUand School of Art, 619 Cor1I~ st,
PorUand. Opening reception March 21
from 5-7 pm for "Aa Seen By Both Sides:
The Vietnam Experience In the Work of
American and Vl8tnamese ArtIsts,· an
exhibit by artislll from both COll1tries and
thefirstVtelnameeeartlnlheUnitedStatas
since the VIetnam War. Showing through
May 3. Gallery hours: Tues-Sun, 11 am-4
pm; Thurs, 11 am-9 pm. 775-0052.

In 1969 the Portland art world received quite
a swprise. Three key faculty members of the
Portland School of Art were fired, and in protest
the entire executive staff of the Portland Musewn resigned. The disenfranchised moved into
the upstairs floors of a Congress Street building.
and started an alternative art school which they
called Concept.
The three teachers were fired for unorthodox
thinking. They had encouraged their students to
experiment with abstract painting. an apparently
new and dangerous movement going on in New
Yorl!: at the time. And if that weren't bad
enough, they started their first-year students
painting immediately, rather than making them
wait through two years of required courses in
history, theory and technique before picking up
a brush.
When they moved to their dilapidated
Congress Street quarters they immediately
constellated quite a following of students. Six of
these students then opened a cooperative gallery
in the Mariner's Church on Fore Street. They
called this gallery 'The Opening." in part
perhaps to celebrate their newly claimed right to
artistic freedom. These six students were Maury
Colton,
Noriko
Sakanishi,
Michael
Maltby, Jim
"The Re-Openlng" .t
Wilkinson,
Greenhut G.llerle., 146
Jeff
Peters and
Middle St., Portland.
Guy
Williams.
Showing through April 18.
Tonight, 20
years later, the six will show together again.
They call this show 'The Re-Opening."
The three maverick faculty members were
Polly Kapteyn Brown, Lionel Marcoux and Bill
Manning. Marcoux died not long after this
event, and Brown died in 1985, Manning is alive
and well, living in Portland, and is represented
by the Anita Shapolsky Gallery in New York. He
was, ironically, part of the Portland Musewn's
recent ''Perspectives'' show of Maine artists. In
the years preceding Brown's death, she and
Manning were the artistic mentors to these six, as
well as to many other young artists.
'These artists," said Marsha Donohue,
curator of this show, "were the first generation
in Maine Significantly influenced by abstraction.
They were the first for whom content was more
important than technique." Their works are
deep, with images that are not easily accessible.
Brown and Manning must have been doing
something right; later three of them Wilkinson, Peters, and Colton - were awarded
Zorach Scholarships to the Skowhegan School.
Colton also received fellowships to study both at
the Slade School in London and at the
MacDowell Colony.
This show collectively is unquestionably
abstract, with the distinct exception of one oil
Th. ftcNating sh_pe, of Nortko S.bnlshl',
painting by Guy Williams which looks as though milled m.d.. construction"Anoth.r VI.w"
he might have studied under Tom Crotty.
recall Loul.. Nev.laon In slmpllflacl fo""o
Williams achieves a traditional but aggresSive
or geometric, ribbon-like patterns. Of acrylic,
use of space in this real/surreal painting of some
enamel and satin, they are intricate. He works
rocks with seaweed and waves. Crisp and clear in
the surface of the paint, scratching into the
the foreground and fuzzy in the background, the
surface of it with a pen. In their subtle way, they
painting comes right up to the surface of the
bear the influence of Pollock. Maury Colton is
canvas. Williams regains his status as an abstract
also involved with the surface of paint, but the
artist with a geometric outdoor sculpture of steel
most noticeable quality in his acrylics is his use
alloy.
of startling. dissonant color which jars, and then
Jim Wilkinson's works are dreamy, mystical
excites, the eye. One color shimmers through
meditations on what appears to be a veiled city,
another like a small explOSion. Except for a basic
landscape horizon line, these works have no
symbol at all.
_
Jeffrey Peters' plaster reliefs in wooden boxes
are tactile and figuratively suggestive. A series
of insets, they contain wavy fonns suggestive of
hwnan figures, and multiple faces. The imagery
is clearly that of mass graves and ceremonial
parades. Peters' subject matter is the annihilation of the Native American, and they are
quietly haunting, Michael Maltby's recent works
focus on the simple triangular shape. They are
small, subtle pencil abstractions with changing,
shimmering surfaces. Like Colton, Maltby's
interest is in the surface.
The shapes, proportions and implication of a
different material in Noriko Sakanishi's constructions are reminiscent not only of Paul
Maddrell, but also suggest simplified, refined
Louise Nevelson. Her shapes float, and the
subtle coloration on the edges of her shapes
proclaims her as Manning's student.
Considering the revolutionary background of
these
six artists, it's good to have them back in
Akh....lst S.kanlshl converts styrof_ Into
town.
IIusa-ry _hi constructions th_t defy grlWlty
In het: milled !lied" "Mnlng." 1990.
Margot Brown McWilliams
0

Cry of the Loon Art GIIltery
Route 302, S. Casco. Opening reception
March 22 from 2-5 pm for ·Foodworka,"
an exhibition by 21 artists depicting food
and related thoughts In a variety of medi• .
Showing through Apri 18. GaIery hours:
Tues-Sun, 9:30-5:30. 65~5060.
Element. GIIltery
19 Mason St, Brunswick. Opening reception March 25 from 5-7 pm for "Wldlife,"
sculpt'" and wei pieces by 12 artists,
realist to conceptual: Lany Fuegen, David
Smus, Timothy Fisher, Elisabath Shuman,
Richard L_is, John Bryan,AlbertCroston ,
~ohn Gingrow, Peggy Clark Lumpkins,
David Pollock, Sandra Stanton & Ava
Tews. In the mini-gallery: recent au paintIngs by Diane DeGrasse, from a series
inspired by old Maine family photographs.
Galleryhours: Tues-Thurs,I0-4; Fri&Sat,
10-5. 729-1106.
OrHnhut GIIllerie.
146 Middle st, Portland. Opening reception March 19 from 5-7 for "The ReOpening," of an art gallety from 1970,
Including painmgsand sculpture by Maury
Colton, Jeff Peters, Jim Wilkinson, Mike
Maltby, Noriko Sakanishi & Guy Williams.
Gallery hours: Mon-Fri 10-5:30, Sat 11-5.
772-2693.
3V1ew.0II11.ry
112 High st, Portland . Opening reception
March 20 from 5-9 pm for "11 Portland
Prlntmakars," an exhibit representing a
variety of printmaking techniques (including printing plates), in addition to drawings, paintings and sculptU'e. On view
throughApril12. Gallery hours: Fri-Sun, ~
5; or by appointment: 772- 1961 .

AROUND TOWN
Art Gllilery at th. Phoenix
630 Forest Ave, Portland. Show of mixed
media works featuring Chris Newcomb,
Giovtna Ferrante, Tom Behon, Ashley
Lenartson, Jeff Perron, Lou Mastro, Lee
Ring & Ed Parker. On view through AprilS-.
Gallery hours: Thurs-Sat, 10 am-5 pm.
774-4154.
Art GIIltery at Six DeerIng 8Ireet
PorUand. "Sixth Season at Six," an exhibit
disptaying recent oil and watercolor paintings by Cape Ann impressionist T. M.
Nichols. On vi_ through March 28. Gallery hours: Tues-Sat, 11 am-5 pm, for first
two weeks of March; aHerwards by appointment. 772-9605.
Mlch. .1 a.nolt OIIl1erl..
50 Maine Mall Road, S. Portland. Exhibit
includes paintings by John Swan, Jack
Meunch, Edward Langford, Robert Eric
Moore, Wade Zahares, Michael Palmer
and David Pontbriand; sculpture byVemer
Reed and Edith Tucker; jewelry by Verner
Reed; photography by Beth Tho"""",n.
On view through the spring, 761-9011 . '
Co..,.... Squerw Oall.ry
42 Exchange st, Portland. Selection of
works by gallery artists -Including Philip
Barter, MalgarelGerding, Elan Gutekunst,
Brita Holmquist, Michael L_is & Chris
VanDusen - on vi_ thru March. Gallety
hours: Mor>-Sat, 10:30-5 . 774-3369.
Dean V.lentgn GIIltery
60 Haf1l)Shire SI. PorUand. "Three Artists," anexhibitionofabslractworks, mixed
media and assemblages by Lucy WMe,
Michael O. Ryus and Brian Rutenbarg.
Showing through March 29. GaUery hours:
Thurs, noon-8; Fri & Sat, noon-5; Sun,
noon-4; and by appointment: 772-2042.
Froat Oully OIIl1ery
411 Congress st, Portland. Group exhibition feeturing the works of aU gallery artists, including oils, watercolor, pastels,
and sculpture in a wide range of styles and
subjects by Dalav lpear, DeWitt Hardy,
Eric Grean, Laurenze Sisson, Alfred
Chadbourne, Martha Groorne, Sharon
Yates, cabot Lyford and JoM Laurent.
Gallery hoU"S: Mon-Fri, 12-6 pm, or by
appointment. 773-2555.
Hu_n CoIlaga South
222 st. John St, Su~e 240, Portland. 01
paintings by artisVteecher Helene Poulin
throughout March. Gallery hours: Tues-Fri
10 am.2 pm. 724-2895.
" - I I GIIltery
345 Font St, Portland. Paul Black's oils,
through March. Galleryhours: Noon-5 pm,
dally; or by appt: 773-3334.
Henc, Margolla Qallery
367 Fore st, Portland. "Functional Pottery: Two Generations," an exhibit that
juxtaposes two generations of studio potters dedicated to the functional fonn as a
means of artistic expression. Show ir>cludes works by Unda Albuckle, Bruce
Cochrane, Clair Weissberg, Bob & Cheryl
Husby, Mary Jeanne Luckey, Greg
Fedarighi, Michael Simon, Walter Ostrom
& Tom Flavtn, among many others. Showing through April 12. Gallety hours: Mar>Fri, 10-5:30; Sat 10-6. 77~3822 .
11IOL Moa..- Cllblnetm.k.,.
415 Cumberland Ave, PorUand. "Tracking
Tima: Art of the Australian Aboriginal,"
showing ttvough March 28. GaIery hours:
Moo-Sat, 9 am-5 pm, 774-3791 .
Portland Public Ubnory
5 Monument Square, Portland "DIscoverIes": the paintings, prints, handmade papers and fabric designs of 20 corrmunity
artists. On view through March 30. Galery
hours: Mon, Wed & Fri, 9 -6; Tues & Thurs,
noon-9; Sat 9 -5. 871-1710.

111. PI... Trwe Shop & ..,.,... aellery
75 Market St, Portiand. Gallery group exhibit featuing new work by Neal Parent,
Carot Sebold, Robert stebleton, Helen st.
Clair, Matthew Smith, David Clough, Tina
Ingraham, Sean Monlssay, Bear Blake &
Mary Brosnan. Through March. GaRery
hours: Mor>-Sat, 10-6. 773~7.
Pllln.ttI
27 Forest Ave., Portland. 3 Voews GaHery
is curating a series of shows appearing at
Planets and Alberta's restaurants. Featuring local artists, the shows range from the
polite to the outrageous and highlight the
varve of local talent. Both exhibits run
through April 4. Alberta's is located at 21
Pleasant St. Hours: Sun-Sat, 5- 10 pm.
774-0016.
Portl.nd MUHum of Art
Seven Congress Square, Portiand. Hours:
Tues, Wed, Fri & Sat, 10 am-5 pm; Thurs
10 am-9 pm; Sun 12-5 pm. Admission:
aduks $3 .50, senior citizens and students
w~h 10 $2.50, chidren under 18$1, group
rate$3. Museum admission Is frea 10 amnoon Saturday. 773-2787.
"Contemponory Vlalona
Nine artists from the museum's American
collection interpret landscape with styles
ranging from r... lism to abstraction. Featured artists from Maine and around the
nation include Reuben Tam, Usa Allen,
William Keinbusch and Alison Hildreth.
Showing through May 24 .
*SpIrIta: Selection. from Collection of
O.oft.e, Hold.r end Carmen
deLav.II.de
Angels and demons, Christ figures and
voodoo legends exist side by side in a
celebration of conte"""rary lolk art from
Africa, the Caribbean and North America.
More than 150sculptures, paintings, carvings and masks illuminate the potent validity of non-Western arts and rituals.
Through April 19.
·Leonard a."ln'. Angela to the J._
A haunting group of spactacularly colorad, larger-than-life angels are featured
in both sculpture and in prints. The angels
incorporate a fuN range of themes cammon to Baskin's work: religion, mythological syrrbolism, and theg race and mystery
of the human spirit. Through March 29.

OTHER

Artlat lActurw a.n..
at USM continues with a lecture and slide
presentation byChilean artistAifredo Jaar.
Jaar's work has overt social and poI~ical
conlant that focuses on United States'
and Europaan impulSes to dominate other
cukures. March 26 at 4 pm, in Hastings
Fonnal Lounge. Free. Call 7ro.5460 for
details.
·111. ArtIat on th. Mel'1lln: 111. Expertenc. of • Fnnco-Ar.-rlcan Write"
Denis Ledoux's lectute is part of Portland
School of Art's liberal arts series on the
connection between art and commerce.
March 19 at 7:30 pm, in Baxter Auditorium, 619 Congress St, Portland. For further Info call 77~5152 .
Entrl.. fo. Doonforth
The Danforth Gallery is looking for works
of art influenced by the book as object. "In
Homage - A Visual Ode to the Book" wii
show artists' books, including experimental structures using a wide range of materials and ideas. Deadline for entries is April
1. Call 874-0028 for more info.
Jurled Craft Show
is open to Maine artists working in wood,
malal, fiber, glass, Cetamics, leather, jewelry and mixed media. Exhibitors in this
third annual show (held Oct 10 & 11) are
selected by a panel of three jurors. To
receive an application pecket, write no
later than March 27 to Maine Coast Artists, Box 147, Rockport, ME 04856. Call
236-2875 for more info.
Seco Sldewlllk Art. F. .tlvel'.
organizing committee is accepting orig~
nal, framed works of art - sculptures,
paintings, watercolors, graphics, photos
andsikscreens-displayed in portfolio or
suitable stand. Prizes w~1 be awarded in
several categories. Each apptication must
be accompanied by $30 fee and postmarked no later than May 15 (avent takes
place June 27). For application fonn and
more info, write to SSAF, Box 338, Saco,
ME 04072.
studio Art CI._
for ages 2 and up. Private watercolor lessons lor adults and children are also available. An art-care nursery school wil open;
studio birthday parties can also be arranged - all at Fresh Paint, 1 Blue Heron
Drive, Brunswick. For more info ca1l72~
4983.
3YI_Gllllery
is looking for works that generate thair
own internal energies, to initia te a series of
on&-to-two person shows. Exhibits will
Raffl. . Cafe Bookatore
hang ioU' to six weeks. All media encour555 Congress St, Portland. Recent photoaged. Sand slides, photos or bring actual
graphs by JamieSalomon through April 1.
pieces before March 15 and SASE ir>761-3930.
clUded, to the gallery located at 112 High
111. st.ln Gallery
st, Portland, ME 04101. For further info
20Mik St, Portland. Crystal constructions
call 772-1961. The gallery is also seeking
by Jon Wolfe through March 31. Ganery
works for an environmental art exhibit on
Hours: Mor>-Fri, 11 am-6 pm; Sat 12-5
the theme of air quality. Interested artists
pm, Sun 11-4. 772-9072.
should send a SASE to the exhibition's
3 View. OIII1.ry
coordinator - Roy Rike, Box 489,
112HIgh st, Portiand. "Relationship Show"
BfII1swick, ME 04011.
- abstract and realist works of art that
delve into relationships batween people,
thair environment and thairsubliminal side
- with worksby Brackett, Bakman, cayer,
Comyns, Faust, Frohlich , Gallant,
Newcorm, O'DoMelI, Strauss, Vaughan,
vita-Taylor & Waterman. Hours: Fri & Sat,
9-5; Sun 12-5. 772-1961.

HARBOR - HOMEBREW
& WINE SUPPLY
CLASS
DATES

APRIL 8 GRAIN
APRIL 21 BEGINNER
APRIL 14 BEGINNER APRIL 22 GRAIN
CALL FOR DETAILS 879-MALT (879-6258)

47B INDIA ST. • PORTLAND, MAINE

ANNUAL
BANQUET &
AUCTION
Sebago Chapter

Thursday, April 2
Sheraton-Tara Hotel
363 Maine Mall Rd., So. Portland

Great meal, fly rods, reels, hips,
fishing and camping equipment for
novice and experts.
Cash bar 5:00 p_m. - Dinner 6;30 p.m.
Call Alec Stansell at Port City Fly and Tackle
for Tickets 761-4278

OVER 200 ITEMS AVAILABLE!
LL. Bean, Orvis, Sage, Abel, Wheatley, Thomas & Thomas, Etc.

PORTLAND'S "BEST BAKERY"
is OPEN EVERY SUNDAY
Sam ... 3pm
BRUNCH FAVORITES
Danish
Muffins
Croissants
Coffee
Cakes
Swedish Coffee Buns

Buns
Raisin Bread

Port Bake House
263 St. John St., 773-5466 • 205 Commercial St. 773-2217

OUTUFTOWN

M,asterpiece

Bowdoin Colaga MUHum of Art
Walker Art Building, Bowdoin College,
BfII1wick. The museum is open to the
pOOlic frea of charge. HoU"S: Tuas-Sat, 10
am-5 pm; Sun, 2-5 pm. For further Information, cal 72~3275.
.J..... Chari•• Ro,
An exhibit of photographs from the CekicChristian Irish islands of I nishrrunay and
lnishkea North and Scottish lona. In the
Hawthorne-Longfellow Library. Showing
through the end of May. 72~3253 .
"Anna Minich
Bowdoin Celebl'llt. . Coeducation
First solo exhibition showing mixed media
with readings, talks and movies. Upcomconstructions which explore feelings of
ing activities are: film "This Uttla Utopia,"
longing within an ecdesiastical framework.
March 30; film , Is II Long-Memoriad
Showing through April 5.
Woman," April 6; stide lecture with Judy
811s Glickman, April 14; film "She Must be
11Ie DnwIng Room Gllilary
Seeing Things," April 15; "Films of BarPumpkin House on the Mal, Brunswick.
bara Hammer," April 20; lecture by Cynthia
An exhibition of wldHfe designs by carot
Fuchs Epstein, April 21; lecture by JaKelly, on vt_ through April 3. Gallery
maica Kincaid, April 23; film "Dry Kisses
hours: Tues-Sat, 11-4. 721-9717.
Only," April 27. Nearly an events start at
The Drw Ubnory
7:30 pm and are held at the college's
371 Main st, Saco. "Portraits of Nature" is
Kresge Auditorium, Brunswick. For more
an exhibK 01 animals and birds native to
info and confirmations, call 725-3620.
Maine by Portland artist Paul Wentzell.
Showing through April 2. Gallery hours: ·Changlng Landa, ctwnglng CuHu,..is the fourth and last discussion led by
Tues & Wed, 1-4, Thin, 1-8. 283-3861.
writer and historian JaffreyAronson on the
Qorflem Art Oell.ry
eariest encounters ~ NatiwAmeriUniversity of Southenn Maine, Gorham.
cans and Europeans In New England.
Sculptures by Donna Byers and Elen
March 24 at noon in Portiand Public
Driscoll through March 26. Gallery hours:
Library's Rinas Mealing Room, 5 MonuSun-Thurs, noon-4 pm. 780-5409.
ment Square, Portland. CaU871-1710 for
Petanon OIIltery
further details.
Maine Maritima Museum, 243 Washington S~ Bath. An exhibition of Sidney M. City Hall khactule
Downtown Portland Corporation, March
Chase's early 20th-century photographs
19 at 4 pm; CorTmUnity OeveIopmant
of Maine coast lisheman and fishing crafts.
Committee, March 20 at 4 pm; Planning
On vi_ through May 3. Gallery hours:
Board Workshop and Planning Board
9:30-5 daily. 443-1316.
Public Hea~ng, March 24 at 3:30 & 7:30
York Inatltuta Mu..um
pm respectively; BoaId of Appeals Public
371 Main St, Saco. ·Artists in Residence"
Hearing, March 26 at 7 pm. All wiN be held
teatLrea the work of 0_ 450 local second &
in Room 209. FormorelnfocaIl874-8608.
fourth graders and high school students. On
view through April 4. Gallery hours: TuesCtmlitlued 011 pAge 28
Wed, 1-4, Thurs 1-8. 282-3031 .

SENSE

.. Blue printing services
.. High VoIumelHigh Quality Photocopies
.. Quick Retum on "File Jobs.

erve your clasS call:
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tttt) MAl .
t [. ~ ~ lQU1RlUM
Route 1, SacO, Me
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Entertainment

SENSE
A DeNte on ...."" C.,. Policy
sponlJOA!dby TheMaileScholerand USM
Alurml, wil take up rrany of the aS8U~
tions behind the pros & cons of national
health coverage. March 23 at 4 pm in the
Ca~Center, USM Portland. Free. Cal
780-4330 for delais.

'112 Lectu,. .....
Includes the following: Professor Allen
Springer of Bowdoin College on "planet
Earth," March 23; Professor James G.

GNat

~

... _

Richter on "Union of Disunion," regardng
the former Solliet Union, and l. Brent
Bozell from Media Research Center on
"Does the Media Innuance Foreign PoIicy7"
both April 6 . Allectll'es begin at 7:30 pm
in Parish Hall, St. Luke's Cathedral, 143
State SI, Portland. Admission: $5 public,
$1 students, free for USM faculty, rnernbers of the World Affairs Counci and parishioners. Call 780-4551 for detais.

......

....... Owr ....d In Love with· unMaine Mensa presents lecture by author
and coIlI'mist Richard Lederer March 27,
froii17 -9 pm, at th8 Unitarian Universalist
Church, 524 Allen Ave, Portland. Call 7724730 for more info.

Mediating FInancial Aapecta of DIvorc.
A discussion w~h Lindy Bolto, certified

Th,. Lecture. br M......tI Pack, M_D_ .....
All three wil take pIaca March 20; the first
two at VaTtlo'. Convention Center, 155
R~ St, Portland at 12:30 pm,
"The Uee of Religious Concepts In Psychotherapy," and at 2:30 pm, "The True
MMnlng of Corrm.InIty." The third lecture
starts at 7:30 pm In the USM gym on
Falmouth S _; the topic is " Growing Up
Painfully: ConaciousIwss and the Problem of Pain." For reglslration, tu~ion and
further info, call 874-6500.

TracIItIoowI .........."'-t1c.n T.echl",.
Workshop Includes an introductory talk
on native phiIo9ophies March 27, from
7:30-9:30 pm; followed by a weekend
workshop March 28-29, from 10 am-5
pm, dealing w~h the daiy application of
the pri~ of harmony and love and
exploring the notion of respect in all fis
ramifications. Both events take place at
101 Maine St, Brunawick. Cost: $90. For
more Info call 725-8370.

u..ct Book Sala
Hardcovers and paperbacks of al genres
- classics, mysteries, romance, scl-H,
travel and more - wil be avaiabla for 25
cents to $5, March 21 from 10-4, at the
MaIne Writers Center, 12 Pleasant St,
Brunswick. Prooeeds wil benefit the Maine
Writers & Publishers Aliance. Call 72~
8333 for more info.

W_n'. Hlatory Month Cel.bratlon
is in full swing at the University of Southern
Maineduring the month of March. Discus-

sions, flms, displays, art and much food
for thought. Some upcoming topics: Gen-

~rY_CIaaa

wil be offered by Portland Yoga Studio
March 31 from5:30-7 pm. Seven separate
spring sessions of Iyengar yoga wHl \hen
be offered beginning April 1, 2,3,6 & 7.
Coat for 12 weeks is $114. Monday's 11week session Is $1 04.50. Classes are held
at 616 Congress Sl Call 797-5684 for
more info.

F,. ·On-8lta Ma_...•
To highlight the display of its books on
message therapy and body work, Raffles
Cafe Bookstore has invited massagetheraplst Eliolt Cherry to give 1o-minule seated
mini-massages March 19 & 24-26, from
11 am-1 pm, at 555 Congress St, Portland. For more info call 772-2442.

Free Str... M.na... ment Womhop
cantering on coping and relaxation skiHs
and decision- making is offered Tues at 7
pm, at a Belter Way Chiropractic, 2063
Congress St, Portland. For more info cal
87~5433.

FMnda of til. W..tem Buddhist Ord.r
invite all interested parties to a period of
meditation and chanting each Mon from
7 :15-9:15 pm, at 222 Saint John St, Portland. For more details call 642-2128.

HIothe Yoga for PWA'.

wHI continue through June 23 from 12:40derand Colonial American Studies, March
2 pm every Wednesday and Friday at 22
19, 4 pm; Strangers in Good Company,
Monument Square (take elevator to fifth
March 20, 12:30 pm; Bom in Flames,
floor). Cost is $1 for those who can afford
March 23, 7:30 pm; Sexual~ and Birth
it. Cal Portland Yoga Studio at 797 -5684
Control in Russia in the 1920., March 24,
for more info.
7 pm; Color Adju8lrran~ March 25, 4 pm; Head, Neck & Shoulder Ma ......
Sojourner Truth: An Emblematic Black
An encore presentation of this workshop
Woman, March 27 , 4 pm. Except for the
sufied for neophytes and the experienced
March 24 event which lakes place at the
alike, focusing on appropriate strokes for
Gorham campus, all events take place at
maxirrum relaxation. 01, blanl<et and towel
USM Portland. They're free and not solely
required ; loose clothing best. Preregistrafor woman. For details call 78D-4289.
tion cOOlllllsory. Fee: $17. To registercail
780-4170.

Jou....,. with Malna Audubon Soc
Thefollowing tours offer highly skillad leaders, first-rate accommodations and a comfortabie pace - for mambers & non-mem bers alike: Georgia, April 25 to May 3 (visiting historic Savannah, Wassaw Island and
more); England & Scotland, May 30 to June
14 (york, the Scoltish coast, the Hebrides);
Pacific Northwest, June 1~30 (exploring
the Olympic Coast, Butchart Gardens, Canadian Victoria). For adetailed ninarary and
more info, call 781-2330.

is lots of fun the week of March 19: Tales
for Twos, March 20 & 27, 10:30 am; Preschool Story Time for 3-5 yearolds, March
23 & 25, 10:30 am; Finger Fun for Babies,
March 25, 9:30 am; Movies for all ages,
March 28, 10:30 am . Five Monument
Square, Portland. For more information,
call 871 - 1700.

Rly.rton Ubra., Chlldr.n'. Actlvttl..

Ingraham Voluntaera

As part of its Economics Lecture Series,
USM presents Dr. Kenneth Geiser of the
Unlverslty of Massachusetts, March 26 at
4 pm, at the Moot Court Room, Law Bldg,
246 DMing Ave, Portland. Free and open
to all. CaN 780-4416 for further Info.

offers a hoUine for teans where they can
call to talk about birth control, sexual
abuse, loneliness, drugs, depression, and
the like. The spring Dial KIDS training
ciass, for those interested in becoming
counselors, begins April 6. For an application and more info, call 874- 1055.

Poet., Worbhop

taught by Wiliam Carpenter wm focus on
Intro to Pran.,.ma
the creative process of poetry writing .
or yogic breathing, for students who have
Participants areasked.to bring two oftheir
practiced hatha yoga lor a year or more.
poems for discussion. March 28, from 11
March 28, from 8:30-10:30 am, 616 Conam4 pm, at the Maine Writers Center, 12
gress St, Portland. Cost: $17. Call 797Pleasant St, Brunswick. Cost: $30 t.fNPA
5684 for more info.
menilefs, $35 others. Preregistration re.... nned Parenthood
quired. Call 729-6333 to .-va a place. AuthentIc Adult M.Ian_
of Northern New England can help teenSantora' FIIUInclal & Legal
agers at its Walk-In Clinic Fridays from 1A group for men interested in more than
American Red Cross Is spon9Oring a se4:30 pm, at 500 Forest Ave, Portland.
their own wel-being who are trying to
ries of Senior Serrinars with experts from
Confidential services include: birth conmake sanae out of their present lives.
around \he slate who wil discuss topics
trol, pregnancy texts, pap smears, STD
Counseiors require a six-month convritsuch as maximizing retirement Income,
screening and treatment. Fees based on
ment and prior therapy. Sessions begin
protecting yourassets fromanursinghome
abiity to pay. For info call 772-6521 .
April 2, from4:30-6:30 pm, 78 Fessenden
slay, how to avoid probate fees on your
St, Portland. Cost: $451session. Limited Pop Ego'. Balloon
wil, planned charitable giving and trusts
Enjoy your true seW wfih Sahaja yoga
to 10 participants. 775-2833 for details.
for the small estate. Upcorring serrinars: Childbirth C I _
meditation Mondays, from 7-8:15 pm, in
March 27 from 10-2 at the Portland Pubic
the Faculty Lounge, Student Center, USM
Discovery Education offers six-week preLibrary,S Monument Square, Room 316;
Portland. Cal 767-4819 for more info.
pared childbirth classes including anatomy
March 31, S. Portland Library, 482 Broad& physiology of labor, relaxation & breath- R........ aupport Group
way, in the COfT111Unity Room Seating is
is especialy for those who are no longer
ing techniques, pain management options
limited. Call 874-1192 for reservations.
pursuing infertil~ treatment or those for
during labor, role of coach or support
whom treatment is not an option. All welperson, physical & emotional changes afcome - whether considering adoption or
terbirth,and much more. Classes are held
living childfree. Meetings on third Tues of
Moo or Tues eves from 7-9 for six weeks.
every month, from 6:45-8:45 pm in the
Cost: $60, including handbook, gill packs
cafeteria at Parklliew Memorial Hospital,
and articles. To register call 7Q7 -4096.
329 Maine St, Brunswick. For more info
c - n l t y ...."" SarvlCM
(ncluding "regular" meatings where treatwil sponsor an ad~ health screenings for
menls are discussed), caM 767-4104.
diabetes, anemia, coforectal cancer, high
blood pressure and cholesterol level. Two Womanca,. Funday
TIi. Chllnn'. Mu..um of M.ln.
The day's Iheme is "RlH!m8I'gance," and
or more tests per parson available, time
invites an kiddos to fis preschool workthe focus is on activities that nurture body,
permitting . March 23, 1- 3 pm,
shop "FinaNy Spring" March 19 at 11 am;
accupressure,
mind
and
spirit:
Shiatzu,
Scarborough Town Hall; March 25, 9:30computerroomopan March 24 at 10 am;
movement, songs of women and more.
11 :30 am, St. Anne's Church, Gorham.
paperrrsking March 3 1 at 11 am; preParticipants are invited to share in a vegCal 775-7231 for more info.
school Read to Me, March 25 at 11 am;
etarian pot-luck lunch. Bring a notebook
Expectant and H.w P.,.nta
preschool workshop "lIpril Fool," March
and pan, pHlow/ pad and wear loose clothHealthy Beginnings offers classes aimed
26 at 11 am. Free with regular admission
ing
.
March
21
,
from
9
am4:30
pm,
at
at making parenting a fulfilling experience.
of$2.50.0nMarch28at2 pm, the student
Portland Friends Meeting House on outer
Breestfeading, March 30, 7-9:30 pm, $121
actors from the Center for Performance
Forest Avenue. Sliding fee scale with the
coupla ; Prepared Childbi1h, emphaSizing
Studies will present their "Fractured Fairy
possibility offonancial assistance. As space
choices in birth and indvidual approaches
Tales and Other Stories." Fun for ages, the
is
limited,
preregistration
is
suggested.
to breathing and relaxation, April 2- May
performance is .so free with adrrission ,
Call
772-2159
for
more
info.
21 (aHernatively slarting May 4), 7-9 pm,
but a hat will be passed for the performers
$751coupla. Early pregnancy classes and
afterward . Museum is located at 746
a new parents' support group also availStevens Ave , Portland. Call 797- 5483 for
able. To register call 829-3382.
mor41 detais.
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·The amokl", Gun: Wortd", with the
Nixon TapM·
Lecture in which archivist Christopher M .
Beam will dMcribe his experiences working with the secret tapes that ultimately
led to the preaIdent'. realgnetlon. Free.
March 25 at 4 pm In 523 Luther Bonney
Hal, USM Portland. Cal 780-4284 for

deIalla.
"llullllmIIUIlTadJnlllllM _ I'nIp ....nda

T. .•

Lecture by Dr Robert Bornltaln of
GatIysburg Collage _ part 01 USM PaychoIogyLectureMlles. March 19at3 pm,
42 Pay8OI1 Smith Hal, USM Portland. Cal
780-4250 for more Info.

EzpIortng MalanaaalMaaculnlty

A four-week workshop centering on the
relationship between masculinity and religious trad~. lasueson themen'smovement wil be touched upon. Wednesdays,
March 25-ApriI 15, from 7:15-9 pm at
BangorTheologicalSerninary,StateStreet,
Portland. Cost: $50. Call 799-1024 for

deIalls.
FeelI", AIIft
Is a new 80ClaI group for separated, divorced orwidowed paoplewhich is currantly
ronnlng. Wyou areover35 years old and wish
to meat other people, call 264-1922.
" . . Intro Y_ CIaaa
is scheduled prior to the spring session
beginning March 30, In which aU levels
(lncIudng pre-netal and therapeutlc yoga)
are welcorna. March 29 at 1 pm, at The
Yoga Center, Tho",*",'s Point, Portland. For fl-nher info cal 799-4449.

OUT
SIDE
Fly Flahlng Expo
L. L. Been's fishing department staff, anglens and leading manufacturers wil be
around for two days conducting workshops and demos. Open to all, free of
charge, March 21 from ~9 & March 22
frorp ~5 at L. L. Been Retai Store, Main
St, Freeport For deta~s cal 865-4761 .

K1ndarkonzerta

PPL'. Chlld,.n'. Room

a non-denominational gathering open to
the public, meats every other Sunday from
noon-2 pm, at Center for Inner Healing, 78
Main St, Yarmouth. Next meeting : March
22. For more info call 846-6484.

·Haw Dnctlons for au_ln.bIB Indual.,. The CMa for Toxic-lIM Reduction·

Waynftete Upper School that will delight
other kids as part of The Children's Museum weekend series. March 21 at11 am,
746 Stevens Ave, Portland. Free with
roosaum adrrission of $2.50. Cal 7975483 for further details.

The Portland Symphony Orchestra will
perlorm two concerts, tailored for children
ages 3-7, spoUlghting the string farrily of
Main. Audubon Socl.ty
musical instruments and emphasizing
Austrian, Russian and American rrusic.
invites you to participate in a single-day
March 24 & 25, 9:30 & 10:30 am (on Tues
workshop, "Eating Fresh fromyouGarden
Year-Round," which begins April 11 at a
only for preschool children) and 1 pm in
the Italian Heritage Center, 40 Westland
cost of $401melrt>ers, $45 non-members.
To sign up cal 781 -2330.
Ave, Portland. Tix: $2. For more info call
700-4830.
Main. Audubon SocI.ty Winter EcologyW.lks
18112 Flfth-Grad. Poat.r Contaat
wil take place through March 27, between
The annual Corrrnon Ground Country Fair
wil use the volunteer poster to encourage
8:30am-3:30 pm, at 8D-acreGilsiand Farm
people to volunteer for the fair. Artwork
Sanctuary in Falmouth. The 1 1I2-hour
walk is open to any group. Fee: $3 per
entries will be accepted ttv'ough March
27. Only one entry per student. For artparson or minimum of $15 per group.
Reservations rrust be made in advance.
work specs and detais, call 623-5115.
Call Carol at 781 - 2330.
HYA'. Saturdav Academy
M.In. Outdoor Advantu,. Club (MOAC)
is an enrichment program for children in
brings together people who enjoy the outgrades one-eight that teaches kids asdoors. MOAC offers trips and events to
pects of design and technology, cooking,
people of all skill levels, beginner to exdance, theater, video production, aviapert. Upcoming activities: March 20 & 21 .
tion , art, etc. Runs for five Sat moms,
camp in Rangeley on Long Pond (828March28-May 9, at North YarmouthAcad1532); March 22, Sundary River downhill
amy, 123 Main St, Yarmouth. For further
or cross-country ski (772-9831); March
info call 846-2380.
29, Cliff Island walk (637-2216). Ongoing : P.rant-Chlld Moyement CIa••
every Tues (6 pm) & Thur (6:30 pm), aller
offers children ages 2-4 opportunity to
work leg stretch around BaxterBlvd, leave
explore rhythm, shape-making , and locoat6:30 pm from Payson Park. Forupdated
motor activities. Eight weeks, beginning
\rip info, cal the Outdoor Hotine at 774March 26 at 10:15 am, at Ram Island
1118. For club & merrDership info, call
Dance, 25A Forest Ave, Portland. Call
Carey at 772-9631 .
773-2562 for details.

Healing Clrcl.

financial planner, and Joanne Fryer, altorney/mediator. March 24 at 7 pm at Divorca Mediation Services, Yarmouth. Fee:
$5. Cal 848-6868 for details.

KkIa Entartaln KIcIa
"Soca Bam Bam" is a steel band from

Toddler TIme for 1- to 2-year-olds includes games, stories and songs, Wed at
10:30 am &Fri at9:30 am; Preschool Story
hour for ages 3- to 5-year-olds will lake
place Fri at 10:30 am. The library's Iocatad
at 1600 Forest Ave, Portland . For addftional info call 797-2915.
nmSampl.
Scarborough Kiwanis Club presents
Downeest humorist March 28 at 7 pm, at
\he Winslow Homer Perfonning Ms Center, Scarborough High School. Proceeds
benefit projects for community youth.
Admission : $8 aduHs, $4 kids. Call 6836030 for more Info.

Young "'op"'. Theater C I _
First- and second-graders will learn to
improvise and CI98 te a story in one course,
which ends with a parforrrance; it runs
Tues & Thurs, March 24-ApriI9, from 4-5
pm; fee: $30. A second course, designed
for grades 3-5, in which instructor will
assist students in producing an Italian
play; Tues & Thurs, March 31-April 30
(excluding Apri vacation), from3:30-5 pm;
fee: $80. Both classes held at The Theater
Project, 14 School St, Brunswick. Call
729-8584 for delaHs.

Wolkoutfor H_-Aaroblca ApInNAlDI Th. Enriched Oolden •

....b.1I fo~ M.n 30+
Portland's Senior Baseball League Is n<YW
forming for the 1992 season. Call 7730767 for more info.

Blldng In Holland
The American Lung Assoc of Maine is n<YW
accepting a lirrited number of applications for its Aug 17-25, 1992 bicycle trek .
If you're interested , you can attend an info
meeting March 28 at 1 pm in the Discovery
Roomat theLL Bean retail store in Freeport.
CaM 1-80Q-466-LUNG for details.

M.In. Handicapped SkI-A-Thon
The largest single-day fund-raising event
provides money for adaptive and regular
ski eqLipment and ski lessons for over 200
disabied students. If you 're interested in
sponsoring a skier on March 21 at Sunday
River Ski Resort in Newry, call 824-2440.

PorU.nd Rec'. Winter SwIm Schad

Reiche Pool (166 Brackelt St, 874-6874):
7:30-8:30amMon , Wed & Fri; 12:15- 1:15
Tues &Thurs; 4:30-6:30 pm Mon, Wed &
Dlnoaaur Film Featlval
Fri; 4 :30-5:30 Tues & Thurs. Open swim :
A variety of cartoonsand films about dino6:30-8 pm Thurs. Riverton Pool (1600
saurs, Including segments fromPSS's"Ufe
ForestAve,874-8456):aduhwims 12:15on Earth" and "A World is Born," are
1:15 pm Mon-Fri, 12-1 pm Sat, 6:15-7:30
schedufed for March 21, from 1-3:30 pm,
pm Mon, Wed & Fri; open swims 6:15-6
In Bailey Hall, Room 10, USM Gorham .
Tues, 7:30-9 Mon & Wed .
Free. Call 78D-5350 for details.
Sanlor Atne. for M.n & Woman 55+
Flfth-Grad. Poater Cont.t
USM Ufeline offers classes Mondays,
The annual Conmon Ground Country Fair
Wednesdays & Fridays from 10:30-11 : 15
w~1 use the volunteer poster to encourage
am at the USM Portland campus gym on
people to volunteer for this year's fair.
Falmouth street. Program consists of proArtwork entries accepted through March
gresslve exercises. Registration Is 0ngo27. Only one entry per student. For arting . Cal 780-4170 for more info.
work specs and further details, call 823W_'.Rugby
5115.
The Portland women's rugby team has
KId'. Pwim Carnival
begun praclice!l for the spring aeason and
Invites you to enjoy contests, music, balwelcomas new players of all abiities and
loons, costumes, food and more. Lunch
fitness levels. Wed from 7 :30-9 pm at
available. March 22, from n00n-2, 111
Portland PoIica Station. For further detaMs
Wescott Rd , S. Portland. Cal 879-0028
call 828-1213.
for more info.

Porti.nd Amat...r Wlrat_ Aaaoc

Over 150 items and gift certificates wi. be saturday Contracl.nc.
Enjoy an evening of contradance on the
auctioned off for the benefit of new book
first Sat of every month, at 7:30 pm. Saco
purchases, March 28 from noon-4 at the
River Grange Hall, SalmonFals Road, Bar
Cyr Auction House, on Route 100, 1/4
MiNs. Music by Ellen & The Sea Slugs.
mie north of Cole Farms Rest, Gray. Cal
Cost: $6 couples, $5 adults, chUdren free.
657-4110 for more info.
For more info call 929-6472.
HIom, Franks & Bean Su_r
to benefit Scarborough High School aca- salf-Defen. . Wortcahop
offered by the Rapa Crisis Center win
demic decathlon, wil take place March
cover sexual assault awareness, parsonal
21 from 5-7 pm, at SI. Maxirrilian Kolbe
safety, breakaway techniques and risk
Catholic Church , Black Point Road,
reduction. March 22, from 1-5 pm at the
Scarborough. Cost: $5 adults, $3 chilcenter. Preregistration: $25. Some scho~
dren. Call 883-5902 for more info.
arshipsavailabie. Toregstr. call87~1821 .
Hungry for Sprt",1

ETC
Appraisal Day
Old treasures you rray have hidden away
wjl receive a verbal appraisal at \he cost
of $5 per two ~erns, with a ~rrit of six
itams par individual (neither stamps nor
coins wil be appraised). Proceeds benefit Cape Elizabeth High School Scholarship Fund. March 21 , from 11-3, at F. O.
Ba~ey 's, MiddiaStreet, Portland. Call 7675283 for further info.

Battarad Women'a Project
neads volunt_ advocates who are avai~
able to provide emotional support and
paer counseling to abused woman and
their children in times of crisis. Opportunfiles include answering the hottine, working in shaHers and also soma "non-crisis"
positions. A thorough 32-hour training
begins April 6 in Portland. Cali 874- 1196
for further info.

Brown Bag Concarta
wil be sponsored by St. Luke's Cathedral
throughout the month of March and earty
April. The Goliard Choral Enserrble performs March 25; harpist Jara Goodrich
and flutist Alison Hale play April 1. All
concerts slart at 12:15 pm. Free. Bring
your lunch. Call 772- 5434 for more info.

Book sa..
March 20 from 2-6 & March 21 from ~4 at
Warren Memorial Library, 479 Main St,
Westbrook. For more info cal 854-5891 .

Cantral MIlne Technlc.1 Coli....

SPORT

Canter

On Apri 4, Maine's top physical fitness
invites men & woman over 80 years of age
wllhokllicensetesting , an electronics ftea
experts wi. teamup with 'oOIunteeraacross
to Wed luncheons and Welcome to
market and "Harnlest" on March 28, from
the Unfied States in a national three-hour
Everybody's Birthday, with rrusic pro8 am-1 pm, at Westbrook Junior High
aerobic workout that wi. raise money for
vided by Beeu & Dave, March 25. Reserschool, 426 Bridge St, Westbrook. Doors
AIDS research at the City of Hope Medical
vations are necessary. Ground level of
open for seller setup at 6:30. For more info
Center and Research Inst~ute . It will lake
call 772-1882.
the Salvation Armt Bldg. Donation: $2 .50
place sirrultanoously in 60 cities across
for luncheons. Can 774-6974 for times.
PorUand Folk Club Mualc Swapa
the country. WCSH-TV's Cindy Williams Fa.hlon Show
continue on the first & third Tues of every
and Lee Nelson are the honory chairpermonth, at 7 :30 pm, In an informal setting
Benefit for The Cheverus Mothers Club's
sons and will be participating In the
whereasong, tuneorstorymay beshered.
scholarship fund March 22 , at 2 pm,
aerobathon. People of all ages and fitness
Swedanborgian Church, 302 Stevens Ave,
Michel's Banquet Center, 202 Larrabee
levels are encouraged to participate. If
Portland. For more details, caN 773-9549.
Road, Westbrook. Tix: $15. For deta~s
you can't participate, you can help by
call 774-8238.
RIv.r Tre. Arta Coff. Hou. .
laking up a collection and bringing illo the
The Folk Club presents monthly Song
Th. Foat.r Orandpa,.nt Program
Sonesta Hotel April 4 from 12-3 pm. ParSwaps at the Cornrrunity House on \he
in Cumberland County is actively seeking
ticipants should begin collecting sponsor
last Fri of every month. "Mud Season
aduHs over 60 years of age for spring
fees today ; sponsor forms are avaiable at
Blues" wil feature Big Ed Murphy, Myron
training . "Grandparents" offer guidance
the following locations: Union Station RtSarruels and the duo of Nancy Bowker
and wisdom to young parents and affecness, Mister Bagel, WGAWMMGX stuand Cathy Osgood, on March 21 at 7:30
tion and c~anionship to kids, efiher at
dios, the Regency Health Club, Tennis of
pm, at the Unitarian Church in Kennebhoma, in oj child care center or in other
Maine, Casco Bay Weekly or by caling
unk. Refreshments wiH be served; donasettings. Training begins March 23. If In87~9114 .
tions taken at the door. For additional info
terested, call 773-0202.
call 985-4343.
Gray LI .....ry Ban.fIt Auction

announces its campus tour schedules for
the spring : March 24, 31 & April 7. All tours
begin at 9:30 am at the Culinary Ms
Center. Can 784-2385 for more info.
Children's Museum Auction
The Children's Museum of Maine announces Its 1992 benefit auction on March
21 at 7:30 pm, at Porteous downtown,
Free Street entrance. Items for auction
include a trip to Disney World, ski and
resort houses, a lobster haul and bake, art
deco earrings, an outdoor playhouse and
a week in Jamaica. Sam Kilbourn wi"
provide entertainment. TIx are $15 per
parson, checks made payable to The
Friends of the Children's Museum, 746
Stevens Ave, Portland 04103. For more
info cal 797-5483.

Chowd.r Luncheon
offering fish chowder, cold slaw,
cornbread, dessert and beverage, March
27 from 11 :30-1, at the South Freeport
Church Vestry in Freeport. Cost: $4 .50 aN
you can eat, $3.50 for take-outs. Can 8853659 for more info.

Contrad.nclng
The Crooked Stovepipe band amounces
a new location for its regular dance series
on the third Fri of every month: From
March 20 onwards, dances - starting as
usual at 8:30 pm - wil be held at Casco
Bay Movers, 151 Sl John St, Portland.
For further info caU 774-3392.

Daffodil Da,.
is the largest annual fundraiser for the

Coma and enjoy a whole grain breakfast Sldllln. O.rd.n Conteat
A chance for gardeners to show their
menu which includes pancakes, hash
green thumb and red-hot imagination.
browns, beverage and more, on March 28
Corrpetfiion in four categories: container
from 8-1' , at the Swedenborgian Church,
gardens, vegetable gardens, water gar302 Stevens Ave, Portland. Cost: $3.50
dens and perennial gardens. Participants
aduHs, $2 smal appetites. Call 772-6277
wil have to identify a theme for their garfor details.
den , as each will be judged according to
JewI.h Community Ctr Fundral..r
the quality of thematic execution. RegisStyled the "Grand Evenr of March 23, a
tration ends in March. Call 781-3860 or
night on the town including dancing, hers
442-8811 for more info.
d'oeuvres buffet, cockta~ hour, music,
Splnnara .nd
siient auction, casino games and more. Southam M.lne Oulld
W..... ra
Optional black tie. Tix: $40. For further
hosts noted weaver Rachael Emmons,
info on times and location, call 772-1959.
who wil present a slide lecture of contemM.ln. Ballroom Denca
porary transparencies, demonstrate varioffers foxtrots, waltzes, jitterbugs, rumous techniques of inlay and lead a mlnfbas and cha-cha classes. All run in slxworkshop in designing March 21 , from 10
week sessions. The studio also offers
am-2 pm, in the Alfred Parish CongregaSa turday night dance parties, which are
tional Church meeting house (off Routes 4
open to the pubic. Fees: $5 parties, $30
& 111 , across from Leadys Rest). Bring
classes. Can 773-0002 for additional info.
color tools, magazines or catalogues with
Main. State Beak....... Aaaoc
color pictures, pancilsand a ~by-12 new$wll hold its annual meating on March 28
print sketch pad . Cost: $5 guild members,
at 9:30 am at the New Meadows Inn in
$10 others. For more info call83~5512.
Bath. Bee forage, apitherapy, suitable Spaakophobla1
varieties for New England, are some of
For freespeech tips froma national speech
the issues to be discussed. Registration:
coach, drop by from noon-1 pm any Mon
$3 (starting at 8:45 am). For more info call
untllApril6, atEbarhardtllmpact, 142 High
443-1498.
St, «143, Portland. Call 775-6558 for Info.
Main. State Horticulturat Show
Stopping Worldwld. Hun.....
features landscaped gardens, a lecture
CROP is the nama given to walks and
series, the Gardener's Boutique as wei
other local COITlITUlity efforts at hunger
as a Garden Cafe. Begins Friday, March
education and fund raiSing for Church
27 at9 am at the Enterprise Center, Route
World Service. Representatives of
I , Scarborough. Runs through Sunday,
churches, synagogues, organizations,
March 29, which is Chidren 's Discovery
schools and businesses interested in parDay. TIckets: $6 adults, $5 seniors, $2
ticipating are invited to altend a recruitchildren (free on Fri). For more info call
ment rally to prepare recruiters for the May
772-7193.
3 CROP Walk. March 23 at 7 pm at First
Th. M.lne State Houal", Authority
Baplist Chapel, 360 Canco Road, Portcan beofassistance to Iow-incomapeople
land. Can 772- 7840 for more info.
in search of affordable housing and right- VIaIt Norlanda Uvlng Hlato., Cant.r
ful subsidies. The toll-free hoUine is 1Bring the farrily to an 1800's rrilieu where
800-452-4668 (if deaf, call 1-s00-452the Livermore-Maple Days Festival wil
4603).
take place on March 21 , from 7:30 amHa .... Project/AIDS Mamo .... 1 Quilt
2:30 pm. Depart from Falmouth Shopping
holds a panel-making workshop the first
Center in Falmouth. Cost: $11-$18, which
and third Sun of each month. For more
includes transport and tours; breakfast
Info call 774-2198.
and sleigh rides additional. For further info
call 781-5255.
HMlonal Aaaoclatlon o'WorId", Women
will answer queries conceming health- Th. Volunteer Cant.r
care coverage, rratemity leave and salary
is looking for transportation assistants able
levels upon your retum, favors and hato work independently; a receptionist wil~
rassment, etc. Dial the~to-5JobSurvival
ing to commit himsalllherself for up to four
HoUine at 1-800-522-0925.
months,anda clerical support parson. For
18112 Old Port FaatIv.f
more info call 874-1000.
Old Port retailers and restaurateurs and Whol. Food. Cooking CI. . . . .
downtown businesses interested in sponfor those in trasfiion to a balanced vegsoring entertainment stages, giving fina netarian eating style. April 6& 13, from 6-8
cialsupport or contributing other services,
pm. Cost: $35. For location and further
should contact Intown Portland Exchange
info, call 774-8889. •
no later than April 2. Volunteer Marshals
who wiD give 4-8 hours of their tima are
also needed. For applicationsorinfo, write
to IPE at 477 Congress St, Portland. Or
call 772-6828.

NIulberry Street
Come See Us at the

MAINE STATE
HORTICULTURAL
SHOW!
March 27, 28 & 29
(Call usfor info.)
83 India Street Portland ME 04101 n5-S011 • Mon-Sat 11-5

LEAP INTO SPRING

0'

Lo_nUpi
Maine's new irrl>rovisational comedycompany will appear March 25 at 7:30 pm, at
The Gorham Connection Restaurant, 390
Main St, Gorham. Dinner served till 8 .
Admission : $2. Call 926-3094 for more
info.

N..... Project/AIDS Mamo....1 Quilt
holds a pane~making workshop the first
and third Sun of each month, at the Sewing Shop, 461 StevensAv8, Portland. Cal
774-2198 for more info.

Maine chapter of the American Cancer
Society. All donations go direcUy to a An Open InYltatIon to VITAl
The Voluntary Income TaxAssistance provariety of cancer control programs, such
gram, administered through the IRS,
as prevention and research. Buy your
teaches basic income tax preparation to
daffodils by caling 1-800-484-31112.
interested individuals who \hen voIunt_
Danca for uta
their time and effort to help comrrunfiy
A fundraising event to benefit Maine
merrbars prepare their own tax returns.
Children's Cancer Program, is open to
Andover College is offering VITA on a
high school students and the sponsored
walk-in basis on Fridays - through April
pledge sheet wiN serve as the entry ticket
15 - from 8:30 am-12:30 pm, at the
on March 28, from 1-5 pm, in T-Birds
campus located on 901 Washington Ave,
,Danca Club, 126 North Boyd SI, Portland.
Portland. Taxpayers should bring W-2
Contact a participating high school or the
forms. Call 774-6126 for further deta~s.
program to obtain pledge sheets. Free Tshirts wfih pledges of $15 or more. For
addfiional info call 774-6018.

with our
New Spring Arrivals!
Great Spring Colors

JONES NEWYORK
I

FACTORY STORES
Open seven days
31 Main Street. The Mikasa Building
Freeport, ME • 865-3158

MA.~

r-HEM raREE
· 0 L . .;t" D,r r OVERLOAD
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30
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Casoo Bay Weekly

roommates..
ROOMMATE WANTED TO SHARE
HUGE. SUNNY 3 BR house. Plenty of
off-street parking and slorage. $24~
mo. +1/3 utils.Restof Marchfree!85&7315. Susan or Mark.

CALL 775-6601 TO PLACE A
CHANNELING FOR PERSONAL
GROWTH. call Tyler 892-9540.

body Iioul

PAS TOOL I F E

TAI ·CllI CHUAN is an ancient Chinese
Martial Art, based on menU! and physical balance. One learns to blend with an
opponents forceto control it TAl CHI is
a fluid system based on meditation in
lTlOYement Excellent fo rspi ritual growth.
radiant physical health and unequaled In
reducing the effects of stress and tension in ones life. Beginners through
advanced classes. including PushHands. Visitors welcome. For information call Gene Golden. m-9039.

Introductory Talk & Experience
Thursday, March 26, 7-9 p.m.
Fee/$IO
Half Day Workshop
Sarurday, March 28,
10 a.m.-2:30 p.rn Fee/$35
Call 7994927.
Kathleen Luke, M.A.
Limited enrollment

JUICE
JUICE
JUICE We
have 8IIery make and model available
with lowest prices. 967-5322.

INNERLfGHT
FREE Class on SAT 3/28 . 9 AM
New IO.Week Session su,,",s 3/31
Kim Chandlt:r

SOUTH PORTLAND- M/F, N/S to share
home. own bath. WID. fi replace.
screened-in porch overlooks large backyard . Clean. quiet. easyaccesstdMMC.
beaches. $3OO/mo. +112 utils. Vegetarian preferred. 799-4676.

10 Exchange ST

874·2341

Pord.nd

HERBS & HEALiNG
APPRENTICESmP

Frtday. Aprtl 10. 1992

9

a.~.

-4

p.m.

is
April 23rd!

$75

HEALING THE VICTIM TRIANGLE
Explore the destructive roles of the victim trtangle.
learn paths out of the triangle toward relating in a
feeling and spirttual manner.

Teachings. healing

circles support the safe expression of natural feelings
including anger and love.

First time
advertisers
who reserve
space by

WEST END- SEEKING quiet. clean N/S
female to share sunny 2 BR w/female
artist and her pets. Great location. only
$1901mo .• 112 utils. Gasheat/HW. n38368.

April- November
Bridgeton, Maine

BECOME A
WINNER

9 a.m. - 4 p .m .

will recieve a

LOSING

$75

JO%
DISCOUNT

lose up to 29 Ibs, in
the next 30 days",
and

Off the
Open Rate!

Portland. ME 04103

870-8656

The Yoga Center
CI .... in lhe Iyengar Tradilion
in our lIIudio at Thompson'. Point

Spring Session begins March 30th.
FREE INTRODUCTORY CLASS SUnday, March 211. 1 - 2:30 pm
Vickie Labbe - n5~75 • Jennifer Cooper - 799-44411

Call Michael
at
775-6601
for more
information.

1 week

add'i
weeks

$9

·$6

$12

o body & eoul
o roommalile

oapWINnt
oho....trent
o officeeIrent
o .tudioelrent
o,,-Vl'lnt
o ...l..wt.
oauc:tione
Ochlldcal'l
ohelpwam.d
oJobewam.d

$8

each additional word .25«1:
Wheels - 4 weeks - $16, no changes,
no refunds 20 word limit

DEADLINES

"We will help you look &
feel Great!"

Call

1·800-395·4619

o

1.

BUXTON- MIF NON-SMOKER to share
large brick colonial home with couple.
COuntlY living. 20 mins. Maine Mall.
$290/mo. includes all. 92~4864.
GM SEEKS RESPONSIBLE NlS. MlF
roo mmate to share new ho me. 2 stOIY.
loft style. hardwood floors, spacious.
bright. comfortable. ~arage. near
beaches. quiet neighborhood. $300/mo.
+112 utils. 883-8454.

$92
ORDER FORM

or changee

n

the

WAlK TO OlD PORT- 2 lesbians seek
roommate. share sunny. spaclous3 BR.
Must love dogs. Great neighborhood.
small yard. $22OImo. +1/3 utils. gas
heat 773-5924.

EASTERN PROM-M/F roommatewanted
to share spacious two floor apartment
wM hardwood floors and modern interior. $235/mo. 772-5203 or 7n-1747.

WESTBROOK- 2 BR APTS. 1-112 baths.
laundlYroom. ExceIlentcondition. Yard
& parking. $45Q.$524'mo. Call 8544642.
DEERING- Bright, sunny 2 BR duplex.
New building with views of Back Bay in
quill neighborhood ~h yard. DrN. WI
Dhoo~. WrNcarpeting. storage.parkIng. $57~mo. plus utils. 879.()410.
WESTBROOK - Newly painted 2 bedroom, refrigerator and sto..... carpeted.
lots of parking and storage. Available
NOWI $3951mo. BONUS! Ask about
FREE COLOR TV! 892~.
OLD ORCHARD BEACH. Bright sunny
one bedroom apartment. MW kill:hen
and bath. Bay window and sundeck. 4
ITins. walk to ocean. $36O/mo. Last
month's rentfree. 773-5573 Robinson.
PORTlAND- 2 BR 1st fl.- Convenient
locations. no pets. S46OImo .• heat/HW
Included. Stove. refrigerator Included.
sec. dep. & references. 775-0245.
MUNJOYHILL-TWO 1BR APTS. AVAII..ABLE In renovated histonc house on
quiet slreIt. Townhouse style. patio.
landscaped yard. off-street parking. Pet
OK. $385 and $410. sec. dep. required.
call 78t-4255.
MAINE MEDICAlAREA-Largeone bedroom. Heat. hot water. parking. $4001
mo. call 87HlO21.

o compute ...
o mu.iclinetrumente

828-0652.

owt-le

TOWN- ace..Ave. near Fal mouth. beautifully renovat8d 2 BR in turn of centUIY
hoUle. hardwood andwt.v.distantvi8Ws.
deck, garden space, wId hook-Up. $625.
773-1192.

o
o
o

SMALL OFFICE IN PROFESSIONAL
BUILDING on Rt One in Yarmouth.
Ample parking. utilities included. $300'
mo. call linda at 84&-3636.

LONGFELLOWSO.-Large. sunny. 1 BR
apartment in lovely brick building. hardwood floors. freshly renovated. $375
+utils. 7W.9857.

START UP COSTS TOO HIGH? Let's
talk. Sublet our 628 sq. It. room over
Exchange St. Aprilthru July at bargain
rates. We must move on. n 4-5513.

Name: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Total words: _ _ _ _ _ __

Address·'--_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

1st week: _ _ _ _ _ __
_ _ _ add'l weeks at: _ _ _ _ _ __
Total: _ _ _ _ _ __

Telephone: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

FAX IT IN: 207-775-1615 Visa or Mastercard
MAiLlWALK IT IN: CBW. 551 A Congress St..
Portland. ME04101

o Visa

0 Mastercard
Credit Card #: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Exp.date,:..·_ _ _ _ _ __

PARK SmEET- Sunny ef1ic. avail. April
1. Fun. unlquespace~h lots ofsun In
grealcentrallocation. Heat and HW Incl.
$1001wk. m-r027.
267 DANFORTH ST - LARGE 2 BR. first
noor. quiet, clean. $6OO/mo. Includes
heat, hot water. oN street parking. yard.
security deposit Call 797-4969 or 8832981. Av.ul April 1st

onlcel/rent

WESTBROOK-Sunny. quiet, renovated.
small 1 BR. parki ng. deacf.ilnd street.
yard. on bus-line, no dogs. $4251mo.
plus deposit. includes all utils. 85&0138.

BEST HISTORICAL FIND

SINCE

THE DEAD SEA SCROLLS
Historical Old Port office space
offemg big business amerities
at smal single office prices.
RacepVSecmIaly. Confamnce
Rooms. Fax and Xerox plus
mOl8. fron) $200 up.

EAST END- 5 sunny rooms. 3 BR. harbor view. eat-In klll:nen. pantlY. hardwood floors.laundlY. deck & yard.Landmark building. S5451mo. heated. 8925345.
WESTERN PROM AREA- 1 BR
townhouse style condo wlhigh ceilings
& paddle fan. Parking. no pets. $45IV
mo. + sec. & utils. n3-9453.

SUMMIT
TERRACE
APARTMENTS
Soutb PortlalUl, ME

$600 to $625
• Heat Included

• WIW carpeting. appliances
• Laundry room factliltes
• Patio and walk-In storage
• Close to marina and beach
• Ample parking
• No pets, one year lease
Moderrt two bedroom
ajHn'ttIfe1fts
'" IJ

quiet village settbJg

Call 772-81187

and ask for tihe Landlord who
was around when they copied
the book of Isiah.

ltudlol/rent
START 1992 OFF RIGHT. Join other
artists/craft people in building at 317
CumbertandAve. 400-1200 sq. It. lights
and heat included. Parking available. No
lease required. Call 7n-65'lJ.
ARTISTS ANO CRAFTSPERSONS- Interested in renting studio space with
gallelY and teaching opportunityln beautiful Cape Elizabeth location. 6 spaces
available. Call Billie 7W.4708 or June

799-0314.

lealonallrent
SPRING SKI & SHOP WEEK- 3/27-4/3,
North COnway COndo Townhouse. 1BR.
sleeps 4. indoor pool. jacuzzi. sauna.
close to siopesand ouUets. $650 or B.O.
773-1192.

PARK STREET ROW HOUSE - Historic
two 18IIeI townhouse. extensively remodelled in 1988. 2 bedrooms, fully
applianced kitchen with cherlY cabinets.
large dinlngroom with handpalnted oriental ceiling. velY large livlngroom with
floor-1lH:elling windows. 4 fireplaces.
high ceilings throughout, 3 bathrooms.
master bath Includes whirtpool. large
deck. garage. All this. PLUS additional
incomefromapartmentsinthebuilding.
All have fireplaces and fully applianced
kitchens. All are unique and completely
renovated with new plumbing. wiring.
heating system, windows. gutte". etc.
7n.f>n7.

$40.000MI.! READ BOOKS and TV
scripts. Fill out sillllie 'like.ldon't like'
form. EASY! Fun. relaxing at home.
beach. vacations. Guaranteed paycheck.
FREE 24 hour recording 801-37~2925
copyrightlME 114EB

BE ON T.V.- Many needed for commercials. Now hiring all ages. For casting
info call (615)nHl11. Ext T-I265
$5OOWEEKL Y.NEW! EASY! Stay home.
any hou". Easy Assembly ... $21.000;
Easy Sewing ... $36.000; Easy Wood
Assembly... $98.755; Easy Crans ...
$76.450; Easy JewellY... $19.500; Easy
Electronics ... $26.200; Matchmaking ...
$62.500; Investigating ... $74,450; TV
Talent Agent... $40.900; Romance
Agent .. 562.500. No selling. Fully guaranteed. FREE 24 hour recording. 801379-2900 COpyrightlME114YH
5200-$500 WEEKL Y- Assemble products at home. Easy! No selling. You're
paid direct. Fully guaranteed. FREE 24
hour recording. 801-37~2900 COpyrightlMEl140H.
S40.000ffR! READ BOOKS- Number
Pages... $21.000; Makelndax. .. $30.000;
Corrections ... $30.000; Reviews ...
$40.000; Read TV Scripts... $50,000. At
home. beach. vacations. Guaranteed
income. Publishers need you! FREE 24
hour recording 801-37~2925 COpyright
IME114DB.
NEED EXTRA CASH?Own yourown low
stress. low maintenance business. Save
S$ buying food. etc .• from yourself. No
hard sell. Unlimited income potential.
(NotAmway or Nu-Skin!) call 878-8346.
ATIENTION: THE MEN'S LINE IS EXPANDINGI Professional male dancers
wanted. call 828-1308.
FOR MORE INFORMATION AND ASSISTANCE regarding the investigation of
financing. business opportunities and
work at home opportunities. Casco Bay
Weekly urges it's readers to contact the
Better Business Bureau. Inc .• Maine Division. 812 St8118ns Ave.. Portland. ME
04103-2648.

5,555I1AD8IS
FORS1
Your 30 word ad will
reach 50,000 of Portland's
most active consumers
for only $9
with •

classifieds

CAl177H801

&hlif YO/l ~ IK .IIrew rtMJy!

FOR SALE BY OWNER
Deering Center, Quiet NeighbOrhOOd
SP.3cious. bedroom. 2112 bath.
With garage. Red oak floors.
livi"iJ room wI ireplace large

~~

(~~rtland
~urt

help wanted

family room. appliaQl kitchen.
economical gas 3-zone FHW
heat (new bumer). quiet street,
nice yartVgardens. excellent
schools - We are mOYing!

Apt.·

NEAR MAINE MALL
295 & 1-95
Modern Spacious
2 Bedrooms.
Heated or Unheated.
- All modern appliances.
-Incls. Microwave
• DishwasherlDisposal.
- Self cleaning oven.
- Frost free refrigerator
- Lg. laundry facility on
premises
• WIW Carpeting
- Private balconies

M - F: 11-6

Sun: 12-5

761-2881

l'rofIaIonfllly ~
by DOUIEN, INC.

lIoulel/rent
SOUTH PORTlAMl HARBORFRONT- 3
BR 2 bath. quill neighborhood. S87~
mo. 642-58450r7W.1576.leave mes-

sage.
SOUTH PORTl.AMl- 6 month rental.
May thru Oct Newty renovated Cape
COd with 2 BR, partially furnished in
convenient location. NIS. $6OOImo .•
uUls. 799.()594.

REPORTER/EDITOR
Casco Bay Weekly is looking for an aggreSSive
journalist to write hard-hitting cover stories, manage the
"Newsbriefs" section and assist in the development of
this fast-growing young newspaper.
We are looking for a team player with at least three
years' experience at finding the story behind the news,
getting the details on the record and writing
squeaky-dean copy that won't sit still.
High standards. Low pay (start $18k/yr. plus
benefits). Experience with investigative projects would
bea plus.
H you bum to uncover injustice and are ready to work
like hell, send your smoking hot clips, resume and
references to:

IlfJiH:flIJ SS1A Congress St., Portland, ME 04101
IIM44
~ m Attn: CBW News Editor Search
______
I I CBWrsan IDE.
CIRCULATION DIRECTOR
Casco &y Weekly has an Immediate part-time opportunity for a self-starter who likes dealing with people and
working outside.
We are looking for a friendly and energetic person to
deliver papers, monitor distribution sites and prepare
mailings for the Post Office. You must be organized and
have the use of a reliable vehicle. A friendly, can-do
attitude is required; experience is.not.
This position offers up to 20 hours of work per week,
most of it on Wednesdays and Thursdays. The pay starts
at $6.50 an hour·plus mileage, with a raise possible after a
successful review.
.
If you like Casco Bay Weekly and working with people,
send a letter expressing your interest to:
SS1A Congress, St.
Portland, ME 04101
Attn: Seth Sprague, Publisher
No pIKm. adls, pi .....

real estate

799-3475

COlMTRYLMNG.MINUTESTODOWN-

o theatar art.
oleamlng

NOFITH STREET. PORTlAND- Sunny 2
BR In quiet bulldlng. featuring lovely
open floor plan. woodstove. and velY
efficient oil heat, wide pine and hardwoodfloon;, exposed brick,largeyard +
parking. Avail May lsi. $4951mo .• utilities. Call 774-2397.

aptl/rent

USM AREA- Sunny 1 BR. large windows. hardwood floors, pets are cool.

o publicationa

H"

OBSERVATORY-Interesting 2 BR which
offe" lots of sunshine, maple floors.
fireplace. modern. effICient kitchen with
GMSEEKSROOMMATEFORSPACIOUS DIW. off-street parking & alarge. fenced
APT. near USM. parking. WID. quiet yard. Responsible owner. on-sits launneighborhood- your share $3OO'mo. + dlY.$52~mo. includes heat. HIW.cooking gas & safe. convenient storage bin.
phone.7n-5997.
Keep it simple by dialing 772-2570 for
RESPONSiBlE N/S FWANTED to share more information.
apt. in nice neighborhood near USM &
Me. Mad. Off-street parking. $2OOImo. SHERMAN ST.- 4 BR hardwood floors.
off-street parkl ng.laundlYfacillties. yard.
all utils.lncluded. 761.()366.
$5701mo. + utils. 774-4826. David.
SOUTH PORTlAND- ROOMMATE. M/F.
mature. responsible. N/S. 2 BR GRAY- 2 BR duplex available for rent
townhouse, harbor view. near shopping $55OImo. + util$. & deposit. If intercenter. If you have furniture. it is wel- ested. please call 829-59116.
come. 1here Is plenty of room for you.
$26l'mo. plus 112 utils. Call Kevin 1955-37n. relay to 7!KHi875.

oWlll1ted

ad which do not affect the value or content. or
.ubetMtialy change the metJIling of the ad. Cred~ wi.
be Ieoued when a viable error has been det...mned
one week of publication. Tear oheeto available
for $21cop')'.

withn

WAlK TO USM- Responsible female Nt
S wanted to share large. sunny 4 BR
with modern couple (musicians). Parking. balconies. W/O. oil heat. cats. computer use. $251Vmo.• 1/3 utils. (cheap!)
773-7701.

m-4J397.

o etuff for ..Ie
o garage/yard ..lee

PHONE IT IN: 207-775-6601 VISa or Mastercard 0 cash 0 check 0 money order

omiaeion..

HANOVER ST.- WANTED: Female NtS
roommate. $28~mo. plus 112 utilities.
Off-street parking. call after 6:00 p.m.
Mon-Fri. B8Hi316. ask for Richard.

o dating ..me..

Your classified ad: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

FINE PRINT
CIeHified ade nut be paid for n _'""'" w~h caoh.
pereonal check. money order. VIoa or Malterc«d. Loot
& Found neme lleied fIw. CIaMiIied ade are
non-ralundable. caw ohall not be iabIe for My

NtSHOUSEMATENEEDEDFORHUGE4
BR house in quiet Northgate neighborhood. WID & manyedras.Agreat house
only for $2OOImo. +114 utils & sec. 8788356.

PORTlAND WEST END- Briggs St.•
large. su nny 1-112 BR In 2family. owner
occupied. 1st floor. parking. $400/mo.
+ electricity & gas. 1 month deposit

oanim.le
Ioet & found (free)
o~MI'Vic..
legal notic..
IK*neee opportunitlel
bulletin board

Line ads: Monday at 6PM
Display ads: Friday at 5PM
Call 775-6601 for display rates.

LOOKING FOR M/F ROOMMATEtoshare
spaciOUS, sunny. furnished apartment
in convenient Portland location. Parking. yard. Smokers welcome. $350/mo.
includes heat. call 871-0151. evenings.

• No Drugs
'100% Natural
• Doctor Recommended

775-6601

CATEGORIES

RATES

OLD PORT. ROOMMATE WANTED FOR
SUNNY 4th floor 2 bedroom apt Elevator. exposed brick and beam. dishwasher, etc. Parking nearby. $295Imo.
call 774-5031.

KEEP IT OFF!

Check your attic. base~t and gara~ ... take stock of what you see and ask yourself, 'Would I rather keep this. or haw $92 In my pocket?' If you've chosen the cash,
. send a 15 word deSCription of the ~em to Casco Bay Weeft.Iy. (use the COIlPOn below). ask $92 for it, and CBW will nun your ad for 4 weeks ABSOLUTELY FREEl

CLASSIFIED INFORMATION

GROOVY LARGE APARTMENT TO
SHARE- Morning St.• views. place to
plant. privacy. Spacious living room.
diningroom. k~hen. guestroom. and 2
full size bedrooms. You should be dependable, relaxed and happy! $282.501
mo. plus utilities. call Usa. n2-3931 .

BY

Aprl13rd

41 Glenwood Avenue

GF LOOKING FOR CHEM-FREE
HOUSEMATES (GFs) to share house in
Rosemont area. Animal lovers a must
S751wk. includes utilities. I smoke.
Please call and leave message. n54896.

647-2724

Saturday. Aprtl 11. 1992

Jacob Watson. M.A.
Kristine Watson. M_A.

YARMOUTH- NICE 3 BR HOME. male
roommate wanted. gay or straight. W/O.
must be clean and responsible. Available 3-7-92. S27~mo. plus utils. 8464952. leave message.

with Herbalist
Corinne Martin
providing in-depth
information & skills
for using
Medicinal Herbs.

facilitation sldlls development.

DEVELOPING YOUR PSYCHIC ABILITlESAMlARElATIONSHIPWITHYOUR
SPIRIT GUIDES- A workshop series for
women embracing IIII1lOW«ment, Spirit
Guides and affirmation. Discover the
Psychic in yourself. Tuesdays. March
31st-Mav 5th. 7:30p~00pm, 242 St
John St.• Portland. $75. For registration
contact Dawn Anderson. 642-2257.

typographical _ .

The next

actual grtevlng group and receive feedback on their

TRANSCENDENTAl MEDITATION-TM.
the most SCientifically researched. effective technique to remove stress and
to unfold full potential. Classes can be
offered in your home. Call 865-3467 for
more Information.

,

PSUEDO-PROFESSIONAL 30 yr. old
malelookingforsomeone(MIF)toshare
my 3 BR house. Avail. 411. Quiet S.P.
neig hborhood wllotsa kids. $350/mo. &
112 utilz. gets you a large BR w/walk-in
closet. off-street parking. W/O & pinball
privileges. Gatta like cats. but please no
more. No smokers ordweebs. No lease.
767-7112. leave message.

207-772-8256

lies and support groups. PartiCipants will create an

FIND HEALING in this supportive
women's lherapy group... counseling
for couples is also available. For more
information. call Jane Galr n4-8633.

,

CHANNELING

facilitating the grieving process in ind!v!duals. fami-

WOMAN'S GROWTH GROUP to begin
Monday 8IIenlng. April 6th. 1992. For
more information call: Pauline A.
Salvucci. MA at 799-8596.

I "

WESTBROOK N/S FEMALE SEEKS
SAME to share large2 BR mobile home.
$2751mo. includes heat. call 854-1064.

belief systems of loss. learn specific techniques for

LESBIAN THERAPY GROUP- Ongoing
weekly lesbian therapy group is acceptIng new members. Meets Tuesdays5:307:30PM. $70 monthly. COnfidentiality
respected. Call 775-7927.

1 .•

Of Acun &. CHRONIC PAIN

and other caregivers. Explore origins of individual

ON-GOING DREAM GROUP: Accepting
new memben;, ~ Interested please call
Nlsh~ Mehta at m-4126.

1

A SYSTEMATIC APPROACH TO REliEf

Designed for teachers. counselors. nurses. parents

RECOVERING FROM ADDICTION OR
CHILDHOOD abuse? Individual and
group therapy toward new self-esteem
and serenity. Specialties sax and relationshipdependencies.eatingdlsorders.
Call Keziah Hinchen. LSAC. 84&-4748.
Yarmouth.

31 to 45 words

OOB NEAR SCAR. lINE- NtS professional to share 2 BR townhouse. 1112
bath. cathedral ceilings. fireplace. W/O.
deck. quiet wooded area, 10 min. walk
to beach. $28~mo. plus 112 utils. 934- .
3811 .

.:.

Kripalu Yoga

WATSON COUNSELING PRESENTS:
GRIEF TRAINING FOR CAREGIVERS

CELEBRATETHEDREAM! WORKSHOP.
March 'lJ. (8118ning) & March 28. OPportunity to understand and integrate
your dreams In a theorstical. IIKperiential and practical way. call Barbara Hare
Noonanfor brochure & registration. m1896.

up to 30 words

.:- 772-6411

WE MAKE NEWS MATTER

The art of being yourself. Mark NakellPsychotherapist. n3-4413.

THERAPEUTIC MASSAGE: Relax tired.
aching. stiff muscles while illllroving
circulation and soothing tension. Sliding scale. call Pam Richards. A.B.M.P.
Certified. n5-6636.

Certified NeuroMuscular Therapist

THERAPY

CLIENT-CENTERED THERAPEUTIC
MASSAGE and bodywork: Body awareness. pain. iniury. stress reduction. Male
clients on referral only. Andrea E. Price.
LM.T.• AMTAmember.Slidingfeescale.
871'()121 Tuesday through Saturday.

0672.

roommatel

VALERIE BLAIS, RN, BSN

LIVE PSYCHICS ONE ON ONE- An indepth forecast of what·s in store for you
in 1992. V/MC/Af.. 1-800-824-3456.
S2.4!l'min. OR 1-900-903-9911.$2.9!l'
min .

DEEP MUSCLE MASSAGE- Karen
Austen. MA. L.M.T.• Ucensed Massage Therapist. AlI8IIiate chronic backaches, headaches. neck and shoulder
stiffness. sciatica. stress.llIllrove flexibility. muscle tone. circulation. athletic
performance. By appointment, 865-

SELL ANYTHING
FOR $02 FREEl

caw CLASSIFIED AD

ROOMMATE WANTED-RESPONSIBlE,
MATURE. MIF 30. desired to share
aparfment with nice view with 2 males
on Tyng Street in Portland. $1701mo . •
1/3 utilities. call Scott 871'()126.

PROMENADE EAST- 2 BR, 2 bathroom WANTED- WANTED TO RENT. 2 IiR
luxury condo. Huge balcony with HOUSE with some land. COuple with no
ooeanview.laundlY hook-uPS. pool. IBn- children or pets would like to rent your
nls. sauna. covered parking. designer ellllty house.
needs someone to fix
drapes and wallpaper. lots of extras. it, we can give" RC. PorUSo. Portland
araa. 784-5051 (leave message).
$750/mo. + utilities. 7n-0328.

31

$122.500
CALL 879-0499

$141 for 180 months
$1,499 down, $14,995 3 SR Fleetwood,
Apr 9,5%, New 16 wide Norris,
$29,995. Fleetwood double wide 3 SR,
2 baths, $24,995,

MAINE PROGRESSIVE- NEWS DO YOU LOVE MONEY?FUN? PlANTS?
MONTHLY. alternatlvevoiceforMalne's You need to talk with the nation's leadpeople. seeks Innovative. hard-wOrking ing houseplant people. They'reaxpandeditor with activist backg ro undand writ- Ing In this area! Teach people to grow
ing experience. Low pay but great op- beautiful houseplants hydrocunurelyportunity to SIIapethe future of dynamic earn money. Free training. 1-800-824publication. 60 hours/month. $5OO/is- 1198. Fensmore Magic Plants.
sue. Send SASE for job description.
Letter. resume and writing sallllie by 4' BABY CONTEST-BOYS & GIRLS. 0 to 3
2!i192to 21 McKeen St. Brunswick. ME
sought for local 1992 'ANNUAL
04011.
EASTER CONTEST'. Judged on appearGRASSROOTS ACTIVIST needed to in- ance. personality and photogenicness.
crease public participation in environ- Lots of fun! PRIZES! EntlY form- 231mental. consumer. and healthcaredeci- 0211.
slon-maklng process. The Mai ne
People·sAllIanceneedscomlTitted. pro- ASSEMBlE PROOUCTSAT HOME-Earn
gressive staff for its community out- extra income. IlghVeasy work. no spereach program. Entry-lwei position cial tools required. Send self-addressed
hours 2-10 p.m. Mon-Fri S200 +IWk. envelope to RBJ Distributors. P.O. Box
12. Cumbertand. ME 04021 .
call Dan 761-4400 betWeen 1-3 p.m.

yea".

)Obi wanted

Classified
+Charge+
by Phone
775-6601

YEAR ROUND OR SEASONAL JOB IN
MAINE- Hospitalitylloodservice professional. CulinalY Degree. seeking position as chef. restaurant manager. motel
manager. deli/takeout. group sales.
housekeeper. Start spring or immediately. Non-management positions considered also. COntactDan Warman. 207-

695-3056.

bUllDelllervlcel
INCOME TAX PREPARATION- Virginia
M. Johnson. Certified Public Accountant.686 Brighton Ave.• Portland. ME

04102-1012.207-7n-2322.

SPRING PAINTING- PAINT 1 ROOM.
get the 2nd half-off during March only.
Call Betsy at Portland Pai nt Works. 871- .
0087. Neat. experienced. referenced.
'15% off 1st edenor of '92'
REMODEUNGAND REPAIRS- Forhome
and business. Offenngforl0yea"clean
and professional services. like built-ins.
kitchens. restorations. and plain old
honne repairs. Call Paul Keating 8465IKl2.
LAWNMOWING. YARDWORK & LIGHT
TRUCKING-AIso.guaranteedaulowork.
Reasonable rates. no job too big or
small. call today forfree esti mates. 878-

ELECmlCAl WORK. Excellent rates.
Free estirnates. Replace old fuses with
breakers. No job too small. Call Joe
Hayes 727-3939.
HANDYMAN WITH mUCK AVAILABlE
Rt 26, Oxford, ME
todooddjobsand moving. 1'1 moveyou
207-539-4759
locally or long distance. Experienced &
Hours: Daily 9-6. Sunday 10-5
dependable with references. Call for my
'--_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.......;_ _--1 low rates. 774-?\59 anytime.
ODD
JOBS (WITHOUT AN 000 PRICE):
carpentlY. masonry repairs. Window
sash cords. brOken panes, screens re- 3851.
placed. Drywall. plaster and stucco re- PORTlAND ARTIST AVAILABlE FOR
WEST END NON-PROFIT CHILDCARE INTERMITTENT CHILD-CARE WANTED paired. All painting. FULLY INSURED. ART LESSONs-Individual or group kossons available. Reasonable ratesoffered.
CENTER has opening for preschool or for preschooler. Must have child-(are call Ho~ners Helper: 772~59.
kindergarten age child. Low slaff!child background & references. 775-2444 or
call Ashley at 774-7648. Also. available
ratios, developmentally appropriate ac- 767-5659.
PERFECT PITCH OF PORTLAND- Expert to do comlTission art work. Classes
tivities. alternative kindergarten propiano tuning. repair & rebuilding. EvelY forlTing now.
tuning aconcert tuning. Great rates! No ...-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _--,
gram. Call n2-9817.
cost for pitch raising. call 828TRY OUR WHEELS DEAL!

LUV
HOMES

chUd care

I

WE MAKE NEWS MATTER

=.

I

I

,.
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blslness services
HOUSESlmR AVAIlABLE- Professional, female, rw, lows animals &
plll'1ts. Responsible... reliable... referenc:es••• reasonable rates. Don't leave
your home alone. 879-2593.
MONEYMAKING MARKETING! MarketIng doesn't h1lV8 ID be big, flashy or
expensive to work, but tt should make
molMl'/foryou.lsyourmarketing makIng molMl'/ for you? We are marketing
profassionals who specialize inworki ng
with small businesses. Let us meet with
you to help you find low~ost solutions
to reach your marketing objeclives. tall
EdgeMontEnterpnsestoday at871-8964
to schedule a free initial meeting.
SPRING PAINTING- PAINT 1 ROOM,
get the 2nd half-off during Marth only.
Call Betsy at Portland Paint Works, 8710087. Neat, experieneed, referenced.
'15% off 1st 4DCIerior of '92'

INCOME TAX
PREPARATION
, QUICK REFUNDS,
2-3 tilly tbeclt wilb
Refund Anticipation Loon
Many Returns Cornp/eUld
WbiJ8 You Wait

•
•
•
•

Reasonable
Experienced
Prompt
90nfidentlal

blslness apps

sbJUlar sale

NEED INCOME? Many real opportunities to earn real cash at home. No sellIno.Learnaboutail ofthemwith exciting
recorded message! (603)42S-5335,exl
ME10. call now!

NIKON MD 4 MOTOR for Nikon F3 with
Nicad battery, $300; Nikon F2, $225;
Nikkor 35mm-l35mm Zoom, $280,
Nikkor 24mm, 2.8, $175. Call Jim
Daniels, 772-5797.

dating services

APPlE lie WITH 2 DISC DRIVES, daisy
wheel printer, asst. programs incl.
Appleworks &all manuals. $600 or B.O.

MEET BEAUTIRJL, FAlTHRJL, Marriagerrinded ladles from Asia, Russia, Europe, North & South America For FREE
photo brochure and complete details
call 702-451-3070 anytime and leave
mailing address.

865-0508.

DATELINE N.E. ADULTS SINGLES
DANCE Friday nights at 8 p.m. at the
Portland MarriottSable'sLounge, exit7
off At. 95. Dateline D.J., great bufl.~
door prizes, cover charge, no jeans.
603-433-3020.

VCR: SONY SLV-SO with edit monitor
function $250; 2 Electro-Voice Sentry
IIA studio speakers at $224; harmonicas $14-$60; lighl meters $125 each.
For list 761-'1397.

Por esll_u or R/JPobIJmeat,
CIIIlJob .. Houls_ '"

Jean PbUtppe LeFevre

- QuaHtyPiaster Rpf}~ir
Taping
Painting

11._

& I!:xtnior

Woodwork

CREATING COUPLES

772-1199
7..... to lOP"" 7 tilly• .. w..ell

FINALLY.,.AFFORDABLE
Cost-Effective
Health Insurance fOT
Self-Employed Individuals
Underwritten by
PFL We Insurance Company

General
Contractors

MITA OFFICE COPIER- Very good condition. few copies. $1200 or B.O. 874-

8056.

NARRATION RECORDING STUDIO- 3
Ampex AG 600 recorders, need work,
SHURE mixer and equalizer, rrikes,
record changer, sound effects library
$1500. 2 EV Sentry IIA speakers $448.
761-4397.
DICTATION EQUIPMENT-SONY BM-17
portable dictator $136; BM-75 transcri ber 5314; ECM-55 tietack mike$74.
All for 5472. Macintosh software from
547.761-4397.
GUITARS- Fender Stratocastor (Japanese) EMG, locking tremolo, hardshell
case,S25O.15'tiresand rims, $20 each;
ClARINETS- Artley, $100; Bundy, $50.
Sealy Twin boxspring & malress, $50.
773-7701.
CONSIGN OR CASH for your no longer
needed household treasures: lurniture,
rugs, dishes, paintings, Jewelry, etc. Call
us and compare846-5776. Yesterday's,
106 Main Stree~ Yarmouth, Wed-Sat
1(}'5, Sun 12-4.

A DATING SERVICE
Designed for discriminating

Call Douglas Strout

• Affordable
• Confidential
• Supportive &
Individualized Attention

Includes Myers-Briggs
personality Inventory.
1-800-870-3318

1-800-499-7609
207-871-7609

Responding to
aCBW
Personal Ad,
but can't find
the stamps?
Just pick up
the phone.
Call

900·370·2041

people Over 40.

~tuCTRONIC

~TAX'/UNG

~

References

KAYAK/CAMPING GEAR- Nautiraid 11,2
person orsolo, foldino kayakS2400; dry
bag $13; Sawyer paddle $75; PFD 535;
sea boots 535; Coleman lantern $19;
stove 540. 761 -'1397.

wheels

\

774-2984

CHARLES B. MELCHER
PHOTOGRAPHER

...•nd other Ife support services

If you've ever cleaned up for
the cleaning person ... or worse,
cleaned up after them ...

883-1066
PORTlAND

You need me in your life

residential

commercial

C01npatibles
EXTRAORDINARY PORTRAITS
501 Cumberland Ave.
Portland 775-6301

• SlffIIlllluslMss COItSultUtg •

• lJooIrlleep"'g SenJlas •
• Tax PreperIIIkM •

THOMAS W WHEELER

761-1569

PASS THIS
PAPER
ONTOA
FRIEND

1974 VW SUPER BEETlE. Good Slicker
until October. Runs great. $850 or B.O.
Call Dave at 774-0404 or 774-0185.

VW JETTA GlI, 1987· Red, sunroof,S
speed, 4 door, cruise, trip computer,

CHEVY CAVALIER, 1990- 4 door automatic, A/C, cruise, ti~ steerino, AMlFM
stereo, 40,000 rriles. $5,200 or B.O.
761-1757 .
FORD MUSTANG LX. 1983- 5 speed, AI
C, sunroof, AMlFM cassette, power
steering, power locks, 58,000 miles.
$4OOOIB.0.865-143O.

EXPANDABLE MAPLE TABLE PLUS 6
CHAIRS plus bookcase. $92. Call 7614201 to arrange a pick-up time.

CSA AlPINE SKI TRACKER (easy storage). $52. Manual lawn mower, $40.
Both like new. 727-3224.

STUNNING 1930'S LONG VElVET OPERA COAT. Errrine hood/cape. Leg~
mutton sleeves. $92. Beffast 338-5490.

GUITAR - STEEl STRINGS, excellent
sound, perfect for your first guitar. $92
Includes case. 774-4103.

DININGTABLE,Mooseheadstyle, 1leaf,
4 chairs, very sturdy, 592. 774-9013.

BASEBALL CARDS. FIVE MINT COM·
Plm Topps sets from 1988. Burks,
McGriff, Cone rookies. $92. 283-8420.

PANASONIC TURNTABlE &RECEIVER
wI speakers. $92. 2 Wicker Etagere.
Both for $92. 797·7631.

FREEZERlKELVINATORlWHITE UPRIGHT, 560 lb. capactty, used 7-8years,
excellent condition. $92. 854-5966.

SHAPE. Very comfortable. $92. 8790499.

ANTIQUE CULTURED PEARL NECKLACE, $92, also misc. furn. and baby
items, $92 for all. 874-6981.

CANON 35mm CAMERA, Model FT with
SOmm lens, leather case- $92. 8548246.

QUEEN-SIZEWATERBED WITH DRAWERS, $92 or B.O. SoIid~ak end tables
$92.797-7631.

10 GAl. AOUARIUM; full malresslbox
spring; magazine table; 2 oak kitchen
chairs: $92; 797-3845.

WOMEN'S 10 SPEED BICYClE (huffy).
Excellent condition. $92. 871-1217.

TWO BEAUTIRJLLY DRAWN ASTROLOGiCAl CHARTS with 10 page expert
interpretation and Ielephone follow-up,
or two charts and 20 page compatibility
interpretation (not by computer). $92.
774-9237.

Architects, Builders, Cabinet Makers, Crupenters,
Decorators, Designers Electricians Furniture Restorers
l

Heating &Cooling Experts, Landscapers, Painters, Pluml'Ers,
Remodelers, Renovators, Roofers, Security Systems, WIndow/Door
Imlallers, Wxxi Roor Refinishers, Sheetrockers,
Siding Sprialists, Tree ~ors...

More than half of all caw readers own their
own homes and 42% of those have begun
redecorating or remodeling within the past yearl
Don't miss an opportunity to put
your business name in front of this
important audience. <;:an Casco Bay Weekly
now to be included in our annual

Home ServlcN Directory, a special
feature of our Home luue.
Call 715-6601 and ask for Michael.
Issue date is April 2. Deadline Is March 27,

l

ACOUSTIC GUllAR. Excellent condition.
$92. Call Paul 871·1217.
MENS 210 cm X-C SKIS with bindings
and boots (size 8). $92. 871·1217.
WOMENS 100 cm X-C SKIS with bindings, poles and boots (size 7112). $92.
871-1217.
ONKYO SERVO LOCKED STEREO
RECIEVER- 70 watt, many features. like
new! $92. call after 5pm. 774-4268.
19405 KITCHEN TABLE- Enamel and
chrome, $50; like new wood computer
table, 542. 773-9679.

QUEEN SIZE SlEEP SOFA IN GREAT

COMPlETE BADGER AIRBRUSH SET
with instruction book. $92, call 8392967.
SINGER SEWING MACHINE, PORTABlE, wtth fruitwood finish sewing
table. Excellentcondition. $92. call 797 •
8722.
G.E. SMALL REFRIGERATOR, BRAND
NEW, good for dorm or bar. $92. Call
797-8722.

WHITE STAG 9 x 12 CABIN TENT. Has
seen very little use. $92. Sears x~ountry skVrowing machine. $92 or B.O.
839-5487.

OAKUNFINISHEDTABlEin box,47x30,
with parson styled legs, $92. 854-5157.

QUEEN SIZE WATERBED- serri-baffled,
large shelved headboard with stenciled
oval rrirror, basew/drawers. $92. 761-

2TWIN BATES GEORGE WASHINGTON
bedspreads. Ivory color, excellent condition, $92. 781-3280, leave message.

8022.

MOVING SALE-Full matresslboxspring,
aquarium, chairs, other rriscellaneous
items, $92. 797-3845.
OLYMPIA 'CARRERA' ElECTRONIC
lYPEWRITER· excellent condrtion, extra ribbons. $92.767·3046.
SONY P5-LX 295 TURNTABlE. New in
box. NIVer used (no albums). Nice component. $92 or B.O. Call 761-4214.
CHAPS! Black leather with fringe. Medium size.likie new. $92.767-8015.
ULTRA-SONIC HUMIDIFIER $35,
Polaroid camera $15, beautiful wool
poncho 542. Call 774-4103.

8' COUCH- light color with floral design. New condition. $92. 774-2159
anytime.
CASIO CZ-l01, MIDI keyboard synthesizer. $92. 871·1513.
COMPUTER PRINTER, STAR NX-l000C
(for Commodore 64), barely used. $92.
871-1513. .
1959 SLINGERlAND SNARE, SONOR
BASS, 14', 16' tom's, lugs, hardware
and stands. $92 each. 772-8433.
TONEONlYMOTOROLABRAVOPAGER
with visual alert and vibrapage. like
new. $92. 84&-3912, IVenings.

1985 NISSAN GL GENERATOR, $50;
20" Homelight chainsaw, 542. Call 2829202.

arts a cralts
COMPREHENSIVE JEWELRY SKILLS
COURSE- Excellentfor beginners to intermedlate. Sawing, soldering, finishing, enameling and more. Thursday
nigMs.6:30-9:3O, 7weeks, starts March
26th, $100. Call Laura Preshong, 7735476.

gardens
CULTIVATE YOUR GARDEN with mahogany benches, tables and chai,s.
handcrafted byYarmouth'sRoyail River
Garden Collection. Sturdy and graceful
lor a generation's enjoyment For catalogue call 846·5802.

wanted

AB-

C-

DRAWING:LEARNINGTOSEE,10weeks
beg'ng April 6 & 8; 3 hour classes,
Mon.-Wed. IV8S; tuition S2SO. Call 79957281writeK. Boldt, 19BirchKnoll, Cape
Eliz., ME 04107 for brochure.
CORNERSTONE CHILDREN'S HOUSEA non-traditional learning environment,
has an opening for a 3·112 to 7 year old
child. Nurturing, child~ntered atmosphere. Also accepting applications for
Fall '92 pre-schoollkindergarten. 7736779.

PROFESSIONAl MAlE EXOTIC DANCERS lor private parties. Satisfaction absolutely guaranteed. Call THE MEN'S
LINE, 828-1308.

there are 72 pOints to the
inch. At 6 inches from one
end, ruler "8" was 432
points (six inches) from
the the other. Ruler "B"
was 12 inches long. Ruler
"C" was scaled in inches
and in thirds of an inch
(for an architects, maybe).
At four inches from one
end, ruler "C" was sixthirds (2 inches) from the
other. Ruler "C" was 6
inches long.

This week, Bob
McDonald and a friend
will dine at Alberta's.
Joseph D. Sukaskas and a
friend will take in a
movie at The Movies at
Exchange Street. ,

(Don Rubin's book,
BRAINSTORMS, uw
recently published by
Harper and Row.)

Portland's Largest
Adult Entertainment
Center!
Offering a huge selection of
videos, magazines and toys
for the discriminating adult ...

RAPE! lADIES, PROTECT YOURSELF
fromassaul!, rape, robbery, withSO,OOO
volt stun-gun. For free information call
856-2280.
DISABILITY CONSULTATION- Haveyou
been denied Social Security disability
benefits? Professional help at lowest
possible price. Call 799-2163. RagayLundkYisl.

"Ut 1I(1/"(' Wh(lt llJII're
l

mlslc

S('(lr('hill~·

Respond to
any
personal ad

AFfORDABLE INTOWN RECORDINGVery clean 8track taping Ideal for si ngerl
songwritersandsmall groups.Sequencing, sampling, dignal processi nWeffects.
D.A.1. mastering. $15thr. with package
deals negotiable. 775-2159.

1989 KAWASAKI NINJA2SO, black and
red, 6500 original rriles, Immaculate
condition. $2,1SOorbestoffer. Possible
trade. 856-7315, Susan.

The rulers were scaled
from opposite ends. At
three inches from one end,
ruler "A" was approxi.
mately 38 centimeters
(approximately 15 inches)
from the other. Ruler "AU
was 18 inches long. Ruler
"8" was scaled in inches
and in points, units of
measurement used in
printing. There are 144
points between 6 inches
and 4 inches, which means

bllleUn board

GUARANTEED: BEST PRICES PAID FOR
RiflES, hand guns. shot guns. 7298419. COASTAL TRADING POST, Cooks
Corner, Brumswick, ME.

ASK ABOUT CASCO BAY WEEKlY'S
WHEELS DEAl! 4 WEEKS FOR ONLY
$16! 775-6601.

18 inches
12 inches
6 inches

WOMANSONG! A Singing class lor
women to learn singing and breathino
skills; songs, dances and stories of, by,
for and about women. 6 WIIIk class
begins Monday, March 30, 7:00-8:30
p.m. No class April vacation. For the
11 rrid beginner ID the experienced songstress. call Edith Doughty, 88 String
Guttar, Bath 443-9603.

SOUND AlTERNATIVES buys, sells &
trades new & used records, tapes. and
CDs:CaIl 774-4446 (11-6).

$$ CASH CASH CASH $$- WE HAUL
AWAY JUNK CARS AND TRUCKS, any
condition, seven days awee!<, 9-9. 7736878

Casco Bay Weekly
551A Congress St.
Portland, Maine 04101

PROTECT YOURSELF: SELF DEFENSE
FOR WOMEN- Every Monday at 7:30
pm. At: Wherehouse, 29 Forest Ave.
Begins March 23. 54/class.

EUROPE- only $160. Hitch a ride on a
commertial jet. CARRIBBEAN- only
$1891 Round-trip air to somewhere
warm & sunny! AIRHITCH(r)- 212-8642000.

wheels

Real Puzzle #114

Solution to Real Puzzle # 112

learning
TUTOR, GET ONE FOR 10 HOURS at
$92. Learning doesn't have to be painful. 775-4959.

POWERRJL SUNPACK 511 AlJTOMATIC
FlASHwith side-mounting brackel Versatil efeafu res for amaleur/p rofession 31.
$92.967-5607.

Attention:
l

;.:

CHEVY IROC, 1983- T-lDps, 5.7l, metallic gray, AMlFMstereo, only22K miles,
stored winters, very fast. Only $8600.

we know singles jll~t like YOll.
CaU us. We may know
someone specilll
wailing 10
know you.

COMPULSlvJ CLEANING

Katherine Clark
772-8784

How do single adults meet,
really? The best way to meet is
Compatibles. At Compatibles,

All entries for this
week's puzzle must be
received by Wednesday,
March 25, The solution
to this w~k's puzzle
will appear in the April
2 issue of Casco Bay
Weekly. Send your best
guess to:

Can you solve the Real
Puzzle? There is a $20
gift certificate from
Alberta's for the firstprize winner. The
second-prize winner
receives two free passes
to The Movies at Exchange Street. Winners
will receive their prizes
in the mail. Drawings are
done at random. Contestants are ineligible to win
more than one prize in a
four-week span. Only
one entry is allowed per
person per week.

BUICK SKYlARK CUSTOM, 1987- 4
door. 4 cylinder, automatic, PIS, PIB, AI
C, cruise, 66K miles. 53,295. Excellent
condition. 797-2893.

Welcome

NASTY~NEAT

FORD PROBE LX 1991-V6, white, stan·
dard, loaded, low mileage, asking
513,OOOIreasonabie offer. 892-5123 or
~2204. Ask for Paula

6027.

Call costs 1.49
a minute,

I\/Ikll

The roulette wheel at
the right hasn't stopped
yet, but the ball has
settled into one of the
slots. Place your bet
(that is, write the
winning number) in the
space below.

CORVETTE... 5400; BRONCO... $50; '89
Mercedes... $200; '87 BMW... $100; '65
Mustang._ $50. U.S. Public auction,
druglord properties. Choosefromthousands st.ting at $25. FREE 24 hour
recording rIVeals giveaway prices. 801·
379-2930 COIlYrigM IME114RC

FORD TEMPO LX 1987- 4 dr., 4 cyI.,
black. new ti res, automatic, Ale. rri nt
condltion.Oneowner.S2,998. tall 7678144, 5-8pm.

nil nOli

Wanna bet?

90K rriles, great condition. 54,700.879-

BU~H.

• • • • • • lET THE TRUTH BE KNOWN' •••••
Slip into one of these THICK 100% cotton T-shirts and let the
SPARKS of controversy fly! Blk. on wt. 41. & X-I.g. Send $15,
(SlH-includedj to: "REAO MY T-SHIRT Inc." P.O. Box #348,
Portland, ME04112. Bumper Stickers $5
• • • • • • VISNMC acpd. (207) 772-7077' •••••

real uzzle

CHEAP! FBVU.S. SEIZED· '89
Mercedes••. $200; '86 VW .•. $50; '87
Mercedes... $100; '65 Mustang ... $50;
Choosefromthousandsstarting at $25.
FREE 24 hour recording reveals details,
801-379-2929 COIlYrigM IME114JC
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on

900·370·2041

to ASTAL
TRADING POST

Cooks Corner, Brunswick

Licensed Pawn Brokers
729-8419

Open Mon. - Sat. 9am - 5pm

SOllle!~'

Newly Remodeled & Newly Expanded!

by calling
MONEY LOANED
• Jewelry' Cameras
• Stereo Equipment. TV's
• Guns. Antique Jewelry

for ...

PORTLAND
• VIDEO EXPO.
Call costs $1 ,49
a minute,

666 Congress St • 774-137
Open M-Sat, 10-10 •

Also in KITTERY

• VIDEO EXPO •
Route 236 • 439-6285
Open M-Sat, 10-10 • Sun, 12-7

March 19, 1992
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PENPAL WANTED: SO YEAR OLD outof-state, divorced male with strong traditional,lalTilyorientedvaluesdesiresa
caring, Christian lady with similar values for penpal relationship to share
thoughts and feelings about life's journl'f. Perhapssomedaywewill meetbut
for now, let's become friends through
letters. CBW Box 003.
SWM, 24, PROFESSIONAt., NEW IN
TOWN. Young-lool<lng, 5'9', 1SO Ibs, NI
S, Inness-minded, outdoorskindofguy,
S81idng attrac;tive SWf, 1&-25, who is
healthy and career oriented, to shara
good times. Let's meet! -5920

CALL 1-900-370-2041 TO RESPOND TO ANY CBW PERSONAL (Calls cost 1.49/min)

women--men
-

ATIRACTIVE, SLENDER. FIT 44 SWf
S81idng attractive man who is intelligent, nice, normal, personable, fun. Must
by definition be attrac;tiY&- nice 10000ing.

e58S7
DelECTABlE SWf, with long blonde
cuny hairas soft as II?fskin and I'fesas
blueastheoceaninwinter. You must be
35-40, well over 6 f88l, handsome, professional, financially secure. You must
also be open to sensuous, passionate
days and nights. Don't be intimidated,
what you seek is what you get...5848

NEWLY FORTY, LIVELY, LOVELY, LOVING LADY lOokIng for fun & romance,
saeIas gregarious, genuine, gentle, generous gent. I love to dance, walk on the
beach in the moonlight & talk about
things that really mailer... feelings, fears,
friends, lit's have somefun! tr5867
SWf, MID-lWENTIES, SEEKS HONEST,
stable, down-tCHarth, s.'D, NlS, adventurous, single, romantic, handsome,
caring, huggable man who knows how
to treat awoman like alady. "youfilthis
description give me a call. No head
gamers, please. -5914

THIS CUTE, TRIM, INTELLIGENT, earty
40s DWf, with many interests- exercise. movies, outdoors, family, animals.
SNOOZE YOU LOSE! NlS SWf, 40, go- intellectual & cultural pursuits. 10000ioo
ing places, shaking things up. Having a for a man who is willing to lhHelop a
good time on this swing through li!e. relationship, express feelings, be honest have fun, similar interests, NlS,
Dare to come aloOg? tr5847
social drinker. -5927
DWf, 56 AND STILL GOING STRONG.
5'3" 160lb. spring chicken is looki ng for SF, REDHEAD, REASONABLY INTELLIa friend to dance around the barnyard GENT and attractive, seeking silTilar
with. Good sense of humor a must. absolu18ly single male for fun, axeit&Romance? Maybe. Let's take one fence ment (the good kind) and hopefully a
cure for each othe(s boredom. You
post ;1\ a time. tr5846
have to be interesting, and if you're not
ADVENTUROUS SWF SEEKING NlS seriously into sports, new age, the joys
playmat&'soulmate, educated profes- olthe great outdoors, america generally
sional 3s-40ish, approx. 5'8" or taller. or raising a falTily, it would really help.
Must have passion for spice in life. Do PS: I smoke, and yes, I have an attitude.
treklng In Nepal, biking in France, cru"- P.O. Box 971 s-9a), Portland. ME 04104.
ing the Maine coast interest you? Must
enjoy outdoor activities, the arts, and VERY ATIRACTIVE BLONDE, BLUE
EYES, professional woman, 35, fit &
want to start a family ...5844
slim, seeking professional male, 35-45,
BALLROOM DANCE PARTNER height at 5'8"ortaller, to datewith same
WANTED, especially for Latin Ballroom interests. I enjoy humor, outdoor & indance, for classes and occassional week- door activities, dining in or out. ,.5002
end dances. I'm fairly new to Ballroom,
but llearnvery Quickly, so no beginners, DWF- SPRING IS IN THE AIR! "you're
please. Also- no romantic intentions in- aver 35 and know where the Fiddl&volved. I'm5'2"", sodon'tworry If you're heads are. Iet·s go pick 'em. We need a
six pack and a bucket for the Fiddl&short tr5842
heads. That is what I call a hot date! Oh,
VERYATHLETlCSWf, NlS,36,1251bs., yes, you need a car, too! Write P.O. Box
willing to relocate to Maine soan. Seek- 5165, Portland, ME. -5006
ing correspondence, leading to meaningful relationship- possible marriage. ATIENTION MALE SHOPPERS: For the
I'm versatile, look good in jeans or naxt two weeks CBW special offer. SWf,
gowns, enjoy all activities, deep love for 35, NIS, NID. educated, attractive packanimals. honest, sincere. with old-fash- aging, blonde, 5'9'. Enjoystravel,camp. full f
Ioned manners. ~ Ideal man would be ing, conversation,
0 energy, mov25-36, SWM, NlS that shares silTilar les. Act Quickly, only 1 left. P.O. Box
Qualities and is not afraid of 11276, Portland, ME 04106. tr5007
comlTittment. For more details send
CAN THE MOONLIT WALKS ON THE
letter to: C.J., P.O. Box 70, Union Hill,
BEACH,
I'm just looking for someone to
N.Y. 14563. tr5841
talk about fractals, existentialism, and
I'VE MET TOO MANY MR. WRONGS. " dark mailer of the universe. Intansity
you're 2&-35, NIS, NID, career-lTinded and inteiligenceareaU that really matter.
and financially secure, let's do coffee Social ineptitude a plus. CBW Box 005.
sometime. No needy men need'reply.
SWf, 27, HONEST, ACTIVE PROFEStr5862
SIONAl., likes bowiing, walks, camping,

ARE YOU 54I64,OVER57TO SIX FT.,

nocherrical dependency?She:darfl hair,
5'3", pleasant disposition, easy on the
eyes. Soon into 60s leisure activities.
Call and tell her about your future interests and concerns. Sincerely DOVE.
tr5861
RESPOND TO
ANY PER80NAL
AD BY CALLING

seeking SWM,25-35,with sIlTilar interests and possible long-term ralationship in mind. - 5009
5'2"EYESOFBLUEAND32100kingtobe
the little giri you never had. For loving
and spoiling. tr5010

900 370 2041
••

CALL.

COST $1,48

A MINUTE.

I

DWFP, 26, 5'6', DO YOU MAKE a
woman's head turn when you walk by?
Do you make her start to breath heavy?
I have the same effect on men! "you're
a tall. slim, athletic, good-looking, NlS
who is 25-35 and you are desiring excitement and love in your relationship,
then this green-eyed blonde is desiring
you. Photo appreciated, but not necessary. Let's talk orwrite, then meet. CBW
Box 006 ...S011
CHEERFULLY JADED DWf, 38, seeks
loveable, NlS, easy-going, unattached
hunk,32-44, forcafeschmoazing, beach
scalling, Zootz hooting, and
dobedobedoing. Dancers &good cooks,
call now! _S016

SWM, 31, PROFESSIONAL, GENUINE,
inl8lligent. adventurous, sensitive, passionate.An eternal optimist, the glass is
always half-full. I enjoy camping. long
walks. intense conversation, travelling,
collecting music. Seeking SlDWf, 2535, inl8lligent, assertive, self-confident
able and willing to comlTit to a longterm relationship. CBW Box 983. -5868

COOK WITH ME, TEACH ME, I'll help
you work on the car, plant a garden,
teach you. SMom, 34, desires partner.
Yourchildren-verywelcomed. Guarantees: Imperfection, honesty, warmth,
laug hter, affection. I'm long haired. jeans.
down to earth, pleasingly plump. REAl.
(York County) ...5038

WPIlT TO ADD A TOUCH OF MYSTERY
to your life? Adventurous and s1ightiy
eccentric young writer/musician In
search of inspiration seeks to corr&spond with interesting females. Under
30 preferred, all types of personalities
welcome. P.O. Box 11442, Portland, ME
04104. trS869

SPIRITEO, EDUCATED, AND TOO HOT
to sn home alone on a Saturday night!
Looking for a mld-4Os man with a past
worthy of campfire stories and a future
that promises to provide the r~ matarial for legands. CBW Box 011. -5039

LOOKING FOR ASWF,22-28, educated,
frae-spirited, fun-loving, environ mentally conscious, tilS, not afraid of snakes.
dips in mountain ponds. motorcycles,
camping, comlTittmenl. I'm 32, tall, attractive, blue jeans/sneakers type. Call
or write. all replies answered. P.O. Box
2191, South Portland, ME 04116-2191.
_5911

person 01 the week
SPIRITED, EDUCATED, AND
TOO HOT to sit home alone
on a Saturday night! Looking
for a mid-40s man with a
past worthy of campfire stories and a future that promises to provide the raw material for legends. CBW Box

IFYOU L1KETRAVEL, TRAVEL, TRAVEL.
conversation, theater, arts, exercise,
travel, so do I. I'm40ish, unancumbered
and looking for friendship. I wear suits
but love to laugh. Looking for 3O-40y.o.
Please send photo and tell me about
yourseif. P.O. Box 1694, Portland,
04103. trS873
ONE GOOD WOMAN REQUIRED- if you
are a professional, 29-37. and anjoy
cunural events, travel. movies, music.
sports or just plain Quality time- this 39
y.o., 5'9', WS, handsome professional
would like to talk with you person to
person. Formoreinformationcall-58B4

011. 'Zf5039

ROMANTIC,40s,SWM.5·fl',185Ibs.,
down to earth, NlS. easy to please. sense
of humor, sensual, handsome, seeks
appealing. sexy. sensual, slender, NlS,
very attractive, slTiling, classy woman
(MIS), to find and enjoy love and happiness. -5876

Each week, a Casco Bay Weekly personal is. chosen as .
CBW's 'Person of 1I1e Week' and is awarded two free mOVie
tickets, compliments of Maine Mall Cinemas. All personal ads
are entered in 1I1e drawing.

LIVE FROM NEW YORK! I'm new in
town and looking for a good man to
show me around. I'm aSWf, 34, smart.
slim, sensuous, attrac;tive. Major passions: food, wine, art. music, film, travel,
anything nalian. Make me laugh, enter- YOU WERE LlFEGUARDINGAPOOLon
Sat. Feb. 1st between 5-Spm when we
tain me. -5025
met. Your hair is bru nette and you have
=EAS:""-'Y-":"G-OI-N-G-W-O-MA-N-SE-E-K-IN-=-G-=-M:-:AN:-:
a very pretty slTile. I'm a SWM, 25,
in Greater Portland area who "29-39 or attractive, athletic, and very anxious to
thereabouts, and loves walking, talking, meat you again. For a sincere friendhiking, biking and being silly at times. ship, pleasewrite. CBWBox980. -5840
Must be single but comlTitment not
necessary, just friandship. _5028
WRITER , SM, 33- COMPLETELY
WE WANT A MAN WHO LIKES KIDS! BROKE, currently making h" play for
Very attractive, slender momll?f of an immortality- seeks just one original couadorable little boy seeks caring. consid. rageous woman for sate sex with all the
.
I
intellectual tri mlTings.1nto: and rogeny.
erate, kind, generous, inl8lllgent., sen- long letters, absolute honesty, cult films.
sitive, attractive and fit man with a great Not into: sexism, power, running your
sense of humor for fun and games and
healthy relationship. Your photo gets ' life. P.O. Box 10051, Portland, ME
04104. -5864
ours. P.O. Box 1463, Scarborough, ME
04074. tr5033

men--women

NEW KID IN TOWN SEEKS A LADY,
preferably no kids, attractive, NlS b&tween 2O.... 0.I'm5·1 0', brown/hazel, 27
yrs., professional, told attractive with
offbeat sense of humor. Love dining out
or in, moVies. dancing, parties, beach,
sports. fitness. SoxlPatriots lovers win
major brownia points. ..5881
SWM, 21. 5'10', 1SO Ibs., 10000ing for
someone to dance the night ~ay or
enjoy some quiet times. Write and send
photo. P.O. Box 5110. Portland, ME
04101. "5900
I'M NOT ASKING FOR A LOT. I'm a 22
y.o. prolessionallooking for the love of
II?f life. Hyou are attractive, athletic.
inl8lligent and want to be treated like a
lady. you're II?f dream girl. Please drop
me a lina. -5897

RE900:3707fo41l1NG
CAlLS COST $1.4g A MINUTE.

WANTED: WILD HARLEY MISTRESS
for goodtimes. Must like su mmer jau nts,
drink, smoke, hell raising, rock & roll,
sex, and the freedom of it all. No stri ngs
or comlTittments. Curious? Don~ let
the image scare you. Let's meet. Letters
preferred. Can you fsel the rumble yet?
CBW Box 997 ...5917

WM, OOMINANT, SEEKS LADYS who
desire a more disciplined life. Blondes,
redheads, felTinists preferred, brunettes
accepted. I'm 6'1', 210 Ibs, average
10000s. but a true man. trS923

MWM,6'I', 195Ibs,SALESMAN. goodlooking thl'f say, smoker, looking for
female, married or single. 30-SO, for
afternoon fun andiorfantasy_Drop mea
note and let me know about yourself. All
replies will be answered. Lers live life
and have fun. CBW Box 998. _5908
SWM. 26, ENJOYS HIKING IN ACADIA,
progressive music, offshore sailing,
contemplating Quantum theory, or just
walking along the beach. Interested in
meeting: happy- mallow- bright- great
slTil&- adventurous female to befriend
and spend time with. CBW Box 999.
..5910

RESPONO TO AHY PEflSONAL Ml8Y CAlLING

900-370-2041
-

OKAY,SOMOSTOFMYFRIENDSTHINK
I have hit the Far Side, maybe that is
true, but I like to laugh and have fun in
the sun and play with you, oh Little Bo
Peep, you are so wild, you make me
freak and I want you tonightin the field.
And I've got your flock 01 sheep. Lers
talk. trS919
SWM, 35, ATIRACTIVE (BROWNI
BLUE), professional,fit, (5'10-112',155
Ibs.). sensitive, sincere, romantic, adventurous. Seeking attractive, slim,loving, s.'DWf, 27-35, who enjoys outdoors, dancing. candlelight for longterm relationship. Photo appreciated.
CBW Box 001. trS912
SWM, YOUNG, TALL AND HANDSOME.
Bodybuilder type. Warm, intelligent.
compassionate and sincere. RecenUy
moved into the area. Enjoys -cooking.
exercise, long romantic walks on the
beach and pampering II?f mates. Seeks
a petite eQ ual. CBW Box 002.

Just call 1-900-370-2041 from any touch-tone phone.
When Personal Call1KI answers, follow the instructions and
enter the four-digit" number of the ad that interests you.
You may then leave a response, enter another " number
rx browse through other messages. (Calls cost $1.49 a
minute.)
To respond to an ad without a " number, write to the
P.O. box rx CBW Box Indicated. When addressing mail to
a CBW Box, be sure to print the boll number cleerty on the
lower left hand comer of-your envelope.

How to place a

caw personal ad

You can place your ad by mall, by FAX or by stopping by
ouroflice at 551 A Congresa st. In downtown Portland. Call
775-6601 to find out more.
Each Casco Bay Weekly personal ad comes with free
use of 8 Personal CalIIKI " number. When you place your
ed, you'D be given a " number and an easy-to-follow
instruction sheet. It's important that you call and leave you r
personal greeting before the paper comes out on Thursday
- that wflj you won't miss any of your responses.
When recording your 9O-sacond greeting, relax and be
creative. Describe yourself - but don't leave your full
mme, telephone number rx address. We suggest that you
leave your first name, and ask the people reepondng to

leave their telephone numbers and best times to call.

What does a personal ad cost?

category:

Personal ads of 45 wrxds or fewer cost only $5 for two
weeks. Additional words cost 50¢ each. All personal ads
roost be placed frx a minimum of two weeks. (Ads of 45
words rx fewer are FREE when submitted via FAX on
Thlndays rx with a current promotion.)
Use of a Personal CalIIKI " number is FREE. Use of a
CBW Box II which includes mail forwarding, costs $20.
Vi8B, Mastercard, personal checks, money orders and
caah are welcome. All personal ads and boll services must
be paid in ectvance.

Rules & deadlnes
Casco Bay Weekly Personals are for single people seekIng relationships. CBW will refuse ads that seek to buy or
8ell sexual services. No full names, street addresses or
phone numbers will be publishad. Ads containing ellplicit
sexual rx anatomical language will not be published. We
reserve the right to edit or refuse any ad. Personal ads will
not be accepted over the phone.
Your ad and payment must reach CBW by noon on the
Monday prior to publication. Bring or send your ad to:
Casco Bay Weekly, 551A Congress St., Portland, ME
04101. FAX: 775-1615

Owomen ... men
Omen ... women

o women ... women
Omen'" men

o others
o companions
Confidential infonnation:
(We cannot print your ad without il.)
phon.

46 word.
for 2 weeks

$5,00

Addition..
word• • 50C _________
P_nal C8II<I!l

FREE

CBWBox
forwerdlntll
(add $20,)
addreM

city, _

Total
.. Zip

VlSA/M"~rd

HELP! MY WHITE-COLLAR MIND IS
TRAPPED in a blu&-c:oIlar body! This
SWM, 26, carpenter, new In town, enjoys books. movies, writing. SuspiCious
ofparsonalads. hopeyouaretoo. eS015

JULIA ROBERTS IS BUSY THIS WEEKEND, are you? SWM, 30, 5'8', good
shape, looking for SlDF who likes the
beach in spring, intimate dinners,long
walks and music. Alove at life should be
shared, so don~sitthere bored, give me
a call. -5032

SWM, 21, LOOKING FOR A MATE for
friendship and romance. Must be 1821, NlS, medium build and height, goal
oriented, affectionate. honest and sincere.lllketotravel, bowi,listento music
(especially Supertramp, ELO, and Rush),
and go for walks. If interested, give me
a call. tr5017

BIG HANDSOME MAN, SWM, 35, 5'9', MWM, MID 30s, ATIRACTIVE, SENSI300+, blue I'fes, brown hair. I am a TIVE, lonely. seeks exotic, eccentric,
loving, caring, sincere and honest per- passionate, RubenesQue female for r&son. I like going out movies. aimless lationshlp. Must be free some weekdays
drives, and homalife. I am looking for and like Chinese or Italian food. Discr&that special person who will accept me tion assured. CBW Box 009. -5026
for who I am, and I will do the same.
Please write or call. P.O. Box 1073,
Westbrook, ME 04098. trS929

UNCONVENTIONAL. ATTRACTIVE
SWM, 31, 6'4', 190 Ibs. Likes cats,
exercise, the outdoors, movies, reading, music and good conversation. Seek
s.'DF (w/o children) who considers herself attractive, has sense of humor, and
values integrity and sensitivity. Prefer
short brunettes... 5913

~~~~~~~~~~~

How to respond to a personal ad

SWM, 47, 6'5', 210 Ibs. Athletic, educated, NlS, loves animals and kids. Enjoys restoring old houses, rock-blues,
classical and outdoor activities. Lookingfortall, D/SWf. 35-47, athletic, educated, weight proportional, with a lust
forliving and Ine. Letters preferred. CBW
Box 010.

ATIRACTIVE SWM, 27, is looking for a
sexy, romantic SWf, 23-30, who enjoys 33 y.o., NlS, EDUCATED, 5'11', goodthe finer things in me. You must enjoy 10000ing SWM seeks attractive (if nol
dining ouVln, cuddling, skiing, walkson beautiful) Inside & out SWf, 27-35. My
the beach and be spontaneous. Let's get interests include good fiction, running
together. trS926
down the str88l, adventure, humor. art.
ecology, piZZa and fried clams Lots of
OESPERATEL Y SEEKING SUSAN ... corners. Lefters & photos make it fun.
Jane, Mary, (fill In the blank). SWM CBW Box 007. eS018
looking for enthUSiastic, attractive
woman,22-30. whodaesn't mind morn- I AM 23, A COLLEGE STUDENT with II?f
ing aerobics and Lata Night w/alterna- awn car. I have a part-time job, brown
tive Oavid Letterman. A professional hair, green I'fes, and broad shoulders.
naked TWister player who will take n to I'm interested in an attrac;tive girl with
the limits. -5925
brawn or black hair. Leave message.
"5021
JUST LOOKING FOR SOME GOOO.
CLEAN FUN- Honest SWM. 34, 6', 165 MALE SEEKS OLDER LADY, (under 50
Ibs., BR/BR, good laver, Slightly dis- please). Are you fit firm, flexible? Am
turbed, but not dangerous. Seeking ag- looking to meet the intelligent pretty,
gressive, pretty female, 21-35, for dat- professional type who hasn't started a
ing, company, friendship. Prefer inti- family yet. I'm 27, attractive, humorous
mate relationships, but not desperate and enjoy outdoor activities. Let's waik
yet Personal Call costs refunded if not an the wild side. Serious replies only.
..5027
delighted. -5930

FRUSTRATED MWM- OK- GOOD
LOOKS, clean, healthy, well-built, ITid30s, professional, nice person seeks
discreet affair with nice, sincere. attractive. petite, healthy, clean S/MF. Should
enjoy music, outdoors, fine wine & cuisine, passion, sex. Sincere only please.
..5916

CALLS COST lug A MINUTE .
L -________________~I

WWM, 42, ENJOY CAMPING, bowling,
dining out skIIng, natures beeuty, sensitive, caring & honest. SeeksSWf, 3&45, slim to medium build, with sllTilar
Interestto share life's joUml'jwith, have
a sense of humor and Is drug frse.
SmakersOK. P.O. Box1342, Westbrook,
ME 040911. -5008

o Check horo Wyou requoot
OIILY caw box _rdlnu

• __________________________ Exp: - - - - - - - - -

!call a me give So .people interesting
meeting, movies, summer, sports like,
27l'm.tun have to how knows who ,2035 ,lady intelligent an meet to want I but
,crart this really not I'm .ad II?f read to
w~ correct the aut figured you ,Congratulations -5928
FREE SPIRIT WITH A HUNGER FOR
ADVENTURE and a belief that 'all is
possible'. Ou\oolng, fun-loving SWM,
34. many Interests include: personal
growth, travel, metaphysics, massage.
Value health and honest communication. Vegetarian non-M>. Are you the
same? Work, play and travel (combined)
10ts-liketojoin?P.0. Box41 , Biddeford,
ME 04005. -5000

SWM, NEW TO AREA- 26, 5'9', brown/
blua,170Ibs. Works out 2xweek. Looking for 51i m, attractive, fu n & outgoi ng
SlDWf, 21-29. Do you like candlelight
dinners? Moonlit beach picnics with a
blanket & bottle of wine, Broadway
shows in N.Y.C. & watching cartoons on
Sunday morni ng? Maybewewere meant
to be. Photo &lefterwith phone I please.
Bimbos and the insecure need not apply!! CBW Box 004. tr5003

SWM, 25. 160 Ibs., 5'10", brown hair,
blua I'fes, good-looking, athletic. Looking for sincere. honest and equally attrac;tive SWf, 20-30. to share intimate,
romantic times together. Love to give
sensual warm-oll body massages and
share bubble baths. Wish to seek a
friend as well as a lover. -5035
DO YOU ENJOY LAUGHING? A LOT?
Frequent movies, Island or mountain
trips? Enjoying flea markets, sports,
music. being read the classics? 6'1',
caring.supportive, attracijve. funny, vary
interesting man seeks witty SF. 18-30
for great conversation. sharing, entertaining times. P.O. Box 10796. Portland, ME 04104 . .. 5036
LOOKING FOR THE PERFECT WOMAN18-22. attractive, smart. witty. I'm 20.
blonde, 5'9', handsome.lliketo cuddle,
watch movies and have a good time
enjoying life's pleasures. I want someone to love and talk to as a friend. I'm
waiti ng to hear from you ...5037

women -- women
SWf (Bi-probably). 28. attractive. full of
life & loves adventure, searching for Bi
or GWf, feminine, attractive & tak&charge kind at woman to help guide me
on a wonderful, special and adventurous journey into awortd olthe unknown
to me. -5858

:W:=~ 900·310·2041

ernie oak

CALl.
COST $1.48

A MINUTE,

INTELLIGENT, INTEGRATED and
Independant lesbian, early 405, who can
be cute, charming and challenging, is
looking for women (or a woman) to add
stimulating conversation and memorable adventu res to her life. -5890

AGGRESSIVE?!. .. LOOKI NG FOR A BIG
LOOSER, someonetoturn II?fcrank... if
you're fit, fast and free then I'm groovy,
gay, happy to say... 25. Relerences upon
request. P.O. Box 8377, Portland, ME
04104. -5001

MBiF LOOKING FOR SAME OR SINGLE
to have afriendship with us. to enjoy life
together and fu nconversationsand special times. Very clean and neat. discr&tion assured. P.O. Box 295, Portland,
ME 04112. -5915

GWM, 45, WANTS LASTING. aUALITY
relationship. I am Christian, creative,
artistic. enjoy dancing. You are sincere,
honest caring, mature, with sense of
humor, NIS. ComlTittment ready only
need apply. -5013.

men-- men

GWM, 21, NlN, SKINNY EEYOREI
SMART ASS, indoorsy, carless In Brunswick. Seeks skin ny, inl8lligent NlS(2125) for fun, later intimate evenings in
front of YOUR VCR. Everything from
'AII About Eve" to parn. No Rambo, no
weirdos. You know who you are, dear
hearts. CBW Box 008. -S019

HIV AND HEALTHY! I want to meet
other men like me: Honest open, out
living Well, enjoying I~e, busy. Choosing
no drugs, no interventions, BUT brtght
outlook, good-living, expanding new Interests, growing, learning. Full emotions. spirituality, laughter, sunshine,
exercise! Alex, Box 1573, Portland,
04104. -5851
IF YOU THINK YOU ARE "STRAIGHT
ACTING", get some therapy (get adress
or get a woman). GWM, 29, attrac;tive
Italian seeks fair-blonde, NIS professional. late 2Os-30s. open. fun, with
Rhoda/Brenda sensibilities a plus.
,.5860
WGM, RETIREE, HEALTHY 70s, seeks
friend (intellectual leftist) any age;
occassional cuddli ng, travel partner.
Elderhostels? Possible future
housemate. CBW Box 984. "5870
GWM, 25, SEEKS GM, 25 OR UNDER. I
am 5'9', 170 Ibs, trim & fil. I like to
workout, outdoor sports, movies, and
lots more. Looking for same. into having fun and intimate times. I am chemfree and heanh conscious. Looking for
friend to share wnh an all levels. -5899
BiWM, 25, GOOO-lOOKING, 6'0', 180
Ibs. N/S. straight acting. Interested In
meeting BiWM, 1&-25 yrs, good-looking, fit& trim, for friendship and maybe
more. ,.5907
BiWM, 3D, NEW TO AREA AND
LIFESTYLE. Honest, fun, axtremely passionate, wishes to meat Bi or GWMs
who can be same. Discretion assured.
Please call, will answer all. trS922

WRESTLER WANTED- THIS 35 Y.O.,
165 lb., bikini clad wrestler seeks same
for some fun time work-out wresUing.
-5029
BiWM, 28, 100% STRAIGHT 95% olthe
time. Goadsenseof humor, looks, depth
and character. Slightiy confused, but
vary understanding, honest and discreet
Looking for no other than thesametype
around the same age for friendship.
P.O. Box 9715-263. Portland. ME041 04.
,.5034
RESPOND 10 AHY PERSONAL Ml8Y CAlLING

900-370-2041
CALLS COST $t .4g A MINim.

others
HELP! ARE YOU A SENSUAL WOMAN
who can assist me in fulfilling II?f
husband's fantasies? I'm looking for an
experienced woman with lots to give.
for a safe discreet experience. Call or
write so we can meet for planning. P.O.
Box 9715-316, Portland, ME 04104.
-5871
ISLAND BOY, GOLDEN AND BLUE, I
watch asyouwalk by. lcan~lookaway.
I want to smile. I can only think 'Hello'.
You pass completely, and (again) I am
disappointed that although I want to
reach bl'fond the window, I do not
Aurora. trS909

BIf LI/JIda Barnl

DWM, BRlBR, 5'6-1/2'. 155 Ibs. seeks
harmony, monogall?f with a companionabla, pretty, shapely, physically active, outgoing, sofispoken woman. 3344. Share feelings. stories, listening,
emotional vulnerabilily. affection.
Beachwalks. hikes, sun-soaking, water,
state travel. VCR movies, dancing. dining, Quiet times at home. Just a not&'
call. P.O. Box 2086, Windham, ME,
04062. trS012
INTELLIGENT, HEALTHY, SPIRITED,
attractiveWM would Iiketo meata pretty.
sexy, fit Wf, 35-45 for conversation.
dinner. dancing, friendship, fun & special times. I like animals, kids, home
cooking (yoursor mine) and am always
looking for new experiences. Let's talk
soan! eSOH

LIVELY, CHEM-FREE SWM, 30, daring
but discr88l, attrac;tive and personable,
seeks SIil'Y:I and alluring female twosome for frequent hot tub excursions
and some good clean fun. Let's relieve
this spring fever the natural way. Try it
you'll love it! trS921
AmNTION MARRIED WOMEN: Tired
olthe same old thing, no respectforthe
things you do, tired of being treated like
apiece of meat?Want to give everythl ng
up, but too much to lose: kids, house?
Similar circumstance: very good-lookIng MWM seeking sensual times with
one special woman. Haven~been around
lhe block, not capable of reproducing.
Cleanliness and discretion assured and
a must. Able to cover own tracks. No
home or work phone calls. No fatal
attractions. Have Hexi ble schedule. P. O.
Box 11421 , PorUand, ME 04104. "5925.
2 SWM. lIBERAIL, OPEN-MINDED. racently released from institution. Enjoy
adun movies. Jim Beam, hubcaps, car
radios and collecting contraband. Lookingforgullible, naive, wealthy woman to
saijsty curiosities, depraved cravings
and our needs for companionship. Unemployed, confident, militant felTinists
need notaply. Ced~referencesreQuired .
..5931
SWM, 30s, LOOKING FORANAGGRESSIVE LADY who would like to help me
explorell?f submissive nature. ,.5020
SBiM, 39, TALL. GOOD-LOOKING. professional and fil. Looking for olher
couplesto share sensual times. My likes
are sexy clothes, lingerie, etc. If you're
looking for ahot & steamy evening, then
le\'s get together. Discretion assured.
trS022
YOUNG PROFESSIONAL P-tNC. NlS, NI •
DRUGS, seeks the same for fun, friends
& fantasies. We would like to discover
new experiences together. If you're 2535, enjoy dancing, movies, eating out
good friends, give us a call. Safety &
discretion expected and assured, ,.S024
KERRY, I KNOW OUR RELATIONSHIP
IS OVER; however, the love that I have
always feltforyou will never die. It's II?f
wish to see you. wave, and say 'Hi, how
are you?", and mean il. Respond if you
like. Lova always, Feather. -5030
PAT- SOMETIMES FRIENOSHELP only
to make things worse. Don't let those
friends into your findings of committed
men. Those men don't need the caliS at
home. When the calls come In it's time
to get out. Fromyournotso Inconsiderate. lying bastard. -5031
Reopond to any personal ad by

IN

WEIRV IS T\-IIS: O\<.. I USeD TO

LIVE. t\f.R£ AND T\-\EN I DIDN'T ANI)

NO'N \ Do AGAIN TWO YEARS LATE R.
Two '(EA~S AGO \ WAS WAI.-Kl NC:.
TrllS SAME EXA(.\ \-\Il.\.. TO SCHOO \..
LIKE IT WAS NOTI-\ING. Bvr NOW?

NoW ITS \.IKe I'M WALKING IN A
N\o\ll£, LH<~ \'M Fl.-AT ON 1\·r~·
S<'R'CcN OF '\\'\t: MO\JI"f. OF MY LIfE,
\-\£Rt'S Tr\c ?ART OF ME WA\..KIN6
\0 $( \-\00 \.. I FI RS \ DA'( AT M '(
OLl> Sc.t\OOI.- AND !)\fFt::RfNT
?tol?\.:t: STAR.\NG A'\ M,( HEAt>
llKt' \ 'M A R'E' - R.VN of /vWSE'-f,
A Go ,",oST, t{ 0'\ ~"E N S,::..u.:....«.=.:~~.s~l-\~Ov~~
Tr\t~ SA~ MY NAM~'1
........

calling
900-370-2041
CalI8 cae\ $1.49 a minute.

companions
FRIENDS- YOUNG MARRIED WOMAN
seeking new friends, 25., whoareavailable during the weekdays to explore
Portland and surrounding areas. AbsQlutely no romance involved, just fun
companionship, children are walcome.
If you're interested in art exhibits, going
to the beach in the summer, shopping,
movies & you don't want to go alone.
then give me a call. ,.5887
SF, 30+, SEEKING NEW FRIENDS for
movies. bowling, exploring Portland &
surrounding areas. This is not for romance. "you miss going out with friends
who have moved or married. call. HIS,
non-ilrug users & light Winkers only.
Prefer 30-40 age group. -&5918

DWM, 38. 5'8", 135Ibs., caring, honest
affectionate, likes camping, fishing,
music, playing guitar, being with right
parson. Seeks Wf, 25-40 with silTilar
interests for possible long relationship.
tr5004
ROMANCE FIRST, ECONOMICSECONoSWM,29. 6·tall.athletic.1SOlbs.• black
hair, brown I'fes, looking for partner
who enjoys walks. nights in. Saturday
nights aut. ..5005

35

I KNOW. IT OO£SN'1 5f.E:M F-EAL
t\J£-N To ME. I KNoW A\..l. Tr\ t:
FA(£S AND T\-\~'< KNOW ME Bu.T
THe REA\.,I1"(IS NOiQoD'( KNOWS

AN'jTI-\\NG '(ET. THOS~ 1WO YEARS

AR"€ LIKE lWO ~ooK~ MissiNG OUT
OF MY. fl'lCyc..\..O?E!)IA, CAN'T NoBOD'< DO A R~t'oR" ON moSt; Two
~EA~5. UN l,tSS

J

OPt N MY MOVni.

,

(

i~

So TliATS W\-\y I'M NOT SAYIN6 A
WORD UNTIL I FIND BR~NPA, MY
'St;SI fR\t:ND OF TWO '(EARS AGO,
"'IE BEEN IN A PLAN ,0 SU~PRISE t-\ER BtCAUSE SHE' DoHN'T

KNOW ['M BACK. I'VE BEeN p~
ilCING MY FIRST THING j'LL S'A'f:
" E XCIJS £. ME, MA'( I SLOW YOVR
MINO? ..

FEMALE, 45, fiNANCIALLY SECURE,
seeks liv&-in situation with male or female. I'm in a whaalchair and am a very
good companion. Please addressenvalope two lines only to: Box 336, Gray,
ME 04039. Any age person isfine. prefer
older person or couple.

ONLY
FIVE
DOIJARS
for a two week ad
Now is the time to place a
personal ad with

Personal Call®.

FAX FREE
THURSDAY!
775-

Simply fill out the order
form below and you're on
your way to meeting that
special someone!

.
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Casco Bay Weekly

All dinners come with salad, rolls and Dutter. If you wont a lighter meal, skip the salad and we'll toke $1.50
off the price. Childrens' portions available . .

.

DAILY PASTA SPECIAL: Open faced Ravioli with shredded smoked duck, shiitake mushrooms, grilled escarole and fresh
tomato, garlic & fennel sauce. 8.95
JT

JT

DAILY SEAFOOD SPECIAL: Grilled Casco Boy Scallops with ginger-scallion cream sauce. 7.95

SAUTEED CHICKEN BREAST with
THAI NOODlES with

asian blackbean, garlic and scallion sauce. Served with rice and vegetable. 9.95

red curry sauce and assorted vegetables. with tofu 7.95, with chicken 8.95

PAN BLACKENED CHICKEN BREAST with

remoulade served in a flour tortilla. With rice and vegetables. 9.95

STEAMED VEGETABLES AND TOFU Comes with

rice and soy-ginger sauce. 8.95

KOREAN STYLE BBQ PORKCHOPS with seared

vegetable and rice . Served with kimchee . 9.95

INDIAN SnLE CHICKEN IN CURRY SAUCE with

chutney, flatbread, rice and vegetables. 9.95

ROAST CHICKEN with

*

mashed potatoes, vegetables, gravy and apple-cranberry compote. 8.95

FRITAnA ITALIAN SnLE OMELET with

tomatoes, mushrooms, onions and provolone. Served with pesto and bruschetta. 7.95

•

OUT OF THIS WORLD DESSERTS

*

PECAN YA·YA with

butter rum sauce and whipped cream. 2 .95

CHOCOLATE CENTER OF THE UNIVERSE.
STRAWBERRY SHORTCAKE

2.95

with whipped cream. 2.95

*

STARTERS • LIGHT MEALS • SALADS
SOUP OF rHE DAY sm.

BASKET OF BRUSCHEnA thick sliced,
VEGETARIAN POTSTICKER with
PLANETS' POTSTICKER with
CROSTINI

*

*

bowl 1.95, big bowl 3.95
garlic (grilled Italian bread) 3 .50

tofu, broccoli, bok choy, scallions, garlic and peppers. Served with soy-ginger dressing. 4.95

pork, .blackbeans, garlic and ginger. Served with soy-ginger dressing. 4.95

with pesto, shredded roosted chicken, fresh tomato and provolone . Served with mixed greens and basil vinaigrette.

3.95

QUESADILLA with

cheddar and cilantro. Served with blackbean salsa and sour cream on shredded lettuce. 4 .95

CEASAR SALAD with

fresh grated parmesan and bruschetta. 3.95

SOUTHWESTERN STYLE FAJITA SALAD with

grilled sirloin, salsa, cheddar, shaved lettuce and assorted vegetables. Served with

flour tortillas. 5.95

LEBANESE SALAD PLATE with

hummus, lentil-rice salad, red onions, chopped tomatoes and pita bread. 4 .95

THAI SnLE COLD NOODLE SALAD with sweet chili sauce,
PLANET SALAD

cucumber, tomatoes, scallions, mint and basil. 4.95

*

red leaf and romaine lettuces and assorted vegeatbles. Served with choice of dressings. 2.95

ANGEL HAIR PASTA with

pesto cream and sundried tomatoes. Served with fresh grated parmesan and bruschetta. 6.95

GRILLED VEGETABLE SALAD with

mushrooms, tomatoes, peppers, zucchini, broccoli and potatoes. Served with basil vinaigrette

on kale. 3.95

PIZZA

*

CHEDDAR
ONION
PESTO

Crisp sourdough crust with choice of sauce or fresh tomato. 5.95. Basic pizzo comes with provolone cheese.
Extras at 1.25

FETA
PEPPERONI
OLIVES

SUN DRIED TOMATO
PEPPERS
MUSHROOMS

*

SAUA
GRILLED VEGETABLES
PARMESAN
BROCCOLI

*

